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Jen Simpkins
staff writer
Sad times. After a full 
weekend on Crypt Of The 
NecroDancer (p94), our 
Jen was diagnosed with… 
Saturday Fright Fever.

game of the month
Crypt Of The NecroDancer
fave R&C weapon
RYNO

andy westbrook
production editor
Ninja Turtles megafan Andy 
says the new tie-in (p14) 
“took him back to the ‘80s.” 
We’re not keen on the shell 
suit he insists on wearing…

game of the month
Firewatch
fave R&C weapon
Glove Of Doom

Ben tyrer
staff writer
As soon as Ben finished 
his Firewatch review (p90), 
he applied to be an office 
fire marshall. He’s seeking 
his flame and fortune.

game of the month
Firewatch
fave R&C weapon
Groovitron

milford Coppock
managing art editor
Milf tried The Witness but 
had to give up when he got 
stuck in the opening tunnel. 
“Mazes are where I draw 
the line,” he said. Clueless. 

game of the month
Firewatch
fave R&C weapon
Pixelizer

welcome

t h i s  m o n t h ’ s  g a l a c t i c  r a n g e r s …

game of the month
The Witness
fave R&C weapon
Sheepinator

“INSOMNIAC 
GAMeS leAPT 
AT THe CHANCe 
TO RevISIT AND 
IMPROve AN 
OlD FAvOuRITe 
AND NeveR 
lOOkeD BACk.”

this issue’s cover story started back  
in 2014 when, during some downtime 
on an evolve studio trip, I took a taxi 

across los Angeles to the city of Burbank. 
When people talk about ‘Hollywood magic’, 
they mean lavish sets, pampered stars  
and non-stop parties, but in a nondescript 
recording studio I met the talent and crew 
from the Ratchet & Clank movie, and 
between recording sessions we sat around 
a bare table in a dark room, ate salad from 
plastic tubs and swapped anecdotes. 

It was nothing like the ‘Hollywood’ image  
in my head, but seeing the normality behind 
the production wasn’t a comedown. Instead, 
it helped me understand that this is a true 
passion project, made by normal (albeit 
talented) people who just happen to do a job 
they love. No drama. No ‘divas’. Just fans 
who want to make the best film possible. 

The same goes for the team at Insomniac 
Games, who leapt at the chance to revisit an 
old favourite and never looked back. As you’ll 
see on p52, the results of both projects are 
nothing short of spectacular. 

  

matthew pellett
editor
matthew.pellett@futurenet.com
@pelloki
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Destiny casts an inescapably 
long shaDow over the Division,  
but there’s plenty of innovation.

Mods are portable, and 
work on any gun. Fancy a 
sniper scope on an LMG? 
Okay, but you’re insane.
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01
Dear god,  
it’s finally 
here. well, 
almost. 
two-and-a-
half years 
after its 
eye-popping, 

loin-moistening unveiling on ubisoft’s 
stage at e3 2013, we’re finally 
having a good sit down with tom 
clancy’s the Division, ubisoft 
Massive’s vision for the future of the 
online shooter. or, more accurately, 
what the future of the online shooter 
looked like in the summer of 2013.

since then, there’s been the 
vault of glass, the court of oryx 
and the crucible. there has been 
gjallarhorn. Destiny casts an 
inescapably long shadow over the 
Division, but it’s not all bad news. 
Despite the familiarity, there’s 
plenty of innovation here, and the 
existence of bungie’s fantastic 
MMofps is as much a helping hand 
to ubisoft’s upcoming third-person 
shooter as it is a hindrance. 

the Division’s core loop – kill stuff 
for better gear, kill tougher enemies 

for even better gear, lather, 
rinse and repeat – is immediately 
obvious to anyone who has spent 
time in Destiny, and is every bit 
as appealing in a modern military 
setting as it is in science fiction. 

the Division’s virus-stricken 
new york city – specifically a 
block-for-block remake of Midtown 
Manhattan – is a delight, despite 
the circumstances, and naturally 
coheres in a way Destiny’s 
handful of areas, each broken into 
separate instanced chunks, simply 
can’t match. and Massive’s game 
seamlessly blends pve and pvp, 
with no matchmaking lobbies or 
loading screens. 

THE DARKNESS, TOO
there’s no competitive multiplayer 
out on the streets, however. for 
that, you have to hop a fence and go 
through a door into the Dark Zone, 
which occupies the central part 
of the world map – appropriately, 
since it seems to be the game’s 
beating heart. powerful loot can 
be found here, providing you can 
survive the high-level enemies that 

long Division: is 
ubisoft’s shooter 
worth the wait?

after years in the shadows, tom clancy’s 
the Division finally steps out into the light

10 StreetwiSe
complete street fighter v code is here. 

11 drake’S MiSFOrtune
why uncharted 4’s been delayed. again. 

16 cOrSa pOwer
will assetto corsa be ps4’s best sim?
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dev talk
“it’s not surprising 
it’s taken time. we’ve 
taken the time to do 
it right. You can do 
innovative stuff, but 
it’s broken, or the 
framerate is terrible. 
to have a polished, fun 
experience that is not 
promising, but great 
– when we’re doing 
an experimental thing 
– that takes time. we 
just took a little longer 
than we thought.”

Magnus Jansen
creative director,  
Massive entertainment

roam the place as well as see off 
any player-controlled aggressors 
that cross your path. 

perhaps you’ll form an uneasy 
alliance with another band of 
Division agents, but be shot in the 
back before you can escape with 
the loot. brilliantly, any gear you find 
has to be taken outside the Dark 
Zone to be decontaminated before 
you can use it; the thrill comes not 
just from finding the loot, but in 
getting it to safety. it’s frightfully 
tense stuff, and is quite unlike 
anything in Destiny.

out on the streets, though, things 
are a little more familiar. you shoot 
things in the head, and the damage 
you dole out has a numerical value. 
as you find more powerful gear – 
from the corpses of vanquished 
foes, loot crates dotted about, or as 
mission rewards – those numbers 
go up. in response to that, enemies 
become tougher. while a science 
fiction game, however, can simply 
put physically larger aliens in your 
path, all the Division has is humans. 

HEAVY HITTING
that means that, from very early 
on, enemies are bullet sponges. 
your shooter muscle memory will 
tell you that after a successful 
headshot, you’re safe to shift your 
gaze, lining up the next poor sap 
in your sights. wrong. they keep 
coming. after a couple of hours of 

low-level play, we’re bumped to level 
20 and are able to sample some 
late-game content. the area boss 
takes several minutes of sustained 
fire to put down, even when we’re 
armed with legendary gear. she’s 
assisted by lMg-bearing grunts in 
heavy armour. fair enough; they’ll 
take some putting down. the boss?  
a sniper with her hood up.

while movement is a little clunky, 
the actual business of shooting is 
fun enough, though the presence 
of the clancy name in the title 
demands the action be tactical 
and considered. weapons have 
significant recoil – spray and pray 
won’t work here – and the Division 
rewards intelligent play (in a team 
of three, flanking is essential). while 
it borrows an enormous amount 
from MMos, it ignores the notion of 
a class system, instead letting you 
choose freely from three separate 
skill trees, and giving you the option 
of switching things up on the fly. 

there’s even more flexibility in 
the weapon mods system, which 
lets you replace a gun’s sight, 
barrel, stock and magazine with 

parts that offer perk-like benefits, 
reducing stability or reload time. 
legendary loot comes with 
unlockable perks, too – a chance 
to refill the mag after a kill, for 
instance. you can even tinker with 
your appearance and Massive 
promises there’ll be more dramatic 
customisation options in the final 
game, which given the endless 
parade of grey beanies we see, 
can’t come soon enough.

DIVIDE AND DuEl
two-and-a-half years after the 
Division emerged as the ps4 
generation’s brightest prospect,  
it’s perhaps inevitable that its long-
overdue coming-out party is a little 
deflating. but there is a tremendous 
amount to like, and anyone who 
fell under Destiny’s spell will 
immediately fall into the endlessly 
pleasing loop of shoot, kill and loot. 

bungie naysayers may take more 
convincing, but a contemporary 
setting, and a wonderful, 
recognisable world, will go a long 
way. those still on the fence may 
be swayed by the fact that this is 
a game that bears very few of the 
hallmarks of the modern ubisoft 
open-world collectathon. Despite 
the obvious comparisons, the 
Division has an identity all its own.

the thriLL cOMeS nOt 
JuSt FrOM FindinG aLL 
the LOOt, but in GettinG 
it tO SaFetY.

■  weeks out from launch, ubi still won’t 
discuss the endgame. a raid, please.

■ the snowy festive setting’s a delight. 
if only this came out before christmas.

 Fan of post-pandemic fashion? Get your 
new threads at store.ubiworkshop.com.

Ace Of BAse
Your first task is to establish your 
base Of Operations at the post office 
opposite Madison Square Garden, which 
has been overrun. Once inside, invest in 
three departments – Medical, tech and 
Security – to unlock skills and mods.

Skill-switching’s great, 
but we stick to the Medical 
tree. healing’s essential 
against bullet sponges.
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■ the division’s Signature skills function much the same as destiny’s Supers, with massive cooldowns that are handily shortened by killing things.

the jury’s out on mission 
design. expect to fight your 
way in somewhere, then 
get attacked from behind.

enemy factions include 
rikers (escaped 
prisoners) and cleaners 
(flamethrower fans).
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02
Just one… more… 
fireball… Right. 
We’ve finally been 
able to peel 
ourselves away 
from Street Fighter 

V to bring you the verdict before 
release. If you thought those Beta 
builds were something special,  
you sure as 
Shadaloo ain’t seen 
nothing yet. This 
latest instalment  
of the fighting 
franchise  
is already 
breathtaking, and 
post-launch updates look set to  
push it all the way to phenomenal. 

We’re not using that word lightly. 
With the complete package in our 
hands (sadly, an embargo prevents 
us from putting a score on the game 
this month), we can say SFV is set to 

become a sensation. Tutorial mode 
immediately delivers a sumptuous 
sucker-punch: a nostalgic 
knockabout between a Street 
Fighter Alpha-style Ryu and Ken. It’s 
basic stuff – hopping over Hadokens, 
blocking normal attacks and jumping 
in with your own – but it’s a nice 
refresher, and newcomers will 

appreciate the 
simple lessons.

Character Story 
mode is beginner-
friendly, too, 
colourfully 
illustrated through 
manga art stills 

and killer voice acting. R Mika’s story 
is our favourite so far. Her quest to 
make Master Zangief proud is 
side-splittingly funny, with Naruto 
voice talent Maile Flanagan giving the 
junior wrestler her kaleidoscopic 
personality. The standard setting for 

fights is just one round, making it 
easy to catch up on canon. Long-
time fans, however, will be eagerly 
awaiting the recently announced 
Cinematic Story expansion. It’ll 
release this June, free of charge, 
and fully animated action will 
dramatise what really happened in 
the time period between Street 
Fighter IV and Street Fighter III.

PURPLE RAIN
But the future arrives in a flutter of 
purple sleeves and toxins: Shadaloo’s 
new number two, F.A.N.G., is every 
bit as fun as we’d hoped last issue. 

One of the only charge characters 
in Street Fighter V, his technical 
attacks require holding the stick in 
one direction before pushing the 
other way to unleash his moves. 
That already-infamous Critical Art 
differs: a couple of quarter-circles 
and a punch send him flapping into 

Street Fighter V is 
here at long last

We test the complete version ahead of its 16 Feb release

it’s already 
breathtaking, 
and is set to be 
a sensation.

sFV will keep growing 
after launch. as well as 
new stars, a Cinematic 
story’s coming for free.

team talk
“hold onto your 
fightsticks – this is 
set to be Ps4’s best 
exclusive to date. 
the quality and depth 
is apparent, even 
before i really sink 
my F.a.n.g.s into 
it. there’s a long 
legacy to live up to, 
and street Fighter 
iV casts a shadow to 
rival big brute birdie’s 
– but V’s accessibility 
will bring in new fans 
by the thousands.”

Jen simpkins
staff writer
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your opponent’s face like a 
nightmarish seagull. And get this: 
even if you whiff the Super-like 
attack, poisonous globules rain 
down, dealing ongoing damage.

Pulling off hit-chains with most 
characters is intuitive, but Training 
mode is where you’ll up your skills by 
studying damage stats and tinkering 
with settings. Sorry, hardcore fans: 
no frame data analysis option yet. 

Survival mode’s back to test those 
well-honed skills – your choices 
being Easy, Normal, Hard… or Hell. 
Your health bar takes a pounding, 
but you can trade points for Battle 
Supplements, a temporary health 
boost or defensive buff to get  
you through one more bout. Your 
reward? New character colours to 
make victories even more stylish.

 don’t miss our in-depth review, coming 
in the next issue, out 8 March.

Thief still waits for his end as Uncharted’s held up

Release delay sees 
Drake slip into April

Vinyl Treasure
We’d happily go to the darkest 
depths of shambhala if it meant 
we could get our hands on this 
new nate Funko PoP! figure. 
Fortunately, it’ll only require a 
quick trip to amazon to nab it.

the perfect visual 
metaphor for Uncharted 
4’s launch date hopes  
– hanging in the air.

03
We thought 2016 
was a year to buck 
trends, but it’s 
started with some 
oh-so-familiar, if 
unwanted, news. 

We’ll be blunt – you’re going to be 
waiting until 29 April to get 
Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End. Take a 
second to curse the eternal release 
announcement/
delay cycle and 
we’ll see you in the 
next sentence.

With only five 
weeks between 
the old release 
date and the  
new one, it’s a 
comparatively 
short delay before Naughty Dog 
unleashes its first non-remastered 
game on PS4, but that still doesn’t 
ease the hurting. 

Writing on the PlayStation Blog to 
explain the latest setback, creative 
director Neil Druckmann says: “This 
is our largest Uncharted game to 
date, and the team has been working 
incredibly hard to meet the challenge 
of closing out the game’s 

development in a timely manner. As 
we approached our final deadlines 
and started wrapping up the game’s 
levels, we realised that several key 
sequences needed extra resources 
to bring them to the finish line.” 

We hope that means explosions, 
chases and brawls that have you 
tweeting nothing but exclamation 
marks – last year’s Nathan Drake 

Collection is 
certainly a great 
reminder of how 
well the series can 
handle set-pieces.

Rounding off, 
Druckmann 
apologises to  
fans, offering:  
“We know many  

of you have been waiting patiently 
for Nathan Drake’s final chapter,  
and now we humbly ask you to wait  
a bit longer.” While it’s undeniably 
disappointing to get another delay,  
if this polishing period turns 
Uncharted 4 into a classic, then  
five weeks isn’t that long, right?

We realised 
seVeral key 
seqUenCes 
needed extra 
resoUrCes.

 With drake’s adventures ending, tweet 
@oPM_Uk your favourite series moment.
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New mode world  
of wardeNs will let  
you parade your  
prisoNs oNliNe.
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04
stock up on 
barbed wire, 
as the hit jail- 
building and 
management 
sim prison 
architect 
comes to 

ps4 this spring. originally 
crowdfunded to steal the show on 
pC, the fine folks at introversion 
software are now sending their 
‘toon delinquents to our console 
clinks. the first thing we’re doing is 
banning posters and rock hammers.

introversion’s partner-in-crime  
is double eleven – a dev team with 
credits including littleBigplanet, 
limbo and Goat simulator – which is 
now helping fortify the title for ps4. 
But we’ll be the ones locking things 
down: prison architect is all about 
planning, constructing and managing 
a high-security penitentiary. Building 
cells and facilities is your duty, as is 
hiring staff and enacting reforms.

Before you pop your feet up on 
your desk and kick back with a 
coffee, however, know that things 
can swiftly get out of hand. 

prison architect 
locked-in for ps4

slammer sim features new modes on console

 Look out for a rundown of our fave 
prison breaks coming soon in OPM #122.

■ It’s not all shiv and let die – building  
a chapel helps prisoners get spiritual.

■ Time to throw tasers, guns and the 
rest of your armoury at this mess.

Contraband circulates, fires break 
out and you’ll need to crack down on 
gang warfare before the inhabitants 
start painting their cells with… well, 
let’s hope it’s blood.

FLASH WARDEN
it’s not just the usual suspects in  
the ps4 lineup, however, as prison 
architect’s console release will 
include exclusive new modes. prison 
warden mode, for example, offers 
introductory pre-built prisons for 
those wanting to get acquainted with 
the basics. if you’re rather proud  
of your impeccably micro-managed 
creations, meanwhile, then world  
of wardens will enable you to parade 
your prisons online for all the world 
to see, and play.

they’re considered additions  
to a solid sim. the tribulations of 
breakout rpG the escapists may 
have rattled your cage, but prison 
architect’s ps4 modes look set to 
taser any mechanical miscreants 
into submission.

8-BITTEN BY ZOMBIES
The crimewave continues with 
rival game The Escapists: The 

Walking Dead, which staggers 
onto PS4 this month. This indie 

strategy has you warding off 
walkers as a cute Rick Grimes.
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the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

Fans of the IDW comics 
should be buzzing as 
writer Tom Waltz is 
penning the game’s story.

Don’t mistake this for 
mere teenage kicks – the 
new TMNT will test gamers 
of all skill levels. 

It shares the same 
cel-shaded art style 
that worked so well in 
Transformers Devastation.

05
It’s not been an 
easy few years 
for fans of the 
pizza-loving 
turtles. You’ve 
yawned through 

boring games and suffered 
terrible films, but there’s light at 
the end of the sewer: new entry 
TMNT Mutants In Manhattan finally 
promises something “bodacious.”

Exceptional action powerhouse 
PlatinumGames, the team behind 
Bayonetta, Vanquish and Metal 
Gear Rising, is taking the reins 
for this cel-shaded shred-’em-up 

and early signs are promising 
– as well as a single-player 
campaign, four-player  
online co-op is confirmed. We’ve 
got dibs on Donatello. 

Each character will have their 
own unique playstyle, keeping 
things fresh for when you’re on 
your own, and pleasantly tactical 
when playing with friends. Chuck 
in customisable moves, weapons 
and bonuses, and we’re confident 
it’ll be worth grabbing a slice.

Half-shell heroes 
head for PS4
First look at the return of TMNT

 Think Platinum can deliver the  
tie-in goods? Tweet us @OPM_UK.
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number game
we do the maths 

01
New Shenmue III screenshot revealed 
at the Magic Monaco conference.

01/03
Get your brolly out – this is the day 
Heavy Rain Remastered hits PSN.

6,484
People who watched the Mad Catz 
Street Fighter V Cup on Twitch.

89%
Amount of OPM Towers conversations 
that end up on The Witness this issue.

£29.99
The misleadingly budget price found 
attached to the new Ratchet & Clank.

10,000
Bugs, roughly, that were fixed 
between The Division’s Alpha and Beta.

88
The number of titles officially 
confirmed for release on PS VR.

2.2GB
The measly storage demands of  
Plants Vs Zombies Garden Warfare 2.

Bebop isn’t the only boss 
you’ll be facing down.  
Rocksteady and, of course, 
Shredder, will return.

PS3 fans rejoice! Raphael 
Leonardo, Michelangelo 
and Donatello will also 
answer your ninja needs.
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06
Firstly, you’re right. 
It does have a 
funny name. But 
while Assetto 
Corsa may not 
mean much to 

PlayStation gamers right now, it will 
do soon. We’ve played an early PS4 
version and, frankly, it’s remarkable.

It’s noticeably 
more realistic than 
Gran Turismo,  
and the reason  
is simple: Assetto 
Corsa wasn’t 
always a game.  
It started life  
as a pro racing 
simulator. Things just got serious.

Marco Massarutto, co-founder 
and executive producer at developer 
Kunos Simulazioni, tells us Ferrari, 
Abarth and Dallara all use the 
physics engine that runs this game 

to help them develop real cars. 
That’s hardcore. But don’t think that 
means it’s difficult to play. It’s as 
hard or as easy as driving a real car. 

If your Super Licence is still 
pending *cough*, don’t worry, you 
aren’t disqualified from playing. It’s 
still a game, it’s just that it behaves 
more like the real world. It feels like 

there are real 
tyres under your 
car as you turn. 
There’s none of 
that sensation of 
floatiness that 
many supposed 
sims suffer from, 
and its cars don’t  

feel like loaded shopping trolleys. 
In the utterly gorgeous Ferrari 

FXX-K (it’s not swearing, but you 
might when you see it), the inertia is 
perfect. Get on the grass and you’ll 
spin; keep it on the black stuff and 

you’ll find yourself driving according 
to your own limits. We didn’t want  
to go off in case we scratched the 
paintwork. Is this thing insured? Oh, 
it’s not real. Must remember that.

Granny issues
You can play with a DualShock 4, but 
naturally, this kind of sim benefits 
from a steering wheel and pedals 
setup. So we jumped behind the 
superlative Thrustmaster 599XX 
EVO 30 Wheel Add-On Alcantara 
Edition, which features force 
feedback strong enough to hurt your 
thumbs. Couple that with a racing 
seat, 1080p visuals and 60fps 
fluidity, and it’s stupidly realistic. 
Seriously, it’s hard to see how the 
feeling could be made any better 
without a hydraulic rig. 

Assetto Corsa doesn’t have quite 
the wealth of licensed courses and 
cars as Gran Turismo, but what it 

it started 
life as a pro 
racing sim used 
by ferrari to 
make cars.

The REAL ‘Real 
Driving Simulator‘?

Can rookie Assetto Corsa beat Gran Turismo at its own game?

the ferrari fXX-k is 
the star. real ones cost 
$2.7million and are 
already sold out.

dev talk
“gran turismo 
features 1,000 cars 
and has a very good 
reputation in terms 
of overall content. 
We can’t compete 
with them in terms 
of quantity. We can 
compete in terms  
of quality. because 
how good the 
simulation is itself 
is not a matter of 
budget. it is a matter 
of knowledge.”

marco massarutto
co-founder and executive 
producer, kunos simulazioni
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does have includes big-hitters such  
as Alfa Romeo, BMW, Mercedes, 
McLaren and Pagani. There are  
also classic Lotus F1 cars, though 
controlling them is predictably 
difficult, just like the real thing.

Track-wise, expect only real-world 
tracks, including usual suspects 
Brands Hatch, Silverstone, 
Nürburgring and Barcelona. But 
there are surprises, too, such as 
Monza’s 1966 layout, and Zandvoort. 

Another area where it definitely 
won’t overtake Gran Turismo is its 
weather simulation. While cloud 
cover is simulated, which then  
affects track temperature, there’s 
no wet weather or night racing to be 
had. And definitely no snow.

But it has GT beat with other 
features. The AI’s difficult to keep up 
with, but offensive and defensive 
driving feels sound. The best element 
of full-grid races we’ve tested so far, 

however, is how the cars react to 
collisions with each other. Impacts 
feel like they look on TV, with none of 
that ‘bars of soap rubbing together’ 
feel that the other sims deliver. 

Costly pranG
Mechanical and aesthetic damage is 
confirmed to feature, though 
Massarutto tells us the level of visual 
damage severity is set to vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer.  
It’s clearly not going to be crumple-
tastic like Burnout, but even minor 
impacts will affect all the cars to 
some degree. 

Visually, don’t expect the  
photorealism of Project Cars, but it’s 
a solid looker nonetheless. The in-car 
view definitely trumps chase cam 
thanks to lovely sunlight effects, 
though any self-respecting race nut 
knows the latter should be ignored.  

Already out (and scoring highly) on 
PC, its interface is being completely 
rebuilt for PS4. Massarutto insists 
everything else will be the same, 
which means PS4 is about to get the 
most convincing simulation of driving 
we’ve ever played, bar none. Gran 
Turismo Sport had better keep a 
close eye on its mirrors…

 like your racing with more mud and 
drifting? then check out dirt rally on p44.

■ the realism forces you to treat 
corners with respect. use the brakes.

■ the replays look pretty, but can’t 
quite pass for tV footage just yet.

info patches
update your brain  

HigH fives for Ps Plus
Has it really been five years? ps plus has 
gone from intriguing experiment to essential 
part of sony’s online offerings, and sony has 
posted out a gift for those who’ve been there 
from the start: a commemorative, framed 
plaque with key stats, such as number of 
hours spent online. guys, you shouldn’t have.

All THe NoPe
enjoy/endure the bowel-voiding terror of the 
original outlast? then you’ve got until autumn 
to brace yourself for its sequel. you won’t be 
venturing back inside an asylum for this one 
– the first screen shows the great outdoors 
and a woman wielding a modified axe. 
something tells us that’s not our weapon…

dude, wHere’s my PAr?
incoming ps4 title dangerous golf has two big 
things going fore it. 1) it’s being developed by 
the creators of burnout, who left criterion to 
start indie team three fields entertainment. 
2) it’s dangerous freakin’ golf: courses are 
set in kitchens and gas stations, and causing 
damage earns points. tee off’s due in may.

HoPes for vr?
playstation Vr won’t be 

supported at launch,  
but the assetto team has 

had a ‘morpheus’ dev kit for 
a year. chances of support 

coming later are high.
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the rumour machine
our sources understand…

After explorations of the 
super-detailed depths of 

Fallout 4, speculation 
has continued about 

what lies in the deep 
blue – could underwater 
DLC be on its way?

No Assassin’s in 
2016? Well, an 
Egypt-based 
AC Empire 
could be 
due in 
2017.

According to an 
Amazon France listing, 

the Doom 
reboot may 
blast onto 
consoles  
in June.

Oopsie daisy – did 
GameStop accidentally 
reveal Mafia III’s 26 
April release date?

PS Store hints at 
delayed releases 
for Shadow Of 
The Beast and 
Alienation – now 
2 and 23 March, 
respectively.

07
For a moment, we 
think we’re getting 
a chance to head 
back into that 
petrifying village 
and take on the 

Ganados once more. Then we 
remember spin-off multiplayer 
shooter Umbrella Corps is due 
pretty soon. Fresh info confirms 
that Resi 4’s nameless settlement is 
going to be one of 
the maps in which 
two teams of three 
will battle each 
other while trying 
to avoid a biting. 

From the 
footage we’ve 
seen, it looks like 
it’ll suit Umbrella 
Corps’ blisteringly fast action 
perfectly. Players can scamper 
up to the rooftops to get a slight 
advantage over the other team, 
while putting a healthy distance 
between them and the shuffling 
infected on the ground. You’ll want 
a bit of breathing space as well.

Undead Horde
Stages will have specific enemies 
looking to turn you into pulp, and 

we can’t imagine it’s easy to pull 
off headshots with a pitchfork-
wielding maniac trying to stab 
your face. The village isn’t the 
only new map to be confirmed for 
the shooter, as Resident Evil 5’s 
Tricell organisation is getting a 
shiny new HQ for you to fight in. 
Early warning: it’ll also have the 
Cerberus dogs from Resi 1 looking 
for some pedigree chumps…   

It’s not all 
competitive 
multiplayer 
though. In a newly 
announced single-
player Horde 
mode, ominously 
dubbed The 
Experiment, you’ll 
take on waves of 

Resi monsters on your lonesome.
There’ll be 20 of these missions 

to get through, so if your mates 
aren’t about online, you’ll have a 
fair few flesh-eaters to keep you 
occupied. It’ll be contaminating 
PSN this May, which should give 
you enough time to prepare to 
head back into that hellish village.

…As a map in Umbrella Corps

Resi 4 returns 
to PlayStation…

RESIdENT  
EvIl 5’S TRICEll 
oRGaNISaTIoN IS 
GETTING a SHINY 
NEw HQ.

Here’s our ol’ 
chum axewielder 
McScaryFace. Yeah, 
maybe try to avoid him.

 Can’t get enough Resi action? Shuffle 
over to p87 for our take on Resi Zero Hd.
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

“My favourite 
part is still when 

Chewie hands 
Han his jacket.” 

Psychonauts 
2’s Tim Schafer 

after  
seeing 

Star 
Wars a  

third 
time. 

“I want to create 
an experience 
that will become 
etched within 
your hearts.” 
Katsura 
Hashino implies 
Persona 5 
will be getting 
emotional.

“It’s kind 
of educational, 
right? Three-
year-old mildly 
addicted to 
N++ on 
the PS4.”
Charlie 
Brooker 
for 
best 
dad 
ever.

 Excited for God Eater to arrive? 
Watch the anime for free at daisuki.net.

08
We’d heard things 
are, um, different 
in the Land of the 
Rising Sun – but 
nothing prepared 
us for the colossal 

presence rampaging through its 
capital city during our recent visit 
for this month’s Tekken 7 preview 
on p32. Nope, not a lizard monster. 
Alright, there was a bit of lizard 
monster, but mostly it was PS Vita. 
PS Vita everywhere. 

It may be hard to believe it 
given our fave handheld’s current 
fortunes here in the West, but 
PS Vita’s sales eclipse PS4’s in 
Japan, and new PS Vita-exclusive 
mecha-fighter Mobile Suit Gundam: 
Extreme VS Force is the best-
selling game. Second-place? Vita’s 
Minecraft. We are through the 
looking-glass, people. How long have 
we been asleep? WHAT YEAR IS IT?!

At least Fallout 4 wanders into 
the charts to represent PS4,  
and Dengeki PlayStation magazine 
features PS4’s Gravity Rush 
Remastered on the cover. Hang on 
– we spy those PS Vita fingerprints!

With Extreme VS Force getting 
a Western release this year, and 
monster-slaying smash-hit God 
Eater Resurrection (and sequel 
Rage Burst) coming to PS4 and PS 
Vita in the summer, perhaps we’ll 
soon be catching PS Vita fever, too?

■ Oppa Gundam style! Japan’s number-one 
PlayStation game at our time of visiting.

PlayStation’s portable 
towers over Tokyo

PS Vita and its games outsell PS4 in Japan

RETRO ACTIVE 
It turns out Japan is the place  
to buy an original PlayStation  
– Akihabara’s streets are lined  
with retro game shops selling 
mint-condition consoles. Can  
we just live in here, please?

Tokyo: where toilets 
talk, maid cafés exist 
and PS Vita rules the 
sales charts.
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 Pre-ordering from GAME also unlocks 
Bas Rutten and Kazushi Sakuraba.

■ CM Punk doing something he’s yet to 
do in real life – walk into the octagon.

09
He was famed in 
his ’80s prime for  
packing a punch 
that could 
obliterate faces, 
but infamous boxer 

Mike Tyson is still not out for the 
count, having landed a place on the 
roster of the upcoming UFC 2. 

 Well, make that places, as EA’s 
MMA fighter will be sporting two 
versions of the notorious ear-biter. 
There’s ‘Iron’ Mike – modelled on the 
legendary boxer in his undisputed 
heyday – and 
‘Legacy’ Mike,  
an older Tyson, 
complete with  
tribal facial tattoo. 

Both versions will 
be unlockable, 

playable characters, with pre-order 
players getting day-one access.

In case you’re wondering why UFC 
2 is including Tyson, creative director 
Brian Hayes explains. “It’s fun to 
think that if MMA was as popular 
back when he was competing as it is 
today, you might have seen Tyson put 
on four-ounce gloves and step into 
the octagon,” he says.

Iron Mike, of course, isn’t the only 
big-name addition to the roster of 
fighters in the latest MMA smack-a-
thon. UFC fans are in uproar over 

former-WWE man 
CM Punk being given 
a rather high rating 
of 85, despite the 
fact he’s yet to have 
a competitive fight. 
Sure, we guess he 
is technically 

undefeated, but that beefy rating 
feels incredibly odd until he’s proven.

While EA still hasn’t given us an 
opportunity to test UFC 2 ahead of 
its 17 March release (pipebomb!),  
it’s talking a good game: the 
developer claims a ‘Knockout Physics 
System’ makes every KO unique, and 
new grappling systems mean you 
can keep the pummelling going.

Tyson still holds the 
record for being the 
youngest-ever, triple-belt 
heavyweight world champ.

ThERE’ll BE 
Two vERSionS of 
ThE noToRiouS 
EAR-BiTER.

UFC 2 lands a 
knockout cameo

No hangover for EA as it unveils Mike Tyson

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

art attacks
Surprise indie releases, 
how we love thee. Art- 
based P.T.-alike Layers 
Of Fear and co-op curio 
Lovers In A Dangerous 
Spacetime hit PS4 in 
just a matter of days.

four the win 
All 4 makes its way into 
PS4’s TV streaming 
options, meaning we 
can finally ditch the 
laptop to keep up with 
Brooklyn Nine-Nine and 
Come Dine With Me.

YarnY armY
Can’t wait for EA’s 
warm and fuzzy 
platformer Unravel? 
Head to its website: 
creator Martin 
Sahlin uploaded 
instructions on 
how to make Yarny IRL!  

thunder Blunder
The Telegraph’s 
‘interview’ with new 
Louis Vuitton ‘model’ 
Lightning is full of 
industrial strength 
cringe verging on 
sexism. Exhibit A: she 
claims a handbag 
changed her life. 

willY no nates
Oh, this is a sad tale. 
One unfortunate lad 
thought he was getting 
a PS4 for Christmas, 
only to open the box and 
find a block of wood 
with a penis drawn on  
it. Talk about PS envy.

Gt-naY
GTA V story DLC hinted 
at by Franklin actor 
Shawn Fonteno? Stop 
teasing us – we’ve been 
down this road before.
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Ben Tyrer
Staff Writer

SoulCalibur 
deServeS to be 
Swinging for the 
title, not Slipping 
from memory.

as opm’s resident 
fighting games punching 
bag, i need all the help  
i can get to avoid a 
pummelling. Swords, 
armour… hell, even darth 
vader. anything to avoid 
another humiliation. 
Speaking of which, it’s a 
damn shame this series 
used to be seen as a 
premier fighter, but is 
now licking its wounds 
after free-to-play dross 
lost Souls. Someone 
needs to right the 
wrongs of that entry and 
give us a proper revival 
of the sweeping sword 
combat, one that can 
offer something different 
to the Street fighter and 
tekken showdowns. if 
that something is a win 
for me, even better. n

priStinely

10

MaTThew PelleTT
editor

MaTT ellioT
CommiSSioning editor

which playStation fighting great 
should be revived on pS4?

a CompaSS point in 
the thigh to all 
who oppoSe my 
Call for a rival 
SChoolS return.

as all opSm1 readers 
should know, thanks to 
our classic demo discs, 
pS1 fighter rival Schools 
was a joy to play. i’ll extol 
the virtues of official 
fightsticks all day long 
when it comes to Street 
fighter, but rival Schools’ 
membership of the four- 
button fighting gang 
means it’s an ideal 
scrapper for those 
unwilling to shell out  
for extra hardware.  
and what a game! with 
different schools teaming 
up with and against each 
other to get to the 
bottom of a spate of 
kidnappings, its concept 
birthed a roster of stars 
and a story that i actually 
cared about. a new term 
is long overdue. n

moSt fighting 
gameS reSemble 
Soft play areaS 
for deliCate kidS.

bushido blade is not most 
games. it’s the back-alley 
knife fight of brawlers – 
immediate, vicious and 
tactical. there’s no health 
gauge. wounds don’t heal. 
if your kneecaps are 
smashed, you’re left 
scooching along the 
ground like a cat with 
troubled anal glands.  
it sounds horrible, but 
that’s the point. there’s 
nothing else like it, and 
that’s why we need it 
back. it’s a fighting game 
with a code of honour, 
where you’re only ever 
one wrong move from 
becoming a punctured 
suet pudding. like a 
martial artist training 
with rubber knives, all 
other beat-‘em-ups are 
merely preparation for 
bushido blade. n

Jen SiMPkinS
Staff Writer

melty blood left 
itS heart in tokyo. 
get it pumping 
again over here.

this Japanese 2d fighter 
series must have lost  
its passport. why else 
wouldn’t ecole Software 
fly it to the uk like similar 
anime beat-’em-ups 
blazblue and guilty gear? 
i paused both to make 
agonised grabby-hands 
at melty’s comparative 
lightspeed action, my 
eyes an impossible blur of 
switchable ‘moon’ combat 
styles and adorable maids 
wielding brooms… alright, 
so it’s a bit bonkers – the 
title alone gives that away 
– but all my fave fighters 
are. there’s not been a 
new release since its 
playStation 2 days: my 
blood would definitely go 
all melty if us brits got a 
gorgeous, current-gen 
resuscitation of this 
import icon. Clear! n

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

HuzzaH for Bizarre   
Like your fighting with a dash of 
anime? Get pumped for JoJo’s 
Bizarre Adventure: Eyes Of 
Heaven. Overseen by series 
creator Hirohiko Araki, it boasts 
2v2 battles and lands in summer.



@VicenteProD
@Naughty_Dog 
postponing #Uncharted4 
release to my birth date. 
You knew it, right guys?!

@NightInTheWoods
We’re in @OPM_UK and 
the story contains a pun 
so powerful the reader 
can’t look directly at it.

@GuerrillaDawg 
I feel bad for Dark 
Souls 3 and Uncharted 
4. Releasing alongside 
Ratchet. They’re DOA.

@HIDEO_KOJIMA_EN 
The year of 2016 is my 
30th in this industry. I’ll 
make this year a fresh 
start to do my best. 

@SchmoesJTE
Fassbender might 
finally make videogame 
movies respectable with 
Assassin’s Creed.

@UberFacts
If Street Fighter’s Ken 
“Shoryukened” you in  
real life, you would fly  
17 feet into the air!

@ShaneisMC
I’m convinced that most 
console FPS gamers 
emotionally stagnate 
around 15. 

@ollymoss
Now a lot of my friends 
are playing Firewatch, 
I am sort of a pathetic, 
anxious stress man.

@DavidUzumeri
How great would it be if 
del Toro, Kojima and Ito 
created a pachinko game 
that took Japan by storm.

@Captain2Phones
Too much Battlefront. 
Just flinched in cafe, 
thought a stormtrooper 
was gonna snipe me!
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can I get a Rt?
Tweet gold (and one troll) from 
this month’s @OPM_UK timeline 

rePlies
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 Star letter Show and tell
I love Sony’s new The Wonderful Life Of A PS4 Player 
ad campaign and how it captures what it’s like, as 
players of the best games console, to have the wealth 
of options available to us. The ad in January’s OPM was 
cool, too. I spent several minutes scouring it to find all 
the hidden references. On the shelf are three ‘real life’ 
PlayStation trophies and it got me thinking – wouldn’t 
it be cool if Sony sold those trophies? Imagine battling 
your way to a platinum, knowing you could get an 
actual one to display. Sony could check your account 
and then engrave it with your PSN ID. Thoughts?
Paul colvin via email

We love it so much, Paul, that we’ve already cleared 
a shelf in anticipation. too soon? We can’t send you 
a trophy, but we will give you a free year of OPM…

#119 FFVii remake, 
street Fighter V and 
Playstation experience.

Classic Burn
There has been a silence 
of sequels of games that 
made me love the hobby. 
First Prince Of Persia and 
now Burnout. Imagine a 
Burnout game with all 
of the chaos and cars 
rendered by the magic of 
Frostbite 3. I really miss 
these games. The new 
ones aren’t filling the void.
nigel Mugwara via email

good news! criterion’s 
now making Beyond 
cars, which extends its 
racing talent to buggies, 
gliders and more. the 
Burnout founders now 
at indie studio three 
Fields entertainment, 
meanwhile, just revealed 
Dangerous golf (p17).

Express delivery
To the amazing team at 
OPM! Aren’t you tired of 
games like Assassin’s 
Creed Unity that have 
been rushed into stores? 
Developers should stop 
trying to get me to run 
and buy the latest game, 
then witness what was 
once a masterful series 
become barely playable!  
I would much rather  
wait so that I can indulge 
in amazing graphics  
and storylines. 
Matthew chapman via email

Spot on. there are 
interesting whispers 
coming out of Ubisoft 
about assassin’s creed 
skipping this year for 
a better-quality game 
set in egypt, due out in 
2017. We reached out 
to Ubisoft for an official 
statement but the 
publisher declined  
to comment. 

Fantasy fuel
So, let me see if I have 
this right. My favourite 
magazine has my 
favourite game of all 
time, Final Fantasy VII, as 
last month’s cover. But 
because I’m a subscriber, 
I get the Limited Edition 
cover featuring… 
Firewatch? Okay, I’m 
acting like a spoilt child. 
And I mean no disrespect 
to the above-mentioned 
game. But please consider 
this – I love FFVII to death, 
and to have it gracing the 
front cover, close to 20 
years after it came out, 
is not an every month 
kind of thing. Such a 
cover would have been 

prominently displayed, 
with no small amount of 
fevered anticipation every 
time I looked at it. It is  
only with the utmost 
restraint that I do not 
cast Knights Of The  
Round in your direction.
Steve cabus via email

We always want to do 
something special for 
subscribers and that 
Olly Moss Firewatch 
artwork was too lush 
to ignore. Fear not, a 
special FFVII Remake 
subs cover is in the 
plans for the future…

OKAY, I’M ACTINg lIKE A 
SPOIlT CHIlD, BUT PlEASE 
CONSIDER THIS – I lOvE FINAl 
FANTASY vII TO DEATH.



exIt 
POll
Our Facebook 
fans answer a 
final question

next 
MOnth
Agent 47 is back 
on Playstation, but 
which of baldy’s 
past missions is 
the very best? 
That’s a lot of 
killing to consider.

11% still pine  
for a beefed-up 
Gyllenhaal in the 
fun, if silly, Prince 
Of Persia: The 
sands Of Time.

20% sneer  
at the critics… 
and things like 
plot and dialogue…  
by opting for 
Mortal Kombat’s 
cheesy gore-fest. 

11% Crave the ol’ 
trouble and strife, 
picking Final Fantasy 
Vii: Advent Children.

5% Think Angelina 
Jolie’s lara Croft: 
Tomb raider 
steals the show.

11% say they’re 
all rubbish. Next 
question, please! 

42%
love hanging out 
in creepy town 

silent Hill. it’s just 
so welcoming.

ratchet & Clank’s 
film lands in April, 
but what’s your 

all-time fave 
gaming movie? 
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VOte  
nOW!

Tell us the five games 
you can’t wait to play at  

opm@futurenet.com

ReaDeRS’ MOSt WanteD
Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?

1 no Man’s Sky
Back in pole position, ending Drake’s 
three-month streak, what could be 
the biggest, most ambitious game of 
the year – or PlayStation history – is 
at last just a few months away. get 
yourselves prepped for that giant 
leap into all the procedurally 
generated goodness of 
near-infinite space.
FORMat Ps4
eta JuNe

2 Uncharted 4: 
a thief’s end
It’s delayed again 
(see p11), but that’s 
not dampened your 
appetite. Not much, 
anyway, as this marks 
Drake’s 15th-straight 
month on your list. It’s 
been here 28 out of the 
last 29 months, taking 
top spot 11 times. 
FORMat Ps4
eta 29 APr

3horizon Zero Dawn
There hasn’t been any notable news on the 
upcoming PS4-exclusive for ages, but it’s little 
surprise this open-world action RPg has crept 
back onto the podium, bow in hand. We can’t wait 
to head out hunting with leading lady Aloy.     
FORMat Ps4 
eta 2016

4    Final Fantasy  
VII Remake
It’s hardly a shocker that 
the subject of our cover 
story last month is still 
firmly on your minds. 
With the early ‘episodic’ 
confusion seemingly 
settled, it’s time for  
the excitement to build. 
And build. And build…
FORMat Ps4
eta TBC

5  the Division 
First we were all very 
excited. And then we all 
got a bit fed up of waiting. 
But now, as you’ll have 
read in our hands-on 
verdict on p6, we’re firmly 
back in the game. As are 
you, as Tom Clancy’s New 
York-set, post-pandemic 
shooter makes the cut for 
a second month running. 
FORMat Ps4
eta 8 MAr

best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine

“Whether you like it or not, Punk is a huge get 
for uFC and this is a game. it’s not like he’s 
being given a shot at rockhold or lawler.”
adam cook on CM Punk’s controversially high UFC 2 rating of 85.

“Just end uncharted 
with 4 and start  
The last Of us 2.”
George Burford needs joel back. 
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Matthew Pellett

The Instant Game Collection need never suffer a poor month

 If PS PluS IS to SIlence 
ItS doubterS, Sony needS 
to harneSS the PotentIal 

of emulatIon and really dIP 
Into ItS back catalogue.

G
rim Fandango 
Remastered? “Utter pap!” 
yelled nobody ever. Or  
so I thought. See, I love 
PS Plus’ Instant Game 
Collection. In fact, I need 

to reach for the caps here. I LOVE  
it. I don’t have an issue with any 
month in recent memory. But… not 
all of you agree. Throughout 2015, 
and even as recently as January 
(when Double Fine’s adventure 
gaming treat was PS Plus’ big PS4 
name), you’ve written in to bemoan 
and besmirch the Instant Game 
Collection choices.

I’ve heard you. While I fist-punch 
every time a new selection of indie 
delights is squeezed down my 
broadband cables and fed direct into 
my eyes, some of you are annoyed 
that Triple-A titles are being left out 
of rotation. I won’t fall back to my 
usual, “The Instant Game Collection 
enables you to broaden your gaming 
horizons and discover something 
amazing you would never have 
otherwise tested before.” Nor will  
I reach for my, “Those free 
games are just a bonus part 
of your Plus membership, 
and their combined value 
after two months often 
exceeds the price for  
an entire year of Plus” 
argument. Instead, I’ll  
say this: PS2 emulation.

Here’s the thing: 
PS4 is still in its 
infancy. Year three is 
just beginning. And 
because it’s only now 
building up a healthy 
library of older PS4 

games, Sony hasn’t had a vault of 
Triple-A classics to turn to for its PS 
Plus freebies. At least, it didn’t have 
that vault. Then, back in December, 
PS2 emulation became official. 

Suddenly that vault  
is overflowing with 
incredible games from 
what’s still the best 
PlayStation console  
in history.

Yes, emulated PS2 
games aren’t cheap to 
buy, and having to 
stump up more than a 

tenner for retro treats 
makes me rage harder 

than Kratos mixing up his 
superglue and facepaint 

jars. But PS2 emulation 
needn’t just exist as a 
tab on the PlayStation 

Store where we can go, 

hard-earned cash in hand, for our 
nostalgic ya-yas. Sony could easily use 
the tools to revive a world of greats for 
PS Plus subscribers, and while they 
might not rival the games on the 
horizon when it comes to technical 
achievements, there’s a veritable 
fountain of PlayStation 2 classics  
that would be the highlight of any  
PS Plus month, should they be chosen.

TWO’S COMPANY
It’s an easy win for Sony when making 
up the Instant Game Collection 
numbers, and if timed right, PS2 
games on PS Plus could lead to 
increased PS4 game sales, too. Want 
to whet people’s appetites ahead of 
Final Fantasy XV’s launch? Offer up 
XII for free on PS Plus the month 
before. Detroit: Become Human on 
the horizon? Give us Cage’s earlier 
narrative mind-bender Fahrenheit. 
Drumming up interest for the bizarre 
Wattam? A spot of We Love Katamari 
would do the trick, nicely. Or just 
forgo the clever deployments entirely 
and give us TimeSplitters 2, pronto.

With so many PS2 greats on my 
wishlist (God Hand, Tony Hawk’s Pro 
Skater 3, Dragon Quest VIII, Viewtiful 
Joe…), it’s essential that the PS Plus 
keyholders begin rummaging through 
the retro library to dig up some treats. 
There are more than enough titles 
robust enough to stand the test of 
time, and with a new generation of 
gamers now part of the PlayStation 
family, and with PS4 well on track to 
outperform even the mighty PS2, it’s  
a good chance to introduce many to a 
library of greats they missed first time 
out. And for the rest of us? Revisiting 
old favourites is never a bad thing.

WriTer biO
Editor Matthew Pellett got his first job at a 
garden centre, aged 14, to save up for a PS2. 
It paid less than £1.60 an hour, which felt bad 
at the time. In hindsight, however, and 
factoring in inflation, it remains comparable 
with the giddy lows of games writing.
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Rhiannon Rees Sam Roberts

L
ook no further than 
the humble spud to 
know that immersion 
is important. When 

not totally submerged while 
boiling, it becomes a sad, 
undercooked affair. It’s the 
same for gamers (there’s a 
couch potato joke in there 
somewhere) – for a game  
to be truly memorable, we 
need to be fully immersed. 

But many titles fall short. 
Smart level design, gripping 
plots and addictive gameplay 
are all valuable ingredients, 
but somewhere in the recipe, 
five crucial things keep 
getting lost. I’m talking about 
the senses. We may not yet 
have the likes of a Smell-O-
Scope, à la Futurama, but 
technology has brought us  
a long way in terms of how 
we see, feel and hear games. 
Many features already sit 
within our palms. The 
DualShock 4 is imbued with 
powers to vibrate, light up 
and emit sound, but they’re 
so rarely used to great effect.

Take Team17’s Beyond 
Eyes. Released late last year, 
its premise of a blind girl 
searching for her cat had huge 
potential. Sound was crucial 
and translated nicely through 
the controller with each 
squelch of mud and plink of 

water, but where was the 
judder when our heroine 
stepped into snow, or the 
gasp in our ear as she 
approached a main road? It 
merely scraped the surface.

Silver liNiNgS
Occasionally, however, there 
are breakthroughs, such as 
2014’s P.T. demo. Precursor to 
the tragically cancelled Silent 
Hills, it utilised all these 
functions superbly, with 
panic-inducing vibrations 
when Lisa’s ghost was nearby, 
and the ability to ‘interact’ 
with her via the headset.

Inspired by P.T., upcoming 
first-person horror Allison 
Road is a silver lining. 
Imagine what could be done: 
demonic voices whispering 
from every speaker; a 
sickening red glow from the 
light bar when the walls turn 
bloody; frantically swiping the 
touchpad to wield a meat 
cleaver. With Team17’s 
backing, this indie-born game 
could be spectacular and a 
sight (sorry) better than its 
stablemate, Beyond Eyes.

And with PS VR coming 
soon? Clearly we’re set to be 
propelled even further into 
the gaming experience. Those 
are a lot of tasty-looking 
potatoes on the horizon.

F
inal Fantasy VII 
Remake is a real thing. 
Finally. And optimism 
couldn’t be higher. 

After the XIII trilogy’s ups 
and downs on PS3, Square’s 
reignited a wider interest in 
the series by tapping into a 
recognisable world and set 
of characters that have 
seemingly been begging for  
a return since PS2 days.  

With that on its way, and 
the 2016 release of Final 
Fantasy XV also waiting in the 
wings (the release date is due 
to be announced in March), 
there’s the perfect opportunity 
for Square Enix to create 
demand for the new entry, 
and ensure it’ll be one of the 
year’s biggest games – by 
simply bundling a demo of 
the upcoming FFVII Remake 
in with FFXV.

Much like Square Enix did 
with Type-0 HD and Episode 
Duscae last year, and as 
Konami notoriously did when 
it threw the Metal Gear Solid 
2 demo in with Zone Of The 
Enders, back in the early days 
of PS2, it’s such an obvious 
win waiting to happen. FFXV 
itself is already a far bigger 
event than Type-0 HD was 
– after all, this is a game 
that’s now existed in one 
form or another for a decade.  

In its transition from Final 
Fantasy Versus XIII to FFXV, 
and the shift in generations, it 
can’t have been close to cheap 
to produce. But this demo 
trick isn’t just an opportunity 
for Square Enix to guarantee 
the game’s financial success 
– it’ll get players talking 
about Final Fantasy in a way 
they haven’t been for years. 
This would be the first proper, 
open-world, action-oriented 
entry in the series, complete 
with a bonus return to one of 
the most beloved videogames 
of all time as a bonus.

FANTASY FulFilled
The best part for PS4 owners 
is that, with VII Remake only 
confirmed for PS4, the demo 
would be exclusive to us. It 
wouldn’t even need to be a 
big slice of the game: just the 
opening bombing mission 
would suffice. A little sample 
of what Midgar looks like… 
How the new combat system 
works… Where the script’s  
been tweaked or developed… 

I can’t think of anything 
that would restore more faith 
in the series from lapsed fans, 
as well as thrilling those, such 
as myself, who have loved 
Final Fantasy even through its 
slightly rougher patches. Make 
it happen, Square Enix.

the dualShock 4 IS 
Imbued wIth PowerS that 

are So rarely uSed to 
great effect.

I can’t thInk of 
anythIng that would  

better reStore the faIth  
of laPSed fanS.

WriTer biO
When Rhiannon Rees isn’t diving into pixelated worlds, she can typically be 
found diving into some kind of tater-based dish instead. Boil ’em, mash ’em, 
stick ’em in a stew.

WriTer biO
A vaguely ludicrous Final Fantasy fanatic, Samuel Roberts has finished FFVII 
three times, most recently inside a bed and breakfast in Bath on PS Vita,  
and has also ploughed more than 500 hours into FFX and 300 into FFVIII.

When are games going to push all of our 
buttons? We’re sensory creatures, damn it

Listen up Square: Final Fantasy XV needs to 
come bundled with a demo of FFVII Remake

OpiniOn
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pigs

Pigs
Try not to squeal too much as we fly  
high with PlayStation’s premier porkers

1 Beyond  
Good & evil
Pey’j is almost certainly  
the world’s first half-pig, 
half-revolutionary leader. 
Which also makes him a 
target for the villainous 
DomZ, who manage to off 
him. Or do they? Before he 
gets sent to the great 
slaughterhouse in the sky, 
Jade manages to bring him 
back. As for the sequel, will 
Ubisoft ever save its bacon?

2 Manhunt
If ever there was a pig we 
wouldn’t want to meet down 
a dark alley, first pick would 
be Piggsy, a psychopath in  
a hog mask who’s more than 
a few curls short of a tail. 
That’s because Piggsy is a 
renowned snuff film star, 
whose weapons of choice 
are a chainsaw and shrieking 
disturbingly. Oh, and his diet 
is human body parts. 

3 Minecraft  
Story Mode
Every hero needs their 
streaky side-pig and Reuben 
fits the bill. An early scrape 
with him gives you a choice, 
as Telltale games are wont 
to do. Make him flee or keep 
him by your side? Choose  
the latter and your farm 
friend gets a black eye, 
which just seems silly. Who 
wants sore scratchings?

4 hoGS of War
As game pitches go, this is a 
doozy – remake Worms with 
pigs dressed up as WWII 
soldiers. It’s an absolute 
porker as well, keeping 
Worms’ humour while adding 
tanks into the explody 
equation of its arsenal. 
Bonus marks for the “Born 
To Grill” pun on the case.

5 MonSter Boy
The upcoming Monster Boy 
And The Cursed Kingdom, an 
homage to Sega’s Wonder 
Boy, missed its original 2015 
launch, but on the strength 
of its smoking pig (no, not 
BBQ pork) we’re already 
excited. Mainly because of 
the way his piercing eyes 
reveal plenty of contempt for 
the game’s carnivores. He 
ain’t got time to have smoke 
blown up his snout.
 
6 anGry BirdS: 
Star WarS
Hate them or tolerate them, 
the green pigs that were 
once as ubiquitous as 
Minions have graced Sony’s 
consoles in multiple forms. 
However, it’s hard to top the 
adorable Pig Empire of the 
Star Wars-themed spin-off, 
complete with swinetroopers 
to topple. If you’ve had your 
fill of blasting nerf-herders 
on Battlefront, these are  
the pigs you’re looking for.

7 BatMan:  
arkhaM kniGht
Professor Pyg isn’t the 
focus of Arkham Knight, but 
his story is easily its best 
quest. After investigating a 
series of disfigured bodies, 
Bats tracks the mad prof to 
his lair and discovers the 
process of creating a 
Dollotron: a faceless, 
brainwashed person who 
has been “perfected.”

8 the Wolf  
aMonG uS
Another Telltale pig? Are 
these games made just 
before lunch? Not that we 
can complain when we get  
a squealer as witty as Colin. 
He’s soon demanding cigs 
and booze from Bigby, while 
informing him how much 
people hate and fear him. 
He’s got a point, mind, 
considering Bigby destroyed 
his house in a previous life.

9 Bacon, the 
dynaMic theMe
The cottage industry around 
bacon is astounding. There’s 
bacon soap, bacon lip balm, 
even bacon condoms. Really. 
By comparison, this Bacon 
Dynamic Theme for PS3 (the 
PS4 theme is US-only) is a 
thing of restrained beauty. 
Just look at how its sizzling 
meat glistens. Get this or 
forever be a silly sausage.

H o n o u r a b l e  m e n t i o n s

Did we miss your favourite porker? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

hitman: absolution
Dr Green’s monstrously vicious 
form of animal testing involves 
using pigs to test the vigour of 
his landmines. A real swine.

tombi!
The pink-haired platforming 
hero chases down evil pigs who 
stole his grandfather’s bangle. 
Cue much hog hurling.

until dawn
It wouldn’t be a trip to your 
mate’s remote cabin without 
some severed pig heads. 
Babe’s grisly end confirmed.

1

2

3
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40 thumper
more ryhthm-violence than rhythm-
action, will we bask in its beauty or  
squeal in terror? how about both?
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Preview
Character designer Kousuke 
waki says he did “a better job 
than Capcom” on Akuma’s look. 
Capcom’s Yoshinori Ono loves it.
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Preview

 
Bandai’s legendary scrapper eats 
insanity for breakfast. It’s given 
us CEOs strapping relatives to 
rockets, a mighty-morphin’ squid-
ninja and a man-bear proposing to 
a panda. It’s not afraid to go there. 

Many would deem the introduction of radical new 
mechanics into a successful, 20-year-old series to 
be madness. But Tekken 7? It pours pandemonium 
on its chaosflakes.

Lustrous Unreal 4 Engine graphics land the first 
sucker-punch, with orange hit-sparks reflected in our 
boggling eyes, together with slow-mo KOs. And boy, 
do we need a slow moment – the damage is cranked 
up to the proverbial 11, making matches faster and 
flashier than ever. We barely have time to catch our 
breath before even inexperienced opponents are 
launching deadly jabs and preset combos at us.

This newfound accessibility is exhilarating. Brand 
new mechanics bust Tekken 7 wide open so that 
everyone’s a contender. And you won’t like them 
when they’re angry. Ominous red glows around an 
opponent’s critically low health bar warn that they 
can trigger their Rage Art. It’s a powerful Super 
move, requiring only a simple input for a gorgeous, 
match-altering, middle-finger-up cutscene takedown: 
a huge departure from Tekken Tag 2’s technicalities. 

Ever-eager for the inside word, OPM flew to 
Tokyo to quiz the development team on Tekken 7’s 
dramatic reinvention. “We want a new generation 
of players,” senior designer Michael Murray tells 

TEKKEN 7
One-on-one bouts are back,  
and more electrifying than ever

  FormaT PS4/PS VR / ETa 2016   
Pub BANDAI NAMCO / DEv BANDAI NAMCO

“TekkeN’S BeeN 
BuSTeD wIDe 
OPeN. eVeRyONe’S 
A CONTeNDeR.”
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Left Tussles are still  
Tekken-esque in their  
close-quarters tactility,  
but blows now go 300% 
more supernova.

right Old faves return. 
waki tells us they “haven’t 
changed much,” but  
reveals they’ll get more  
new costumes.

1Acrobatic Shaheen dominates 
down low, with a slide that 
recovers ridiculously quickly. 

Fun, accessible and slippery, we 
wave as attacks sail overhead.

3Gigas couldn’t be more 
different. He uses a subtle 
fighting style that we like to 

call “SCUBA rOBOT SMASH!” He’s 
essentially a charge character.

2we were sceptical, too, 
but Lucky Chloe defies 
expectation. Her technical 

dance transitions link fluid and 
playful, yet aggressive, moves.

4Kazumi Mishima crowns the 
PS4 roster. Like catgirl Chloe, 
she’s a trickier pick, zoning 

from afar with tiger-assist attacks 
transferred from Fated retribution.

New challenger!
Hands-on with Tekken 7’s diverse new fighters

King’s tombstoner rage Art 
combos dangerously through 
floors. Gulp. we welcome our 
leapord-wrestler overlord.
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us, before assuaging our fears about it potentially 
affecting the game’s balance. “It’s a trade-off. If I 
block your Rage Art, then I can launch you and 
perhaps finish off the match – it’s a good mix of 
something for beginners to easily have as a tool, but 
something that’s not so strong that it can be abused.” 

After sidestepping a few, as well as burying our 
Rage-powered, robo-fairy chainsaw arms into a few 
heads, we’re satisfied. It mixes matches up, creating a 
high-stakes back-and-forth as we guess and second-
guess our rival’s moves to avoid obliteration.

ParrY PLoTTEr
Power Crush, Tekken 7’s parrying system, adds to 
that tension. It feels like a fairer version of Tekken 
Revolution’s invincible moves. While it gives us 
the chance to hit back at a challenger through their 
combo, we’re still eating damage from their mid- 
and high-level attacks like we’re at the world’s most 
humiliating buffet. Timing it is risky, but when it 
lands, we’re feeding brutes their knuckle sandwiches 
back to them.

Tekken 6’s bound system (which bounced players 
off stage floors and walls to extend juggles) is gone, 
replaced by a more limited yet super-tactile Screw 
Attack that shortens combos and gives everyone a 
fighting chance. Bold changes, but considered ones. 

Murray credits Facebook and Twitter with 
helping his team understand “what a variety 
of different people want. Not just the pro 
players, but also your average person.

“I think we’ve seen more variety of 
characters because of that,” the designer 
muses, name-dropping debutant Shaheen. 
The Middle Eastern fighter’s devastating 
low attacks and simple down-and-forward 
Stealth Step make him a formidable 
rushdown aggressor. Button-mashers will be 
pleased to learn newbie Katarina turns into 
a flurry of lethal legs just by pounding the 
same button five times. We affectionately 
nickname her Nina-lite. Fancy a challenge? 
Mishima matron and final boss Kazumi will 
be playable on PS4, with a unique move list. 

Nothing zones opponents more effectively than a 
faceful of tiger, but she’s trickier to master.

aKuma maTaTa
And there are more unprecedented stars lined up 
for PS4. The devs promise us that Street Fighter’s 
Akuma is “definitely” making the jump with 
everything else from the Fated Retribution arcade 
upgrade, with extras. “We’re still trying to finalise 
what we’re going to do with the game as a whole 
when it goes to console,” Murray admits, hinting 
at the return of modes such as Tekken Bowl, plus 
a new mode that will showcase the canon story of 
those crazy neighbourhood Mishimas.

And Tekken on PS VR? Expect the unexpected. 
Murray is especially eager to “clear up some 
misconceptions.” Namely, theories it’ll be a first-
person experience similar to that cheat mode from 
Tekken 2. The mode will highlight Kousuke Waki’s 
character design and present a different aspect of the 
game, “as opposed to normal or ‘core’ Tekken.”

Tekken has always been unpredictable, but never 
before has it embodied this so fundamentally and 
delightfully. If madness is doing the same thing over 
and over again, this revamp is – in the craziest twist 
of all – the sanest game of 2016. 

F a c T r i c K

Destruction reigns, with 
breakable balconies and 
floors galore. New stage 

Devil’s Pit actually collapses.

1 .  b r E a K  i T  D o w N

Online, PS4 players  
can choose to play on  
their preferred side  

of the screen.

2 .  P i c K i N G  S i D E S

Tekken 7’s arcade iteration, 
Fated Retribution, finally 

features a practice mode. 
No more excuses!

3 .  S o c K E r  c a m P

above French it-girl Lili is a popular choice with our opponents. She’s now  
an even tougher fighter, the only one whose Power Crush launches foes. 

above Tekken 7’s accessibility is balanced beautifully by  
the mechanical overhaul. Comebacks are always possible.

above Aren’t you supposed to be dead, Heihachi? “we have 
more surprises up our sleeve,” Michael Murray tells us.

“exPeCT The 
uNexPeCTeD wheN IT 
COMeS TO PS VR – IT 
wON’T Be A FIRST-
PeRSON FIghT MODe.”
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Given the Doom series’ fearsome 
reputation, the last game we 
expected to be comparing it with is 
LittleBigPlanet. But just 15 minutes 
after taking a seat at id Software’s 
HQ in Richardson, Texas, we’ve 

already built our first level. It’s basic, of course, 
and Sackboy’s only real use in it – assuming 
we could pick at his stitching – would be as a 
bodybag. But it’s immediately clear that with 
SnapMap, id’s new level editing tool, the studio 
has pulled off a user-generated content coup every 
bit as jaw-slackening as Media Molecule’s.

But id goes further. Building levels in games is all 
very well, and we’ve certainly spent plenty of time 
doing so with the likes of LittleBigPlanet and Trials 
Fusion. But even those titanic examples – with 
editors that balance dizzying power with welcoming 

user-friendliness – can’t shake players 
free from daunting, progress-halting 
blank canvas syndrome. SnapMap has a 
simple trick up its crisply pressed sleeves 
to combat this: it includes construction 
modules that you can place anywhere to 
randomly generate enemies and items.

You can still, of course, lovingly place 
individual enemies and items, link them 
all up with complex logic gates, build 
cutscenes, set goals and even dabble with 
other genres, if you’re that kind of person 
– we’re shown a tower defence effort with 
functioning item shops, and an entirely 
non-violent memory test, for example. 
But in the realm of console level editors, 
SnapMap might be the quickest yet to 

propel you from clueless zero to “I’ve built a series of 
corridors in the shape of a phallus and filled it with 
demons” greatness. 

BUILDERS FROM HELL
Part of SnapMap’s ease of use comes from the fact 
it’s built around pre-fabricated world pieces. You 
can’t just paint the contents of your imagination 
onto the screen. But there are plenty of objects and 
room types to choose from, and broad scope to 
tweak variables and conditions within them. The 
trade-off is that you’ll be creating in minutes, and 
you’ll be really good at doing so not long after that.

This effortless concealment of 
complexity behind a superficially 
unfussy surface is repeated in the 
combat. Doom channels the visceral 
brutality of the series’ first two games, 
and revels in the joy of fast movement 
and aggressively asserting your 
presence – there’s no cowering behind 
cover here. It’s bloody, dumb fun, but 
id has hidden much more beneath the 
squishy carpet of gibbed enemies.

Weapons now have alternative 
modes – mapped to p, and replacing 
iron sights – which you can switch 
between mid-combat. The plasma gun, 
for example, can also fire a stun burst 
to help harry groups of enemies, while 
the rocket launcher’s projectiles can 
be detonated early for creative splash 
damage or to mitigate a wide shot.

PUNCHED UP
There are player character mods, 
tied to the game’s wonderfully grim 
up-close-and-personal Glory Kills, 
which add further nuance. The Glory 
Kills themselves become available 
when you’ve done enough damage 
to an enemy to stagger them – once 
they flash blue or orange, swoop in 
for a skull-crushing kill. Performing 
them earns you in-game currency 
that can be spent on configuring your 
play style. New players might go on 
the defensive, for example, ensuring 
that pick-ups furnish them with 
more ammo. More aggressive players, 
meanwhile, can accelerate their Glory 
Kill animations and even gain a speed 
boost to thunder into the next group 
of enemies. 

This latest iteration of Doom feels 
refreshingly different, in terms of its 
relationship to the original games, 
and to the current FPS landscape. But 
amid all that innovation is the bloody, 
hyperactive rollercoaster that started it 
all. And for that reason, Doom looks 
set to be one hell of a ride. 

DOOM
The returning champ is spoiling to take on all-comers

  FORMat PS4 / Eta 2016 / PUB BetheSda / DEv id Software

F a C t R I C k

id thinks of its levels as 
“combat puzzles,” which 

players must unfurl on the 
hoof in order to stay alive.

1 .  C H E S S  B L a S t E R

‘Miss donna’, id’s office 
manager, has been with the 

studio for 22 years – she 
even predates doom.

2 .  I D  M O M

doom has been designed 
with a focus on fun over 

grit, which explains the jump 
pads in the depths of hell.

3 .  D E v I L ’ S  F L I g H t
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“dooM channelS 
the viSceral 
Brutality of the  
firSt two gaMeS.”

  Remember spending days at a time building new TimeSplitters maps? Doom’s deep but easy-to-use SnapMap will swallow up entire weeks of your life.

above Doom is worthy of the name, retaining the 
earlier games’ darkly humorous bestiary and, 
eventually, a brilliantly realised take on Hell.

The terrifying 
Cyberdemon is back, and 
larger than ever. We’re 
gonna need a bigger gun.
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InvIsIble, Inc.
One good turn deserves another in Klei’s tactical stealth adventure

 Art style aside, there isn’t much 
connective tissue linking Klei’s back 
catalogue. Invisible, Inc. – if you haven’t 
picked up on the pun, say the name out 

loud – is a world away from the team’s previous 
PlayStation titles, Don’t Starve and Shank. 
Arriving from PC, it’s a turn-based stealth tactics 
game boasting some beautifully intricate systems.

At the start of each campaign, your intelligence 
agency is compromised. With only two agents left, 
you have 72 in-game hours to prepare for your 
final mission – infiltrating an enemy HQ and 
uploading your AI Incognita into its mainframe. 
You’ll fill that time by raiding the offices of 
several megacorporations, grabbing all the money, 
equipment, augmentations and imprisoned agents 
that your wily operatives can liberate.

Where tactical games such as XCOM rely on 
random chance to screw you over, Invisible, Inc. 
happily lets you make your own mistakes. You’re 
never in doubt as to whether an action will succeed 
or not, but every move has its own potential pitfalls. 
Stun a guard and he’ll wake in three turns, unless 
you order an agent to pin his body. Kill a guard and 
the building’s alarm level rises, potentially activating 

new security cameras or more 
powerful personnel. Hack a safe, and 
there’s a chance its protective Daemon 
will activate a nasty safeguard.

IntellIgence DesIgn
It’s impossible to eliminate every 
threat, and so the emphasis remains 
on avoiding detection. Fortunately, 
the UI is perfectly polished. Enemy 
sightlines are painted on the floor in 
red, even if you can’t see the guard 
they’re emanating from. There are 
plenty of ways to stay unseen – 
through individual agent abilities, 
upgrades or Incognita, who can hack 
security cameras and drones.

But the longer you stay in a 
building, the more deadly it becomes. 
Your agents are fragile, and only 
have limited means of direct attack. 
Invisible, Inc. works because this risk/
reward balance is built into its design. 
It encourages greed, punishes it, and 
then lets you think of inventive ways 
to escape the mess you’ve made. 

  Format PS4 / eta 2016 / Pub Klei entertainment / Dev Klei entertainment

above Incognita is your AI, 
and can hack systems. How 
she does this depends on 
your gear and the amount of 
power you’ve accumulated.

Each agent starts with 
different abilities and 
equipment, such as 
Decker’s cloaking device.

“Stun a guard 
and he’ll waKe  
in three turnS, 
unleSS an agent 
PinS hiS body.”
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“you’re a head with 
talents. you can 
headland into 
vacuum cleaners, 
wall ornaments, 
snowmen, dogs…”

Above varied upgrades give you good reason to revisit areas with new skills. Above Bouncing lasers make combat more puzzle-based than action-focused.

 While the world’s favourite ‘funny game’ 
developer has been stealing headlines 
with Psychonauts 2’s recent reveal,  
it’s been busy on other projects as well. 

Day Of The Tentacle and Full Throttle remasters 
neatly tick retro point ’n’ click boxes, but this 
upcoming curio proves the team’s keen to explore 
new ideas as well as build on old favourites.

A 2D puzzle-adventure game that feels equal parts 
Stacking and The Cave, Headlander’s a pastiche of 
classic ’70s sci-fi ideas. The game begins with you 
waking up from a coma and discovering that you’re 
the final organic being in an otherwise automated 
universe, all run by a malevolent computer called 
Methuselah who’s intent on eliminating you. Oh, and 
the most important thing of all: you’re just a head.

Fortunately, you’re a head with talents. Your 
helmet lets you fly around and ‘headland’ onto 
decapitated robots and computer ports to assume 
control, enabling you to wield guns (shooting off 
enemy heads leaves bodies to jack) and unlock doors.

 “You can headland into vacuum cleaners or 
ornamentation on the walls… We even have a 
snowman and dogs,” laughs project lead Lee Petty as 
we probe the game’s opening. Sure enough, plopping 
down on a cleaning bot means we can blind enemies 
by coughing out clouds of dust. With sprawling 
levels and plenty of secrets promised, Headlander’s 
trickier than it looks – we recommend approaching 
with your head well and truly screwed on. 

The headland mechanic 
gives rise to comedic 
swapportunities aplenty.

Fans of Mars Attacks! will 
get a big kick out of the 
ability to lock your head 
onto the body of a dog.

Above when the tutorial level ends, you’ll headland onto an escape craft and 
then crash into a space station orbiting the Moon. it’s called the Pleasure Port.

HeAdlAnder
Losing our minds as we go hands-on with 
Double Fine’s latest comedy platformer

  FormAt ps4 / etA tbc   
Pub adult swim games / dev double fine
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This sort of caption which 
sits on the image doesn’t 
have the little coloured 
box at the start. 4 lines.

Thumper
A rhythm experience that makes a mockery of Amplitude

song, flowing from suffocating ’80s 
sci-fi rave when we enter strobing 
tunnels, to our own personal trip 
through hell when we meet the bosses. 

Oh yes, there are giant, obstacle-
spewing creatures – one ominously 
dubbed Crakhed – that create rapid-
fire ‘puzzles’ for us to blast through, 
in case we weren’t already unnerved 
enough. Hitting every pad, turn and 
rod sees us fire a shockwave down the 
track at the boss. Miss a pad and we 
must repeat the sequence. Miss a turn 
or bump, however, and we run the 
risk of turning into space dust – two 
failures and we’re dead.

survival hopper
That’s not to say it’s just about 
enduring the onslaught. Thumper’s 
scoring system gives it plenty of 
replayability, with subtle cues telling 
us how well-timed our actions are. 
When we hit a corner at the perfect 
millisecond we get a high-pitched 
tone, and a small, coloured orb, to let 
us know we scored an extra point. 
When we go too early, we get a basic 
scrape and no bonus point.

It’s a mesmerising journey, and if 
Thumper can maintain its relentless 
intensity, it’ll be an essential ride 
into madness. It already threatens to 
eclipse PS4’s other rhythm games. 

  FormaT PS4 / eTa 2016 / pub Drool / Dev Drool

F a c T r i c k

Drool is made up of Marc 
Flury and Brian Gibson, 

who’ve both worked  
on Harmonix titles.

1 .  D o u b l e  a c T

Brian Gibson is multi-
talented. Metacritic lists his 
band lightning Bolt as the 
eighth-best of the 2000s.

2 .  c r i T i c a l  h i T

An indie game not using 
Unity or Unreal? Yup, Drool’s 

engine is built from the 
ground up. Impressive.

3 .  u n i q u e  e n g i n e

above If the ending of 2001: 
A Space Odyssey was made 
by someone having the 
worst trip of their life,  
it would look like Thumper.

If you think this looks like 
a metallic beetle racing 
towards abstract terror, 
then you’re right.

 
Almost every rhythm-action game 
places its emphasis on the former 
part of the equation, giving you 
a button-tapping high through 
complex patterns and lightning 
reflexes. Not Thumper. This is 

rhythm-action reimagined as survival horror. 
Taking control of a space beetle, you hurtle down 
a claustrophobic track, twisting through tunnels 
as bespoke music thumps into your ears.

What makes Thumper work is how every single 
system is woven into the surrounding experience. 

We first encounter a glowing pad – a 
typical note in another rhythm-action 
game – which is activated by tapping q 
as our chrome insect thunders over it. 
Sharp, angled turns with high, metallic 
walls are introduced next – timed to appear 
when sliding notes enter the music. Like 
a demonic bobsleigh track, we must skid 
through these sections by pushing the left 
stick left or right and pressing q when we 
turn. Misjudge it and our beetle gets hurt.

Then there are the steel rods that thud 
across the track. We must burst through 
these by holding q until we’ve snapped 
them all, the sounds of each rod breaking 
adding to the thundering beat in the 
process. As we slalom and smash through 

Thumper’s colour and chrome orgy, we conclude that 
‘rhythm-violence’ is indeed an accurate description. 

The level we play is a journey. While broken down 
into checkpointed stages, it’s presented as one long 

“everY eleMent  
oF tHe MUSIc IS 
woven Into  
tHe cHAllenGe.”
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1An early prototype, in which 
the space beetle is much 
more hollow than its final 

incarnation. There’s a health 
indicator and it all looks very Tron.

3 Taking place inside a hippie’s 
horrifying tie-dye T-shirt,  
this evolutionary stage is our 

first look at a more fluid course  
and graphical polish.

2This next version lacks 
the surreal colour palette, 
terrifying imagery and, 

perhaps more importantly, all those 
sumptuous curves in the track. 

4Another step closer to the 
final game, the claustrophobic 
tunnel and swirling course are 

now in place and the space beetle is 
looking extra polished.

a history of (rhythm) violence
How Thumper evolved from wireframe to nightmare fuel

Thumper is gorgeous, 
despite making your 
skin feel like a grubby 
welcome mat for insects.

left Our demo only features 
the narrow track – we can’t 
wait to see how widening it 
affects the gameplay.

above In motion, Thumper’s 
up there with the very best 
looking games on PS4. Its 
audio’s exceptional, too.
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“if you were 
waiting for the 
one game to sell 
you vr, this is it.”

Rez InfInIte
Tetsuya Mizuguchi’s PS2 musical classic is reborn in full-bodied VR

 You thought Oculus Rift virtual reality 
kit sounded expensive, did you? Well, 
£499 would barely get you the slightest 
of sniffs of the Synaesthesia Suit, a 

one-of-a-kind prototype made by Rez creator 
Tetsuya Mizuguchi and a group of his Keio 
University students. Our introduction to it sees 
us being rather brusquely trussed up with its 
countless Velcro straps and handed a controller, a 
PlayStation VR headset and a pair of headphones. 
And then, we’re away.

The first wave of enemies appears swiftly. We hold 
the q button, use head-tracking controls to line 
our foes up in our sights, then release. Our chest, 
arms and feet rumble and fizz as shots are fired and 
enemies explode. This is Rez, in virtual reality, and a 
suit that vibrates in 26 different places in time to the 
action. If you were waiting for the one game to sell 
you on virtual reality, this is it. 

WeLCOMe tO tHe fUtURe
And if Tetsuya Mizuguchi is to be believed, it was 
always meant to be this way. He tells us that when 
he first conceived Rez, and set out on a career-
defining mission to achieve true synaesthesia  
– a perfect concert of sound, vision and feeling – 
the game he had in his head was in virtual reality.

It was in widescreen, too, and full surround sound, 
but the world simply wasn’t ready for it. “I had this 
vision,” he says, “but I had to trim it, squeeze it into 
the parameters of what was available at that time.” 
Fifteen years later, he’s finally got his wish. It’s fair 
to say it’s been well worth the wait.

The suit is incredible, but is surely 
too expensive to ever go on general 
sale. Even without it, however, Rez 
Infinite is an absolute delight, and 
easily the best use of Sony’s incoming 
virtual reality headset to date. 

Oddly, it goes against a lot of what 
is considered best practice in virtual 
reality game making – it’s a work of 
fantasy rather than reality, viewed in 
third-person rather than first. Yet Rez 
has always stood out for its otherness, 
and the same is true here. 

In addition to the five existing 
levels, a new stage will also be 
added for Infinite’s release – the 
start, it seems, of what will one day 
become Rez 3. Even without it, this 
is a dazzling, intoxicating game that, 
despite its age, feels an awful lot 
like the future, just as it did 15 years 
ago. Suddenly, PlayStation VR feels 
essential, whatever the price tag. 

  fORMat Ps4/Ps vr / eta 2016 / PUb enhance games / Dev enhance games

PLants vs 
zOMbIes GaRDen 
WaRfaRe 2
An evil purple gas has given 
sweetcorn rage issues and 
risen tache-twirling pirates 
from the dead. All must be 
destroyed in this nutty FPS. 
Sunflowers are still happy 
though, so it’s not all bad.
fORMat Ps4 eta 25 feb

RatCHet & CLank
Star Wars takes a leftfield 
turn with this surreal spin-
off. Play as either big-eared 
Luke, with radical new 
lightsaber, or a leggy R2D2. 
Controversially, Batman, 
Crazy Frog and Megatron  
all feature as blue ghosts.
fORMat Ps4 eta 20 aPr

MIRROR’s eDGe 
CataLyst
Get your slide on as a lithe-
limbed, well-coiffed giant in 
this world of ice rinks and 
shimmering towers. Mission 
one: find your skates and 
discover a cure for that 
unfortunate skin disease.
fORMat Ps4 eta 26 may

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

above Mizuguchi hasn’t decided who will 
soundtrack Infinite’s extra stage yet.

Rez Infinite will also be 
playable on PS4 without 
PS VR – though it won’t 
have the same effect.
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Like Grid Autosport before it, 
Dirt Rally represents a return 
to the purist beginnings of one 
of Codemasters’ most cherished 
series. The studio has stripped 
away the gaudy baubles and 

Americanised noise that has increasingly 
encroached on Dirt’s lineage, and ended up with 
something that feels more focused – and more 
evocative – than even Dirt 3.

As such, gymkhana has been ejected and you won’t 
find anything resembling a monster truck in the 
vehicle lineup. What’s left is proper rally, rallycross 
and hill climbing (which, set as it is on Pikes Peak, 
represents the game’s only excursion to the US), 
handed over in what must be the most brutally 
realistic representation of rally driving yet created.

Cars must be wrestled from moment to moment, 
and, unlike most driving games (even other 
rally titles) that only demand intermittent 
concentration, Dirt Rally will punish you 
severely if you zone out for a split second.

Even in the least-powerful vehicle of the 
39-car lineup – the classic Mini Cooper 
S – steering is argumentative throughout as 
your front wheels are continually buffeted 
by adverse camber, loose gravel and uneven 
terrain. It feels fantastic, but when the end 
of a stage finally comes into view, you’ll 
feel battered and bruised – mentally and 
physically drained by the monumental task 
of keeping your car on the track at speed.

BRING THE NOISE
This sim-leaning thrill ride is supported 

by some exceptional audio work. Howling, spitting 
engines are brilliantly captured, as are the creaks, 
groans and other general noises of protest from your 
abused springs and chassis. The sound of gravel 
hitting the inside of your wheel arches feels like it’s 
all around you, and your co-driver’s route notes even 
become more harried during the more turbulent 
portions of a stage. 

All of this drama plays out across several real-
world locations, such as Powys, Höljes and the 
aforementioned Pikes Peak – which comes in two 
flavours: gravel only, and a dirt/gravel mix. Each 
destination comes with its own challenges, whether 

it’s the unnecessarily dangerous, 
unfenced hillside roads of Greece; the 
winding, snow-covered forest paths of 
Sweden; or the weather conditions in 
Wales, which make simply seeing out 
of the windscreen a challenge.

BaNGERS aNd caSH
Rallycross, meanwhile, takes place on 
a trio of real-world tracks thanks to 
Codemasters’ securement of an official 
FIA World Rallycross licence. In these 
races, you go head-to-head with other 
cars, rather than simply against the 
clock, and jostle for position on short 
courses that mix tarmac and mud.

As well as dealing with the changing 
surfaces, you’ll have to remember 
you’ll be disqualified if you don’t 
include a joker lap – a slightly longer 
route around the circuit that can be 
taken on any lap. It adds a thin layer 
of enjoyable strategy to events as you 
decide whether to get it done early,  
or try to build up a lead and do it later. 
This mode also provides a basis for 
the game’s head-to-head multiplayer.

Dirt Rally is already out on PC 
following nearly eight months in Early 
Access, during which time the studio 
has shaped and honed it according to 
player feedback. In its current form, 
it feels somewhat rough around the 
edges, even a tad undercooked. There’s 
little in the way of help or guidance, 
for example, and without Codemasters’ 
usual flair for campaign structuring. 
More concerning is the combination 
of needing to buy cars – to progress 
and enter events – with the game’s 
punishing difficulty, which can mean  
a little too much grinding early on. 

Hopefully, all of these kinks can be 
ironed out before its fast-approaching 
PS4 launch. But even without that 
extra layer of refinement, Dirt Rally 
can already lay claim to being one of 
the most exhilarating racing games 
Codemasters has ever created. 

dIRT Rally
Taking its competition to the cleaners

  FORmaT PS4 / ETa APril / PuB koch mediA / dEv codemASterS

F a c T R I c k

You can hire and fire crew, 
with team members’ 

specialities defining how 
long it takes to mend parts.

1 .  P I c k  ‘ N ’  F I x

Work on dirt rally began 
after Showdown’s release. 

it launched as a Pc early 
Access game last April.

2 .  S l E E P E R  H I T

codemasters wanted to 
create a rally sim, so the 
handling model has been 

built from scratch.

3 .  T H E  S I m S
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“it’S the moSt 
brutAllY reAliStic 
rePreSentAtion of 
rAllY driving Yet.”

  Codemasters’ latest clips along at a nerve-jangling, terrifying pace, not least when you’re winding your way through a forest of car-destroying trees.

above Replays are especially handsome, making 
the most of dirt clouds and some pleasing camera 
angles to showcase the beautiful car models.

Dispensing with the Ego 
engine’s usual Vaseline 
smear, Dirt Rally is 
altogether sharper.
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resistance mode is all 
about teaming up with 
your buddies and taking  
the fight to the KPA.
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Cast your mind back to the 
original Homefront. The story was 
as linear as a train tunnel (a short 
tunnel, too), but multiplayer was a 
Call Of Duty-esque PvP affair that 
gained plenty of praise. Imagine 

our surprise, then, to learn that the sequel’s 
online mode is co-op only. No more blasting your 
mates – everyone’s in this fight together.

Ditching everything but the concept of Korea 
invading the USA, The Revolution moves the action 
from San Fran and to Philadelphia. Your freedom 
fighters are now fully engaged in guerrilla warfare in 
the bombed-out husk of the ‘red zone’, where Korea’s 
occupying KPA soldiers still battle for control. 

korea break
Taking place after the campaign, Resistance mode 
is narrative-heavy four-player co-op. On starting, 
you choose your gun, your character and their pre-
war job. What your fighter did before the invasion 
unlocks a specific bonus – lawyers, for instance, 
have an intelligence boost – which feeds into a  
skill tree. To use that, however, we need to earn a  
bit more XP. So into our first game we go… 

Joining up with our team for the first mission, 
Enemy In The Gates, we’re given two locations to 
head for, where we must tinker with some satellite 
dishes. We can’t pretend we heard the reasons, 

Homefront  
tHe revolution
We can’t resist the charms of 
Dambuster’s multiplayer offering

  format PS4 / eta 20 May   
Pub DeeP Silver / Dev DaMbuSter StuDioS

“no blaSting 
your MateS – 
everyone’S in thiS 
fight together.”
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left There is, of course,  
a character customisation 
screen. Top marks for the 
skull top though.

right Some missions are 
harder than getting a 
comedy about killing Kim 
Jong-un released.

1Time may coldly march on, 
but the humble Molotov is as 
useful in 2029 as it was in 

1939. what, you can hear screams? 
Time to think of your happy place.

3The hacking grenade is 
essential, as it’ll make enemy 
tanks fire on each other for a 

few seconds. Just don’t be around 
when it wears off.

 2Sometimes, your arm just can’t 
propel a grenade as far as you 
need it to go. That’s why we 

have remote detonation  
– for the lazy insurgent.

4The children of Philly are 
clearly in tears, as all their 
remote-controlled cars have 

been pinched by the resistance.  
rC car plus bomb equals fun times.

boom raider
You’ll have more than just a gun in your toolkit

You’ll want to keep your 
teammates close by, 
otherwise you might find 
yourself up against it.
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because we dash off to find a KPA patrol and 
unleash some sweet ’Merican justice on them with 
the pointy ends of our bullets. Our rather shabby-
looking rifle is loud, thunder claps erupting from 
the barrel every time we pull the trigger. But while 
the audio sounds the part, the zippy shooting is 
less impactful. It currently feels like Call Of Duty’s 
gunplay, but softer – those on the receiving end of 
our hot lead gift react as though they’re being mildly 
inconvenienced rather than shredded as they stand.    

Up rolls an armoured tank, but our ammo’s run 
dry. Dipping into the weapon wheel on o, we look 
at the explosive options available. Do we go Molotov 
cocktail or pipe bomb? A tricky decision, but 
plumping for the fiery option pays dividends as we 
watch enemies flail around in flames before the tank 
explodes. Homefront’s selection of combustibles 
certainly adds a bit more flavour than the shooting.

rebel alliance
After the carnage comes the scavenging. Just like in 
single-player, you’ll need to root through corpses 
and the environment for ammo and the ingredients 
for grenades. Once you’ve got the requisite mix of 
supplies, the weapon wheel glows orange to show 
what item you can craft. Hold down i and you’ll be 
the proud owner of a freshly made bomb. 

While not set in an open-world like the 
campaign itself, co-op missions are large, 
offering you plenty of places and routes to 
explore. Stephen Rhodes, narrative designer 
for Dambuster, explains: “We want players 
to find their own ways to do the objectives 
and explore the map, and to use the terrain 
to their advantage.” This isn’t just lip-
service, as our team splinters across the 
map when taking on our final patrol. As we 
head for the rooftops and shelled-out top 
floors, another player charges head-on into 
a bomb crater, aiming to get beneath where 
the opposing soldiers are stationed.   

At the end of our mission, we’re 
showered in XP and dollars, meaning new 
ordnance gets unlocked. In a controversial 

twist, weapons unlock via packs you buy with in-
game or real money. Think Ultimate Team, except 
being disappointed by getting an SMG instead of 
Leon Osman. While this process cleverly fits the 
Homefront narrative – after all, you’re scavenging to 
survive, so getting random weapons makes sense – 
it’s also likely to infuriate those who want to focus 
on their preferred play-style from the off. 

reD Hot PHilly PePPers
Now with new toys to fondle, our next mission 
begins with some in-game customisation. Our 
weapon hovers in front of us, with each swappable 
component highlighted. Getting a little bored by 
regular bullets, we switch our rifle for a limpet mine 
launcher. It’s the right call: mines whistle while 
carving through the air before exploding at KPA 
soldiers’ feet. Unfortunately, a volley of bullets comes 
our way and we bleed out. Sorry America, it looks 
like you’ll have to get used to your new leaders.

We’re hopeful that Dambuster can get the 
shooting up to the level of its competitors, because 
with The Revolution’s clever mix of instant 
customisation, rewardingly complex environments 
and focused teamplay, the foundations are in place 
for a surprise co-op delight. 

f a c t r i c k

What characteristic do you 
get if you select your pre-

war job as game developer? 
“Perfect.” true story.

1 .  D e v  l o v e

We hope you’re up on your 
’80s film references – 

enemy tanks are known as 
Wolverines. geddit?

2 .  r e D  f a w n

newly renamed studio 
Dambuster is the latest 
iteration of free radical,  

the timeSplitters developer.

3 .  n e w  r a D i c a l s

above Don’t worry, we’re just going to take these out for a bit of a test  
drive. we definitely won’t be murderising half of your army. Promise.

above it might be 2029, but some things never change  
– you can still nail the KPA with a trusty ol’ crossbow.

above Be wary of drones, as these mini-copters will bring 
along all types of soldiers who aren’t fond of your revolution.

“We unleaSh SoMe 
SWeet ‘Merican 
juStice With the 
Pointy enDS of  
our bulletS.”
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There’s a cracking 
lineup of indie 
goodness this month 
as we peer into the 
Gothic hell of Salt 
And Sanctuary, have 
a quick round  
of dodgeball with 
Stikbold! and grow 
an entire galaxy  
in Cosmochoria.

preview  
round-up

Stikbold!
 Format PS4 / eta APr  

pub Curve DigitAl  
dev reign BroS

Dodgeball isn’t just for 
above-average Ben Stiller 
movies and sadistic Pe 
teachers. not anymore, at 
least. this charming take on 
the ball-to-balls sport offers 
plenty of imaginative twists 
on a simple formula. teams 
are made up of two players, 
but – unlike actual dodgeball 
– the real fun happens after 
you get hit. once out, you 
can create pesky hazards 
that affect the other teams 
and might even swing the 
game in your favour. While 
there’s single-player and 
co-op story modes included, 
we’re thinking this might 
just have the potential to 
become the new multiplayer 
champion during lunchtimes 
at oPM towers.  

Yakuza 0
 Format PS4 / eta 2017 

pub SegA / dev SegA

We hope, after its multi-
year hold-up for a Western 
release, that you’re enjoying 
finally swanning around 
Japan with Kazuma, in the 
beloved open-world rPg 
Yakuza 5. Make the most 
of it, because that delay 
suggests there could be a 
similar wait if this remake  
of the original PS2 classic  
is to ever make it to europe. 
A Western version is 
currently only confirmed 
for north America in 2017, 
which will just not do, 
because it looks sensational. 
Character models are 
insanely detailed – to the 
point where you can see the 
pores on their skin – while 
the 1080p/60fps upgrade 
confirms it’ll give any open 
world a run for its money.  

CoSmoChoria
 Format PS4/PS vitA  

eta FeB / pub Curve DigitAl 
dev nAte SChMolD

the galaxy is pretty much 
done for. or is it? You – a 
naked astronaut wielding 
little more than a jet pack 
and laser gun – are the 
final hope. Your tiny, bare 
hands need to plant life on 
the randomly generated 
worlds, while simultaneously 
taking out the multitude of 
aliens and foes who aren’t 
quite so keen on there being 
a colourful and thriving 
galaxy. its mix of twin-stick 
shooting and synth-tastic 
music has already been 
enjoyed by PC gamers 
for a while, thanks to its 
successful Kickstarter 
campaign, but we reckon 
this arcade-y abstract 
shooter will fit right in with 
PS4’s eclectic indies.  

the laSt 
blade 2

 Format PS4/PS vitA 
eta 2016 / pub SnK 
PlAYMore / dev CoDe 
MYStiCS

We here at the oPM dojo 
like our fighter remakes to 
be as obscure as possible, 
and SnK Playmore is 
delivering with its ancient 
neo geo scrapper the 
last Blade 2 for PS4 and 
PS vita. originally released 
in 1998, what separates 
this from SnK’s other 
legendary fighter – the King 
of Fighters – is, yup, the 
bladed weapons you’ll yield. 
there’s also an intriguing 
gameplay system, in 
which you have to choose 
between power and speed, 
so we’re confident this will 
offer a classic old-school 
alternative to the big hitters 
set to dominate this year.  

Salt and SanCtuarY
 Format PS4/PS vitA / eta 2016   

pub SKA StuDioS / dev SKA StuDioS

take the distinctive art style of Xbox’s 
the Dishwasher series, add it into a 
blender with Dark Souls, and you’ll 

get this intriguing 2D rPg. You’re dumped 
on a mysterious island, and the action is split 
between hacking your way through grunts 
and tinkering with your character to ensure 
you’re in shape to face the gigantic bosses. 
in a delightfully grim twist, the dead bodies 
that decorate areas are real players who’ve 
already croaked it. there’ll be no way to hide 
our appalling skills when we dive into this 
exciting adventure.
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This April, two of PlayStation’s 

biggest heroes will unleash a 

double-barrelled assault on fans 

across the globe: hitting cinemas 

with their feature film debut, and 

crashing onto PS4 for the first 

time in a full remake of their 

PS2 platforming classic. 

Matthew Pellett dives into 

the game and movie to  

see if Ratchet & Clank  

can thrive in a 

new generation
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redesigned,  
with entirely new 
sections added 

until stages end  
up being multiple 

times bigger than their 
original counterparts.  

Or that there are going  
to be three completely new 

planets waiting for you – 
ones that never even featured 

in the first game. 
Yet as we sit down and play the 

remake for a few hours, it becomes 
exceedingly clear that Ratchet & 

Clank is far bigger and far grander 
than anybody imagined. Series creator 
Insomniac Games has secretly been 
making one of the most exciting 
PlayStation 4 games on the horizon, 
and just two months out from its 
release, nobody’s realised it. 

bolts fRom the blue
In a straight head-to-head with the 
original title, two levels leap out to 
exemplify how far Ratchet & Clank 
has progressed in just two console 
generations. The first is Gaspar. The 
small lava planet played a minor part 
in 2002’s adventure, but for its return, 

Insomniac looked through the series’ 
later games to reinvent how it unfolds.

“The jetpack from (Into The) Nexus 
was one of my favourite features,” says 
Insomniac’s community lead James 
Stevenson. “The parts of Gaspar from 
the PS2 game actually haven’t changed 
a lot from some of the key things that 
you’ll remember, but now there’s this 
whole extra section – probably two 
or three times the size of the original 
area – where you get the jetpack and 

fly around, hunting giant beasts and 
collecting their brains. That whole 

section is completely new.”

 And it’s massive. With scores 
of brains to extract and slip into 
Ratchet’s pockets, you won’t just rattle 
through these fiery hunting grounds 
in a couple of minutes. Bringing the 
jetpack backwards in time and into the 
first game introduces a new sense of 
verticality, previously absent – you’ve 
only got the kit in certain areas, but 
you’ll have the freedom to explore in 
all directions once you’re airborne. 

The second key level? That would be 
Metropolis, nestled high in the clouds 
of Kerwan. Home to a scene every 
bit as action-packed as the iconic 

“this whole extra section is 
probably two or three times 

the size of the original area.”

the ‘disco-ball-in-a-gun’ Groovitron makes  
all enemies boogie, regardless of their size.

o fully grasp how splendidly the new 
Ratchet & Clank game is shaping  
up, first you need to ignore its RRP. 
With a budget price set at £29.99, 
expectations are likely moderate. 
Perhaps you think this is a simple 
remaster of the first game in the 
series: the same blueprints as the 
2002 platformer-cum-shooter 
starring a wannabe hero lombax 
named Ratchet and his newfound 
robot friend Clank. This time with 
some uprezzed textures and a 
handful of minor feature tweaks for 
good measure, maybe? Enough to 
justify a new disc rather than just 
releasing the emulated PS2 original, 
of course, just not the overhaul to 
warrant a full-price £50 release. 

What you certainly wouldn’t expect 
is an all-new adventure that, were it 
not for its iconic duo’s unmistakable 
silhouettes, would be completely 
unrecognisable from the original.  
You wouldn’t anticipate this being  
one of the most jaw-droppingly, 
eye-poppingly gorgeous games to ever 
hit PS4. You certainly wouldn’t think 
that every level has been completely 

t
there’s absolutely 
nothing budget about 
ratchet’s return… 
except for the price.
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Indiana Jones And The Last Crusade 
opening, it sees Ratchet haring along 
the traincars of a locomotive as it 
speeds through Aleero City. Our hero 
now shimmies along the sides of giant 
fishtanks, swingshots out over the 
edge of the track to bypass obstacles, 
and smacks enemies off the vehicle 
with his trusty wrench.

“The train depot in the original 
game was, like, five platforms with 
basically nothing on them and 
the enemies could barely move,” 
reminisces Stevenson. “Now it’s this 
huge set-piece with probably 25 to 
30 traincars, and there are explosive 
moments and animal cars and a car 
carrying spaceships…

“It’s way bigger. I guess it’s how 
you would have imagined it when 
you were playing the PS2 game. Like, 
‘This is what it feels like in your head’. 
But now, you can actually see it fully 
realised as we would have originally 
wanted it to feel.” 

wRenCh waRfaRe
While planets such as Pokitaru 
remain truer to the original game’s 
topography, PS4’s power ensures 
they’re equally capable of wowing 
us. Returning players may recall the 
tropical world’s Jowai Resort is under 
threat as the enemy Blarg forces dump 
toxic waste onto the surface. In the 
remake, Chairman Drek (or should 

that be Ultimate Supreme 
Executive Chairman 
Drek? We lose track…) 
has sent his armies to 
drain the world dry, slowly 
turning the landscape from a 
Hawaiian-esque paradise into 
a desert more befitting Arrakis 
from sci-fi classic Dune.

As giant, serpent-like 
hydroharvester vehicles made up 
of spherical water containers snake 
their way through the sky and begin 
vacuuming up the seas, it’s tempting 
to keep stopping and panning the 
camera to soak it all in. Not that 
there’s much time to do so: Ratchet 
& Clank’s levels are flooded with 
enemies – far more than we recall 
battling at any one time in 2002.

Luckily, Insomniac’s giving us the 
tools to cope with the newer enemy 
types and increased numbers. As well 
as the ability to strafe and shoot, our 
new arsenal contains our favourite 
guns from the entire series. The 
Predator Launcher, Fusion Bomb, 
Buzz Blades, Mr Zurkon… if you 
loved a weapon from any point in the 
franchise, there’s a very good chance 
it’s found its way into the remake.

“One of my favourite weapons of all 
is the Groovitron,” says Insomniac 

“STory’S whAT i grAviTATe 
TowArdS And everyThing iS 

builT Around ThAT.”

Select clips from the movie also make their way into the game for some of the cutscenes.
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president Ted Price of the disco 
ball that makes enemies break out 
into uncontrollable dancing. “There 
are a lot of enemies throughout the 
game, and every time you throw out a 
Groovitron it’s a discovery experience 
where you find out what the animators 
decided to do with these enemies to 
make them particularly goofy.”

The new Pixelizer weapon boasts 
a similar appeal. “It works on every 
single enemy, from bosses to standard 
and tiny enemies,” says Stevenson. 
“Everything will get pixelised, so you’ll 
want to try over and over to see what 

pixel versions of enemies look like.” 
It doesn’t just turn your foes into 
8-bit baddies, either – it turns their 
bodies into voxels. Switch to Ratchet’s 
wrench and you can smash the pieces 
apart, dismantling enemies with ease. 

“It’s something we’ve wanted to 
do for a while, but we’ve never had 
the horsepower to do it until the 
PS4,” Stevenson admits. “It’s funny 
how much horsepower you need to 
make that weapon work – to make 
something relatively lo-res.” 

Weapons are all upgradable, too. 
Whether it’s the new arc-lightning-

firing Proton Drum or the ol’ faithful 
Pyrocitor, snatching up Raretarium 
Shards enables you to upgrade damage, 
ammo capacity and so on. Unlock 
enough on each tool and you’ll activate 
bonus special abilities, so it really pays 
to root out all of the collectibles.

the qwaRk knight Rises 
“We’re actually at the point where we 
get people who have grown up with 
Ratchet and now play it with their 
kids,” Stevenson says. “There’s this 
second generation of Ratchet fans, 
which we think is super-cool because 
not many franchises get to that point. 
They’re going to take their kids to see 
the movie and then come home and 
play the game – it could be a really, 
really fun thing for families who grew 
up on Ratchet & Clank.”

Yes, the duo’s comeback isn’t just 
limited to our PlayStation 4s – it’ll 
also be hitting cinemas in late April 
here in the UK, the same week as  
the game’s release. Produced by 

Metropolis is now a 
hive of activity, with 
lines of traffic as far 
as the eye can see.

“it’s something we wanted to 
do for a while but never had 
the horsepower until ps4.”

Often the forgotten half of the eponymous partnership,  
clank gets more chances to shine with expanded areas.

the leap in visuals and scale from the PS2 version (left) to the PS4 game (right) is bigger than we dared dream.
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“we pitched a ratchet 
& clank movie years 
ago. we got laughed 

out of offices.”

oPm: how special was it to be given the 
opportunity to revisit one of the best-
loved games in insomniac history?
ted Price: It is something that we know 
not many developers get to do, so we 
definitely feel very fortunate. Being able 
to go back and look at the game, with 
the many years of experience now having 
elapsed since the first release, has allowed 
us to think hard about standout features 
throughout the series. And about how we 
could then bring those things back into 
the first game while retaining what made 
the original so special.

oPm: what were the big things you 
wanted to add or improve this time out?
tP: I’ll mention two things that were near 
and dear to a lot of our hearts. First was 
taking advantage of the new hardware, 
and being able to revisit some of the 
original planets with our new engine and 
with PS4 driving the graphics. Even with 
our early tests, we were able to create a 
lot more fidelity across the worlds using 
better lighting, better hi-res textures 
and all the bells and whistles that we’ve 
developed over the last decade working 
on newer versions of hardware.

The second thing I personally was 
passionate about was bringing the more 
modern Ratchet controls into the original 
Ratchet. When we shipped the first 
Ratchet we didn’t have lock-strafe, or 
strafing in general. That was challenging 
for a lot of players – including us! 

oPm: You must have revisited the original 
plenty during work on the remake. how 
do you feel it holds up today?
tP: Well, I’m biased! I remember working 
on various aspects of the first game and 
how challenging but how rewarding it 
was at the same time. The two things 
that still hold up for me today are the 
strategic weapon selections and 
the humour. Both of those were 
really important elements for us 
from the very beginning. 

We wanted to make sure 
that the player’s weapon choice 
wouldn’t just be a series of cloned 
machine guns. I recall back then 
a lot of the shooters that were 
hitting the market would give you 
a choice of five to ten guns that were all 
very similar. Because we were making a 
game that didn’t have any connection to 
reality, we really could go a little crazy and 
it gave us a chance to push the weapons 
apart in terms of functionality. That 
created a lot more strategy as players 
encountered different enemy setups.

And the humour was key. We weren’t 
interested in making a dark, serious 
game. We wanted to bring a light-hearted 
approach to platformers. We’d already 
done that with Spyro, but we wanted to 

then take it further with a slightly  
more sophisticated tone and bigger- 
than-life characters like Captain Qwark.  
I remember the very first time we got 
the Al’s Roboshack cinematic commercial 
working, and saying: “That’s it. That’s the 
humour we need.”

oPm: Could you have imagined back then 
that Ratchet & Clank’s success would 
lead to them starring in a full movie?
tP: The success definitely was gratifying 
for all of us. We knew we were taking a 
big risk in putting out a platfomer that 
incorporated weapons and RPG elements 
and an economy, because nobody was 
doing it at the time. We weren’t sure  
how people were going to react.

As far as the movie goes, from 
very early on we were interested in 
taking Ratchet into different forms of 

entertainment. Believe me, we tried!  
We spent a lot of time sending Ratchet  
to various movie companies but because, 
1) the game was brand new and, 2) games 
themselves hadn’t really hit the social 
consciousness as hard as they have today, 
we got laughed out of offices.

oPm: between this remake and then 
Yooka-laylee and Psychonauts 2 doing 
well with crowd-funding, the appetite for 
platformers seems like it’s ‘back’. Do you 
feel that groundswell happening?
tP: Yeah, and I think it’s driven by a 
combination of things. Games that are 
vibrant, colourful, family-friendly and 
have humour have really re-emerged as 
something fans are excited about, and 
I think a lot of that is actually thanks 
to mobile. We’ve seen a lot of really 
interesting games harkening back  
to the era of colourful games popping up. 

That started a few years ago, and then 
with PSN we started seeing more and 
more independent, stylised games – not 
the dark ‘gritty’ shooter fare that had 
been dominating the market. It’s nice to 
now be releasing what we feel is easily 
the best Ratchet game we’ve ever made 
as the excitement for these games is on 
an upswing. It also helps to see plenty 
of family-friendly or broadly appealing 
entertainment in theatres doing well. 
There’s a big demand for interesting 
stories and for characters that have an 
appeal to all ages. 

Fans have asked us over and over again 
for something that felt like the original 
Ratchet. We’ve been experimenting with 
Ratchet over the years. We’ve made a lot 
of different types of Ratchet games, but 
we’re finally delivering on what fans have 
been asking for, for a long time, and we’re 
delivering in spades. 

oPm: incredibly, this is your 
first Ps4 game. what do you 
like about the ‘new’ console?
tP: Power. That’s the big one 
for us. And having a very large 
playerbase is great. We hope 
people who made the transition 
to PS4 love Sony’s franchises!

oPm: it’s now 20 years since 
insomniac’s first game. what do you  
hope to be doing in 20 years from now?
tP: Releasing more games. Here at 
Insomniac we create new worlds. That’s 
what we really enjoy doing and it will  
be fantastic if we can continue.

Who knows what the hardware 
landscape is going to look like in 20 
years? But I don’t believe the appetite for 
new games and worlds and characters will 
diminish. It’ll probably grow as games 
continue to march towards dominance  
of all entertainment forms globally.

the PRiCe  
is Right

Insomniac Games co-founder ted 
Price on the return of ratchet
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Rainmaker Entertainment and 
Blockade Entertainment, it’s directed 
by ex-game developer Kevin Munroe, 
and features a script penned by former 
Insomniac writer TJ Fixman – writer 
of the Ratchet & Clank Future series 
on PlayStation 3. 

To keep things varied and ensure 
the new movie and game aren’t just 
straight copy-and-pastes of one 
another, Insomniac, Blockade and 
Rainmaker have a cunning plan. While 
the film is technically a retelling of the 
first game from 2002, the new game  
is based on the new movie… only it’s 
being told from Captain Qwark’s 
viewpoint. The twist means it’ll be a 
little bit of a skewed version of events 
– a Chinese whisper tale, of sorts,  
no doubt massaged to further feed  
the Galactic Ranger’s swelling ego. 

The principal game voice actors are 
back, of course, but outside of the 
main duo, there are huge surprises. 
Serious, award-winning talent is 
involved with the film, including  
Sly Stallone, Rosario Dawson,  
John Goodman and Paul Giamatti.

ChilDRen of the PoPCoRn
In December 2014, we travelled to Los 
Angeles for an early peek at the movie 
in production, sitting in on Armin 

Shimerman’s voice recording session. 
We watched in growing awe as the 
Star Trek and Buffy actor reprised his 
role as Dr Nefarious, acing almost all 
of his lines in one or two takes in a 
single morning session ahead of David 
‘Clank’ Kaye’s afternoon in the booth. 

Although production wrapped up 
last April (originally pegged for a 2015 
release, the film’s release was held 
back to coincide with the game, which 
needed extra development time), back 
in 2014, some of the animation had  
yet to be finished. For the most part, 
during our visit, placeholder ‘scratch’ 
audio was piped into the booth from 
which Shimerman could take his cues, 
allowing him to deliver lines in time 
with the video. A four-strong team 
manipulated the recordings on the fly, 
ensuring takes matched the animated 
lip movements by quickly tweaking 
the audio speeds when needed. 

If timings were slightly off, the crew 
could alert Shimerman to speed up  
or slow down certain enunciations, 
though during the entire session the 
most requests for another pass came 
from the actor himself, who insisted 
he could improve upon lines that 
sounded perfect to our untrained ears. 
When it came to the unfinished parts 
of the movie, Shimerman’s recorded 
lines were to be supplied direct to the 
animators, who could then synchronise  
his lips perfectly with the final audio.

“serious talent is 
involved with the 

film – sly stallone, 
rosario dawson…”

lock-strafe completely 
changes the way 
ratchet handles in 
combat situations.

the movie stars Dr nefarious as we’ve never seen him before: in his pre-robot days.
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Seeing an animated movie in 
piecemeal, partially rendered chunks 
isn’t ideal, yet even just fragments of 
scenes betrayed the humour on show. 
The movie’s shaping up to be seriously 
funny, and the ‘two underdog outcasts 
meet and set out to become unlikely 
heroes’ plot is a universal theme that 
should appeal to anyone, regardless of 
their knowledge of the game.

nexus geneRation
It’s been two-and-a-half years since a 
certain lombax and his Zoni robot pal 
starred in Ratchet & Clank: Nexus – 
the longest period of dormancy for the 
series since its inception in 2002. But 
the time away from the spotlight has 
done Ratchet & Clank wonders, and 
the decision to shape the duo’s future 
by reaching into their past looks to be 
an inspired one. So does this rebooted 
entertainment pairing of game and 
film signal an intent to press the reset 
button on the franchise, and to use 
this as a launchpad for the future?

“We’ll see,” says Ted Price. “We 
always hope that we have another 
opportunity to continue Ratchet’s 
adventures. It really depends on the 
fan feedback.” 

If that’s what it comes down to, 
it’s hard to see this as anything but a 
success-in-waiting. However, releasing 
on 20 April – eight days after 
Dark Souls III and nine days before 
Uncharted 4, its launch window’s 
worringly crowded. Ratchet & Clank’s 
quality is clear; let’s hope the price, 
the nostalgia factor and the movie 
momentum can help Insomniac’s icons 
gain the fans they deserve. 

oPm: You’re no stranger to the world of 
videogames – can you tell us a bit about 
your past projects? 
kevin munroe: Sure. In the mid ’90s I 
came to California and started working 
at Shiny Entertainment, mostly doing 
character design and writing. Eventually, 
I went to Midway Games and worked 
on Freaky Flyers, and then after that, I 
started to pitch my own shows, trying to 
get into TV or film. [Shiny’s] Dave Perry 
was very big into multimedia, and that’s 
where I got the idea of trying to create 
full properties. 

I did a pilot 
for a Kingdom 
Hearts show at 
Disney, but so 
did four other 
people – it’s 
never going to 
see the light of 
day. Eventually, it 
led to writing and directing TMNT before 
going to LucasFilm to work on a project. 
And now… here I am!     

oPm: what was it about Ratchet & Clank 
that really speaks to you as a director?
km: I love the sci-fi action-comedy. I 
think that animated films are probably 
pigeon-holed a little too much; people 
think the medium dictates the type of 
movie that it is. And that’s ridiculous – 
you’d never say that all live-action movies 
have to be comedies, or all live-action 
movies have to be scary thrillers. 

Having the power of Ratchet & Clank 
behind it makes it a really good entry 
point for a new type of animated film, but 
one that’s still familiar in the right ways. 

oPm: when insomniac originally tried  
to pitch a Ratchet & Clank movie, it was 
laughed out of buildings. what’s changed?
km: I think it’s just waves and tides. 
During my time at Shiny, I remember 
Tomb Raider and Crash Bandicoot 
coming out. I’d started my show/film 
writing, and so what’s funny now is that 
when I go back for those same meetings 
at the same studios, the young, creative 
executives are now guys who are senior 
VPs of development or production, or 
heads of studios. You’ve now got a whole 
bunch of parents who grew up as gamers 
– legitimate gamers, not just ‘Pong’ 
gamers. Eventually things just evolve. 

oPm: Paul giamatti, Rosario Dawson, 
sylvester stallone, John goodman…  
the cast for this film is off the charts. 
what was it like working with that talent?
km: You always try to be as true as you 
can be to the franchise, so to have a lot 
of the original principal stars like James 
Arnold Taylor back was a really proud 
moment. That said, adding this additional 
cast into the franchise was really exciting. 

Working with them? Man, that was 
really fun. There wasn’t a bad one. And 
I don’t say that as a pleasantry. Sly was 
amazing. That was a career highlight as 
far as a fun day goes! (Laughs) I was just 
sitting around working with Sylvester 
Stallone, it was great! John Goodman was 
a total pro and Rosario and her daughter 
are big gamers, so they were both very 
familiar with the franchise. As for Paul, 
when he came in and voiced Drek, I 
think he left all of it on the floor of that 
recording studio.

oPm: how fun 
was it to play 
with nefarious’ 
pre-robot days?
km: Well, 
the audience 
knows where 
a character’s 
going to end 

up, like Doctor Doom in the Fantastic 
Four movie, but how can you have fun 
with him as a character? The design 
and animation is just amazing, and then 
Armin [Shimerman] just understood the 
character. It all made sense to Armin. 
That was the best example of an actor 
owning a character, even though it seems 
to shred his voice every time he does it. 

oPm: You’re directing the sly Cooper  
film next. how’s that project coming on?
km: They’re still working out some 
business stuff, but it stands to be a really 
fun project. I turned in the most recent 
story last year as we were wrapping 
up Ratchet, so now I’m just waiting to 
explode out of the gate.

movie magiC
OPM sits down with movie director 

kevin Munroe to chat about his game 
development past and bringing 

ratchet & clank to the silver screen
With Qwark in charge of the narrative, the 
new plot strays from the original game’s tale.

James arnold taylor and David kaye return to 
voice the stars in both the game and the film.

“i did a pilot for a 
kingdom hearts 

show at disney. so 
did four others.”
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Agent 47.
In the garden. 

With the pistol.
Still smarting from the fan reaction to his 
last game, Agent 47 hits PS4 on 11 March 
for the first episode of his new, six-part 

outing. We infiltrate Square Enix to test an 
early build and uncover 47 reasons why 

Hitman is one for your crosshairs

 F
or the world’s best 
assassin, Agent 47 
sure has made a meal 
of arriving on PS4. Ol’ 
barcode bonce missed 

his appointment in December. 
Then, after confounding 
targets with a release and DLC 
structure so complex it had to 
be explained over a number of 
dossiers, Square Enix shredded 
its original plans and instead 
turned Hitman fully episodic. 

Forget the trainwrecks 
starring Timothy Olyphant and 
Rupert Friend; if this route to 
current-gen had been developed 
for the silver screen, it’d have 
been named Assassin Squad! 
and starred the late, great Leslie 
Nielsen as a slapstick killer who 
bungled every job. 

Luckily, that’s where Agent 
47’s facepalms finish, as we 
discover during our extensive 
playtest of the first episode…
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The episodic structure  
eases you in at a low price
Hitman’s Intro pack, comprising 
prologue tutorials and the large 
Paris Showstopper mission, will 
set you back just £11.99 – with 
future environments set in Sapienza, 
Marrakesh, Thailand, America and 
Japan coming in at £7.99 apiece if 
you don’t plump for their discounted 
‘Upgrade Pack’. The Intro’s a cheap, 
sizeable introduction with a Metal 
Gear Solid V: Ground Zeroes-style 
sandbox that’ll help you decide if you 
want to take the full plunge.

hitman

01
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 02
The tutorial starts off amazing…
Chronicling a young Agent 47’s ICA 
tryout period 20 years in the past, 
Hitman’s inspired training missions 
take place in a decommissioned 
missile silo where painted drapes hang 
from the walls and shaky plywood sets 
have been erected to recreate mission 
scenarios. The first one’s on board 
a cruise ship, complete with a crude 
MDF helicopter on the top deck.

03
…Then gets even better… 
After a second pass at the cruise 
ship hit – this time taking a 
different approach – 47’s final 
training mission doubles as an 
‘entrance exam’. In it, 47 must recreate 
a past ICA contract and take out a 
chess-prodigy-cum-Soviet-spy on  
a fake airbase. It’s all very meta.

04
…And is completely non-linear
All these sets are flooded with actors 
(your gun’s loaded with blanks, natch) 
and series-long handler Diana starts 
off by guiding you forward. However, 
you can totally ignore her if you 
want – it’s possible to complete each 
scenario in multiple ways.

05
Every level is packed
A tutorial and single mission doesn’t 
sound like much for the Intro pack, 

but it’ll take hours upon hours to 
100% the Showstopper level and 
complete all of its set challenges – 
that’s done by fulfilling certain criteria 
while offing its two targets in every 
creative way possible. 

07
Contracts mode is back
Once you’ve 100%ed the Paris 
Showstopper mission, there’s the small 
matter of Contracts mode. Returning 
from Absolution, it lets you create and 
share your own hits on any AI in the 
level, with customisable criteria to put 
others’ through the proverbial wringer. 
IO will be making its own, of course, 
to keep you busy…

08
Contracts can now escalate, too
Escalating Contracts is a mode in 
which the stakes are upped across five 
rounds. First, you might have to off 
a chef. Next, you may need to do so 
while dressed as a waiter, plus make 
it look like an accident. Layers get 
progressively trickier, testing your skill.

 06
Replays are varied
As you tick off 
challenges, you’ll 
unlock more gear 
with which to get 
murdery. And it’s 
immediately clear that 
the game will play out 
differently depending 
on your starting kit. 
We spy potential hits 
by the dozen-load if 
only we had, say, a 
remote mine or a vial 
of poison in certain 
circumstances. 
Expect to experiment 

with loadouts over 
and over again.

Reliving past missions for your training and 
havana great time. Yes, we went there.
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the levels are absolutely crammed  
with nPCs, all ripe with opportunity…

11
Opportunities can steer you on…
Eavesdrop on certain NPC 
conversations and Agent 47 will 
unlock an ‘Opportunity’. Choosing to 
then track it via a pop-up menu will 
give you a checklist of actions on your 
HUD that, if followed, will steer you 
towards a signature kill. For instance, 
listening to guards talk during our 
tutorial exam opens up the ‘Safety 
First’ Opportunity, which tells us we’re 
able to dress up as a mechanic and run 
through an extraction plan with our 
target. A spot of tinkering with a jet’s 
ejector seat mechanism later and… 
Oops! Our victim’s catapulted through 
the roof and out of the training facility. 
We, meanwhile, explode with laughter.

12
…But purists can turn them off
Want to use nothing but your smarts? 
We like your style. Hitman veterans 
can turn both Opportunities and 
the returning Instincts view off. 
You’ll still be able to perform all of 
the same actions if you work things 
out. Disabling Opportunities simply 
switches off the HUD markers that 
highlight items and give you hints on 
how to use them to your advantage.

13
Eavesdropping on NPCs is still 
frequently brilliant
Of course, you shouldn’t be listening 
in on NPC dialogue just for clues. 
As is always the case in Hitman 
games, incidental chatter is frequently 
chuckle-worthy. The Showstopper 

mission asks you to put a halt to a spy 
ring auction in which the identities of 
undercover MI6 agents are being sold 
– but spying on the clueless security 
outside of the trusted circle uncovers 
rumours that the meeting’s actually  
a vampire coven.

14
AI reactions are just hilarious
Sometimes, incoming pain elicits the 
best reactions from Hitman’s NPCs. At 
one point, we stroll directly towards 
a caterer having a cigarette and crack 
him square in the face with a garden 
spade. His reaction just before we 
strike? A sad, resigned: “Oh no.” Actual 
tears of laughter immediately follow.

15
The kill animations are brutal…
It’s worryingly easy to rip up a perfect 
stealth run just because you’ve found 
a new weapon and want to see it in 
action. Going psycho on the bad guys 
with a newly uncovered letter opener 
or pair of scissors is – somewhat 
troublingly – bloody incredible.

16
…And get even more brutal
Seriously – in four hours, we manage 
just one successful level completion 
(our first run, ironically) because of the 
lure of new pieces of kit in subsequent 
playthroughs. Do we really risk alarms 
and smash display cabinets in a 
museum wing, just to pick up a sabre? 
Yes, we do. But it’s nothing compared 
with the time we find a battle axe and 
embark on a skull-splitting spree.

17
It’s really tough…
At its core, Hitman is a puzzle game. 
And it’s a tough puzzle game. That 

09
Elusive targets always offer  
fresh, even temporary, thrills
Actually, about that ‘100%ing a level’ 
thing. You can’t. Sure, it’s possible 
to tick off every challenge, but like 
Destiny’s ever-changing events, IO is 
going to push targets into your game 
on a weekly basis. You’ll be shown a 
picture of your new target and told to 
go find and execute them. You’ve one 
shot at it – mess it up and they’ll be 
gone from your game. Forever. Expect 
leaderboard glory for those who 
succeed in taking the target down.

10
Absolution’s refined controls  
are coming back 
Contracts wasn’t the only thing 
Absolution got right – the control 
scheme, which fixed the age-old 
shaky Hitman inputs by introducing 
clearly demarked button prompts to 
grab objects or perform actions such 
as garrotting, was also superb. And 
those controls are returning. There are 
dozens of ways to botch your stealth 
run in Hitman, but being let down 
by dodgy buttons isn’t one of them.

agent 47 is now always 
a man on a mission 
– new targets will be 
added every week.
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one silent assassin success in four 
hours? It was partly down to constant 
distractions, but it was also down to 
the game just being tricky. Mastering 
it will take time.

21
Unexpected fallout always thrills
Remember Mr “Oh no!”? Our carefully 
executed, uh, execution goes awry 

22
It’s the best-looking Hitman yet
Of course, as the first PS4 entry, it 
was always going to look better than 
Absolution on PS3, but we weren’t 
prepared for the levels of detail on 
show. Whether it’s reading ‘Vin de 
Bourgueil’ on wine label bottles or 
marvelling at the vast, ornate painted 
ceilings and tapestries in Paris, 
Hitman’s a visual knockout.

when the force of the caterer’s body 
rebounds off his van, unexpectedly 
triggering its car alarm. Dealing with 
these unforeseeable banana skins 
while trying to keep your cool is 
Hitman at its best. Thank goodness 
for the ability to hit Share and record 
our Houdini-like getaway…

18
…But fair
Like a drunk reveller who’s stumbled 
into a club’s VIP section, stepping foot 
where you shouldn’t will no longer see 
you automatically peppered with lead 
thanks to the new escorting system. 
If you’re caught trespassing but don’t 
pose an obvious threat, you’ll be told 
to stop and follow security. Do so 
and they’ll march you outside of the 
restricted area, enabling you to plan a 
different approach.

19
Agent 47’s got an excellent arm
Holding an object? Aiming with 
p and then squeezing i over a 
highlighted NPC regularly brings 
guffaws. Tossing a wrench straight 
into somebody’s nose is a guaranteed 
knock-out, letting you nab their outfit 
and stuff their body in a box. Armed 
with a knife or a hatchet? Good news: 
those bad boys will stick for a long-
range execution.

20
It’s made for PS4’s Share button
Suffice to say, we envisage endless 
hours of fun to be had from setting 
up elaborate takedowns and sharing 
screens of the results. Prepare for your 
social media feeds to be filled with 
amazing things people have done.

 
Expect comedy 
moments…
Locate fashion icon 
Helmut Kruger in 
Paris and you’ll notice 
he’s quite the Agent 
47 doppelganger. Steal 

his outfit, get some 
make-up and our 

beloved assassin 
can partake in 
his own Derek 
Zoolander scene 
and strut his stuff 
on a catwalk. All, 
er, in the name of 
getting near to a 
target, of course.

2423
Studying your surroundings  
will always bring wry smiles
IO makes great use of the fidelity by 
adding in clever nods and comedic 
flourishes wherever it can. Between 
the ‘Ratapewie’ poison, the ‘PRK’ (say 
it out loud) entertainment reporters 
and the Mini Ninja Sushi 
company, Hitman 
rewards those who  
pay attention.

Channel your inner diva  
and trojan clothes horse 
your way to one fashion-
conscious target. 
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“IO has 
boasted about 
environments  

six-times bigger 
than any other 

Hitman sandbox.”

25
…And comedy costumes
Move over Blood Money’s bird suit: 
tucked away in a dusty corner of the 
Paris mansion, we stumble onto (and 
promptly into) a vampire magician 
costume. Playing silly dress-up 
remains a huge part of the series.

26
The disguise system has been 
revamped and improved
One of Absolution’s biggest failings 
was its butchered disguise system, 
in which anybody wearing the same 
outfit as you was immediately 
suspicious of your costume. That’s no 
longer the case. Don, say, a waiter’s 
outfit and the rest of the crew will 
happily ignore you, but the head 
waiter – who knows all of his or her 
staff – will see through your ruse. 
These enforcer-type NPC threats are 
marked with a dot above their heads, 
so you’ll know whose gaze to avoid 
when slipping on some new togs.

27
David Bateson is exceptional
A new voice recording system saw  
IO strapping a mic to the famed 
leading man, who then strolled around 
while saying 47’s lines in order to get a 
more natural performance. Once again, 
Bateson’s brought his A-game.

30
The levels are also  
ridiculously dense…
Strolling through the expansive 
Paris environment, we keep noticing 
interactive features: kitchen stoves 
ripe for booby-trapping, sinks to be 
flooded, gas heaters begging to be 
overloaded, speakers screaming out 
to have their wallmounts snapped. 
There’s so much to play with that  
the potential for Contracts mirth is 
almost incalculable.

31
…And bustling with people
The series has always liked its crowd 
scenes, but with hundreds of NPCs 
all packed into a single level, Hitman 
takes this up a notch or three. Did 
somebody say proximity mine?

32
Unlocking doors is fun
Bear with us here, we’re not nuts. 
Carrying a lockpick? Scooped up a 
crowbar? Pocketed a skeleton key? 
Depending on your gear, you can 
silently pick open, loudly smash open 
or instantly unlock a door, selecting 
your method of choice via a simple 
and elegant dialogue wheel-esque  
pop-up prompt. Neat and smart.

28
The shooting is solid
If you play Hitman like a shooter, 
you’re playing it wrong. But if you 
really do insist, then the shooting  
and cover systems are nice and robust. 
Good luck fending off the dozens of 
armed guards who’ll zero in on your 
location, though.

29
The environments are gigantic
IO has previously boasted about 
environments six-times bigger than 

any Hitman sandbox before. The Paris 
mansion is absolutely massive, and 
with entire load-free towns coming as 
later environments, it’s hard to dispute 
the developer’s claim.

33
Poison is the new go-to option
Hover by a pot of stew or a glass of 
champers and a poison button prompt 
hangs over the item. But wait, what’s 
this? Another pop-up wheel, this time 
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offering Lethal, Sedative and Emetic 
options will appear, letting you choose 
whether to kill or KO your target on 
the spot, or make them go empty their 
guts in the toilet. That final option? 
It’ll mean you can follow your victim 
and then jam their head deep into 
Armitage Shanks’ crusty maw until 
they drown in their own vomit. Nice.

37
…And getting away with it
At one point in our playtest, a security 
agent rounds a corner when we least 
expect it. We suspect the lead pipe in 
our hand might blow our cover, so we 
drop it and stand as still as a statue 
in a scene worthy of a Marx Brothers 
comedy sketch. Somehow, we aren’t 
rumbled. Don’t you love it when you 
pull a fast one?

40
Hitman respects its past…
An in-game trailer showcases some of 
Agent 47’s best hits from older games, 
including Hitman 2’s St Petersburg 
Stakeout and Tracking Hayamoto, and 
Blood Money’s A Vintage Year and A 
New Life. We applaud the fan service.

42
It’s best on PS4
Us PS4 players will get six exclusive 
missions, known as The Sarajevo Six. 
Featuring one contract per location, 
the side-story contains kill orders 
for former members of the CICADA 
paramilitary unit.

41
…But isn’t a slave to it
Despite offering up an ICA origin 
story, there’s no sign of Hitman going 
down the overwrought plot route à la 
Absolution. From what we’ve played 
so far, Agent 47 isn’t out to rescue 
anyone in a needlessly sappy ‘personal’ 
tale. He’s an assassin for hire, just as 
he should be.

39
Morality’s on your side. Kinda
One little-appreciated fact about 
Hitman is that while killing is morally
questionable, Agent 47 is ridding the
world of total scumbags. The first two 
targets introduced in the Showstopper 
mission – fashion celebrities and 
IAGO spy ring leaders Viktor 
Novikov and Dahlia Margolis – are 
no exceptions. Handy ammunition in 
case a spouse or family member starts 
tutting at your ‘disgraceful’ actions…

38
Signature kills are glorious
If you do manage to earn yourself a 
signature execution, you’ll be well 
rewarded with an opportunity to sit 
back and watch your handiwork unfold 
via lovingly crafted custom kill cams. 
Bask in those despicable acts.

34
Weapon frisking adds strategy
Even if you’ve secured an invitation 
to secret areas, guards will pat down 
guests. Sneaking kit past them is a 
puzzle all on its own. Protip: leave a 
gun or mine lying on the floor and 
security will pick it up and carry it 
past checkpoints to a guard room.

35
Trolling AI is fun…
Some NPCs are there to be annoyed. 
Newscaster recording a TV segment? 
Walk between her and the camera to 
annoy her. Twice. Fashion diva hates 
motorised dioramas? Keep feeding 
coins into the mechanism for laughs.

36
…As is testing the boundaries…
Part of Hitman’s charm comes from 
seeing what stunts you can get away 
with. Miraculously, we manage to toss 
a crowbar over a guard’s head, step 
up to be frisked and then collect the 
weapon again behind his back. Broken? 
Nah – rooting out these small exploits 
is all part of the experience.

Getting past security can be a challenge,  
but getting weapons through is even harder.
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 43
The entire  
package is slick
Sleek menus… Smooth, 
seamless transitions 
from cutscenes to 
gameplay… Finally,  
we have a game that 
feels as professional 
as its protagonist.

“The entire  
package is slick, 

with sleek menus 
and seamless 

transitions from 
cutscenes to 
gameplay.”

44
You can play it now
Or incredibly soon, at least, depending 
on when you read this. Pre-ordering 

45
Expect Easter eggs aplenty
IO loves packing its games with Easter 
eggs. Past Hitmans have featured 
poker-playing rats, killer ice cream 
trucks, ghosts and nuclear explosions. 
We can’t even begin to imagine what 
IO’s hidden deep within this entry.

47
…But will still start off fantastic
Going fully episodic means Square 
Enix is running the risk of people 
buying the first episode, not liking 
it and never returning – that’s a lot 
of cash down the drain compared 
with the game’s original $34.99 Intro 
pack, which contained the first three 
locations. So while IO is able to 
improve the game as time goes on, 
when you really think about it, neither 
publisher nor developer can afford to 
do anything less than start off on a 
high and aim to keep you coming  
back for more. The episodic business 
model only works if the episodes are 
good – great news for us gamers.

46
Things will keep improving…
The switch to an episodic format 
doesn’t just give players a chance to 
dip in and dip out – it gives IO the 
opportunity to take feedback on board. 

The developer can and will make 
adjustments to future episodes as a 
response to any negative reactions.

gets you Beta access, letting you tinker 
with the game’s prologue from 12 
February. Why wait until March? 

no more mr nice Guy: 
don’t expect 47 to waste 
his time on a sob story. 
he’s got a job to do.



the 
new  
face 

of indie
Metal Gear Solid creator hideo Kojima has  

gone independent. with his new studio Kojima 
Productions now making its first console game 

exclusively for PS4, MGS experts Dan Dawkins and 
Dave Meikleham pick through Kojima’s past to 

determine his future…
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H
ere’s what Hideo 
Kojima’s new 
game definitely 
won’t be – a 
sequel to Boktai, 
Snatcher, Z.O.E., 
Policenauts or 
P.T. (if you’re 
under 25, you 

may need to Google most of 
those). Put bluntly, Konami retains 
the legal rights to those franchises. 

Sony will relish the kudos of tying 
gaming’s foremost auteur to a 
console-exclusive deal, but ‘spiritual 
sequels’ are also unlikely – there’s 
no financial sense in securing 
exclusivity to a niche title that  
will only be championed by a  
few thousand nostalgic gamers. 
“[Kojima’s new game] will be 
something completely new,” 
confirmed Sony in an online Q&A. 
So what is the new project? The 
clues lie in a logo, a Christmas 
card, hundreds of tweets and 
the world’s most popular 
sci-fi MMOFPS. 

In 2010, developer Bungie 
stepped away from lore-rich 

multiplayer sci-fi shooter Halo to 
work on a mysterious new game,  
the lore-rich multiplayer sci-fi 
shooter Destiny. There’s no 
guarantee that Kojima will follow 
the same trajectory, but Sony  
won’t have invested heavily in  
an interactive graphic adventure 
(Policenauts), a pure mech action 
game (Z.O.E.) or a vampire-chasing 
RPG literally powered by sunlight 
(Boktai). Financially, the only genres 
that make sense are action, shooter, 

sandbox or RPG, and 
there are multiple clues to 

suggest that Kojima may craft  
an alternate take on Metal Gear 

Solid, as Destiny was to Halo.
“I want to create something that’s 

what people expect, but at the  
same time will have something new 
that people haven’t seen before,” 
Kojima told IGN in December 2015.  
At face-value, that’s a cinematic, 
story-led, stealth-action game 
– with a twist. “The only way to 

create high-end games is to target 
the global market,” Kojima told The 
New Yorker. “But in order to target 
the global market, the management 
behind the project needs to have  
a keen sense for what will work,  
and be willing to take risks.” 

Kojima had considered taking a 
sabbatical before launching his new 
studio, but was talked out of it by  
a Hollywood friend. “Hearing that 
affirmed to me that my role in this 
world is to keep on making big 
games for as long as I can,” Kojima 
said. “That is the mission I’ve been 
given in life.”

beyond snake
So, it’s a big, familiar, global game… 
with elements of subversion and 
innovation. Kojima Productions’ 
new logo – which looks like a skull 
in a helmet, a fusion of futuristic 
and medieval styling – might be a 

major clue. “I’ve always loved 
astronauts, and [the logo] is 
designed so it can be seen 
as a medieval knight or an 
astronaut’s helmet,” Kojima 
told IGN. “The concept is, 
with new technology and a 
pioneer spirit, we want to 
bring you to a new realm – 
within the digital world, I 

mean – we want to travel together 
with you to a new realm to which 
no one has gone before.”

Kojima’s Twitter feed is rich with 
clues. In early 2012, for example,  
we studied hundreds of his tweets 
to make some bold predictions in 
the now-defunct PSM3 magazine 
about (the then-unconfirmed) MGS 
V. We suggested it would be open 
world, on new-gen systems (this was 
pre-PS4), set in Africa, concern the 
philosophical dispute between Big 

“I want to create 
somethIng that 
people haven’t  
seen before.”

a career in brief
The making of kojima’s legend

astronaut or knight? Could the new 
studio’s logo hint at kojima’s next game?

H ideo kojima has enjoyed one of the  
most storied, influential careers in  

the history of the medium. he damn near 
created the stealth genre, then repeatedly 
reinvented it as his espionage agent evolved 
from pixelated Michael Biehn lookalike to  
the grizzled David hayter-voiced badass  
we all love. Though Metal Gear defines  
the director’s legacy so far, the following 
career timeline also highlights the oft-
forgotten, utterly fascinating koj titles that 
have absolutely nothing to do with Snake. 

Metal Gear
Year: 1987
ForMaT: MSX2

it’s the game that started 
a stealth dynasty, in the 
process birthing a hero 
who would grow into a 
PlayStation legend. in 
an age of 8-bit blasters, 
kojima’s cautious cat-
and-mouse sneaking was 
nothing short of revelatory.

Snatcher
Year: 1988 (jPn)
ForMaT: MSX2

While Metal Gear 
showcased kojima’s  
design mastery, it was 
this graphic adventure 
that heralded his unique 
storytelling powers. 
Looking like a visual novel, 
this cyberpunk tale was 
way ahead of the curve.

Metal Gear 2:  
Solid Snake
Year: 1990 (jPn)
ForMaT: MSX2

Forget neS’s kojima-free 
Snake’s revenge, this  
was the real sequel to  
Metal Gear. it’s here that 
koj really started to  
hone in on the series’ 
philosophical obsession 
with nuclear proliferation.
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Boss and Major Zero, be set largely 
in the ’70s, and feature a cameo 
from a young Solid Snake. Kojima’s 
clues are no accident – he often 
leaves the truth in plain sight 
without offering context. Months 
before the now-abandoned Silent 
Hills was announced, for example, 
Kojima was posting pictures of 
himself posing with its protagonist 
– The Walking Dead star Norman 
Reedus – without explanation.

mech my day
Last October, when Kojima was still 
technically at Konami, he tweeted: 
“Bought NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
as there was special Artie about 
HOMO naledi” (his capitalisation). 
In December, he launched the new 
KJP website, with its reference to 
gamers as “Homo Ludens.” 

One of Kojima’s more obvious 
tweets states: “Regarding our new 
logo, we have a whole set of body 
besides the head. I let you imagine 
first.” Kojima then spent weeks 
RTing fan interpretations of the 
character’s body, with the majority 
resembling mech suits (often 
holding swords) with a human 
skeleton inside. The conscious 
decision to RT some pictures, 
but not others, could be telling. 
Cementing the obvious, Kojima 
shared a sketch of the mech-
skeleton in 3D by famed MGS artist 
Yoji Shinkawa, plus RTed a fan 
reference to the logo being an X-ray.

So, Kojima’s new game features 
human characters in (mech?) suits? 
The evidence stacks up. “We’ve been 
working on a franchise [MGS] that 
is beloved and has recognisable 
characters. One of my big goals is, 
visually, with whatever characters we 
create, to go beyond that, to be 

Zone Of The Enders
Year: 2001
ForMaT: PS2

often seen as part vanity 
project and part delivery 
vehicle for an MGS2 demo, 
Z.o.e. was still typical koj 
in being distinct from its 
contemporaries. This brief 
mech adventure certainly 
looked the part as it dished 
out crunching robot duels.

Metal Gear Solid
Year: 1999
ForMaT: PS1

Snake’s PlayStation 
debut dazzled, rewriting 
videogame storytelling 
through expertly directed 
cutscenes. The move to  
3D reinvigorated the series 
and the genre, making 
stealth games relevant  
like never before.

Policenauts
Year: 1996 (jPn)
ForMaT: PS1

never released outside  
of japan, most Uk gamers’ 
only exposure to this 
point-and-click sci-fi 
romp came from a brief 
cutscene cameo in MGS, 
but it ably showed off koj’s 
longstanding love for  
mech and movies.
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kojima considered 
taking a sabbatical,  
but not for long.  
he wants to create.

more recognisable, more beloved,” 
Yoji Shinkawa told IGN. Words such 
as “recognisable” and “beloved” seem 
more consistent with human(oid) 
lead characters, such as Solid Snake, 
than the – iconic, but more generic 
– mechs in Z.O.E.. Kojima even 
tweeted a KJP Christmas card (by 
Shinkawa), with a female character 
in a dress who looked very much 
like a cross between MGS’s Eva and 
Naomi. A tease of what’s to come?

talent scout
When it was switched on, Kojima 
Productions’ website swifty listed 
adverts for 23 studio jobs including 
a weapons/mechanical artist with a 
“rich knowledge” in mechanical and 
military fields as well as weapons, 
gadgets, vehicles and 3D model 
production. There’s also a call for 
a cinematic artist, which explicitly 
mentions cutscenes. 

Metal Gear Solid 2: 
Sons Of Liberty
Year: 2002
ForMaT: PS2

This hugely anticipated 
sequel put all the emotion 
into a certain PS2 engine 
with ‘Skynet clever’ ai and 
amazing rain. replacing 
Snake with rookie agent 
raiden remains an act  
of rug-pulling genius.

“my role In thIs 
world Is to keep on 
makIng games for 
as long as I can.”
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And then there’s the animator 
role, which references rides, 
mechanical monsters and facial 
animation; an AI programmer 
position calls for expertise with 
“crowd AI” plus “behaviour of NPC 
and enemies”; a character artist who 
needs “anatomy experience”; while 
a composer is needed to create the 
music in a “high-end game.” The list 
goes on. Kojima has stated that his 
new project is smaller scale 
(than MGS V, we presume), 
but this doesn’t sound like a 
‘typical’ indie project.

renaissance man
Kojima Productions’ press 
release references “developing 
products that will push the 
boundaries in innovation and 
ignite consumer interest worldwide.” 
Given Sony’s involvement, an 
obvious innovation could be 
PlayStation VR – a great fit for a 
game with mech elements – and 
many have drawn comparisons with 
the KJP helmet logo and a virtual 
reality headset. 

In 2014, speaking to The Verge, 
Sony bigwig Shuhei Yoshida 
gushed that Kojima working on PS 
VR “would be awesome.” Kojima, 
however, cooled speculation during a 

recent interview with IGN: “One day, 
I’d like to make something using 
this technology. I’m not sure yet.  
I do believe it has a future. I’m not 
sure if it’ll be current format, the big 
goggles… maybe it’ll change to AR 
or something,” he said. “But when 
this technology enters the living 
room, games and movies will change 
significantly for a lot of people.  
And I’d like to take part in that.”

What other clues lie in Kojima’s 
Twitter feed? Given his disparate 
references – including Godzilla, 
Starsailor, Kobo Abe, Junji Ito, 
Nicolas Winding Refn, Arnaldur 
Indridason and Noriyoshi Ohrai 
– it’s hard to detect a theme, bar 
eclecticism itself. However, he has 
repeatedly expressed interest in the 
crime genre, notably The Killing 
(Danish original), Luther, Sherlock 
and Wallander over the last few 
months. He’s also re-iterated a 

willingness to collude with 
Guillermo del Toro, with whom he 
was due to create Silent Hills. Oddly, 
he’s still RTing MGS fan tweets… 
but that’s for another article. 

In interviews over the last decade, 
Kojima has expressed interest in 
writing novels, directing movies, 
visiting space and making a game 
where the disc breaks once you die, 
and expressed creative jealousy of 

Breaking Bad and Gravity. So, 
again, few unifying themes. In 
2014, he told Game Informer, 
“I’ll probably be saying this 
until I die, but there are still 
more things I want to tell, 
more things I want to 
communicate, and more 
things I want to experiment 
with.” This appears to have 

come true, with Kojima recently 
telling IGN that his new venture 
may expand beyond games. “The 
focus is on digital content, so we 
could consider movies, animations, 
anything. But first I think people 
expect games from me. That’s where 
I want to put my focus. Once we 
have an established IP in games, 
something solid, then we can 
consider movies and videos.”

This is the key point. Kojima’s 
first game may likely be a canvas 

Metal Gear Solid 3: 
Snake Eater
Year: 2005
ForMaT: PS2

a complex Cold War-set 
prequel in which koj casts 
you as a young version  
of the series’ key villain,  
Big Boss. Lo-fi jungle  
stealth gave MGS3 a 
Predator vibe, while its 
bosses remain legendary.

Boktai: The Sun  
Is In Your Hand
Year: 2004
ForMaT: GaMe BoY 
aDvanCe

koj’s most ingenious 
creation: a game 
physically powered by the 
sun. Using a light sensor 
on the cartridge, players 
charged up the Solar Gun 
to dispatch vampires.

Metal Gear Solid 4: 
Guns Of The Patriots
Year: 2008
ForMaT: PS3

kojima’s most unabashedly 
fan-pleasing videogame. 
The PS3-exclusive MGS 
ties together all the story 
threads amassed over  
two decades as an oaP 
Snake bows out in  
winningly nostalgic form.

“once we’ve an 
establIshed Ip In 

games, then we can 
consIder movIes.”

at the time of writing, kojima’s visiting The Last of Us’ motion capture studio with Sony’s Mark Cerny. and catching up with jj abrams. as you do.
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– a universe – from which all 
these experiments can derive. Think 
of The Matrix, and its experiments 
with The Animatrix, or games such 
as Path Of Neo. Only, er, good. 

Looking back to Bungie, one 
notable aspect of its deal with 
Activision is that the dev team 
retains ownership of the Destiny IP. 
Having lost control of MGS (which 
belongs to Konami), it’s unlikely 
Kojima will risk the same happening 
again. The Sony Q&A about KJP’s 
first game asked, “Will the title’s 
copyright belong to SCE?” The reply: 
“We have nothing to announce at 
this point in time. We will announce 
further details when ready.”

a new dawn
So, what does it all mean? We 
imagine Kojima’s first project will be 
an action-stealth game, with mech 
elements and strong human stars. 
It’ll be Triple-A in feel, but much 
smaller than MGS V. It’ll be the 
opening chapter of a new franchise, 
with a universe broad enough to 
reflect Kojima’s eclectic tastes.

Expect Sony to publish 
the first game exclusively 
on PS4 (for a timed period 
before it hits PC), but don’t 
rule out a multi-format 
follow-up. While it won’t 
be a sequel to other Kojima 
titles, it will likely nod to 
many of them: Z.O.E.’s mechs, 
Policenaut’s investigation 
(those Forbrydelsen tweets can’t be 
for nothing, right?), a frisson of P.T.’s 
horror… in other words, much like 
MGS. Kojima won’t let the broader 
canvas constrain what he wants to 
say – politically or philosophically – 
or prevent him from experimenting 
with playing styles.

As a wilder bet, consider the 
repeat references within KJP’s 
‘Homo Ludens’ mission statement. 
There’s reference to “the moment 
we enter this world,” how “play has 
been our ally since the dawn of 
civilisation,” and the “primordial” 

basis of imagination, followed by 
statements such as, “even if the 
Earth were stripped of life and 
reduced to a barren wasteland” and 
“our new evolution awaits.” Together 
with the logo, we’d say that hints at 
a game spanning swathes of time, 
alternate universes or perhaps how 

species evolve. It’s consistent with 
MGS’s messages of legacy and 
generations, and might allow an 
Assassin’s Creed-style view of 
history – a binding theme, like the 
Templars/Animus, allowing you to 
visit any location (and keep the 

game fresh). Think Star Wars 
(“A long time ago in a galaxy 
far, far away…”) or the end of 
Battlestar Galactica…

Kojima even RTed an image 
of the skull/knight character 
holding another, mysterious, 
skeleton in his hand, which 
almost suggests the helmet’s 
angulation is deliberate. And 

it’s in exactly these thoughts that 
the madness, and brilliance, of 
Kojima resides. 

Triple-A gaming needs a grand, 
fourth-wall breaking auteur like 
Kojima. Whatever his new project 
will be, it’ll be thrilling to watch all 
the pieces slot into place. 

“wIth new tech and 
a pIoneer spIrIt, we 
want to brIng you 
to a new realm.”

P.T.
Year: 2014
ForMaT: PS4

a ‘Playable Teaser’ for a 
survival horror revival that 
would never see the light of 
day. Silent hills’ cancellation 
was a bummer, especially 
considering del Toro’s 
involvement, but P.T. shows 
more terrifying imagination 
than every resi combined.

Metal Gear Solid V: 
the phantom pain
Year: 2015
ForMaT: PS4/PS3

Despite kojima and 
konami’s relationship 
breaking down during TPP’s 
development, internal strife 
didn’t stop hideo redefining 
stealth once more as he 
said goodbye to MGS in a 
sandbox classic.

Metal Gear Solid V: 
Ground Zeroes
Year: 2014
ForMaT: PS4/PS3

a bite-sized Big Boss 
sandbox that got everyone 
hyped for The Phantom 
Pain. GZ’s Camp omega 
may be tiny by open-world 

standards, yet it’s one 
of PS4’s most tightly 

packed spaces.

Metal Gear Solid: 
Peace Walker
Year: 2010
ForMaT: PSP

a portable sneaker 
that shrunk Snake, 
but never lost the 
playfulness koj holds so 
dear. naff robot bosses 
couldn’t detract from  
its PSP-pushing tech or its 
superb base management.

koj ponders whether 
his jacket might feel  
a little too snug under 
his new mech suit.
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“there are stIll more 
thIngs I want to tell,  
to experIment wIth.”

top ten koj moments
a quick look inside the former konami man’s crazy, beautiful brain

T he man behind Metal Gear has a history of packing his titles with shocks, 
surprises and moments of sheer lunacy. From making you check the back 

of your game’s box for a radio frequency (back in the ‘90s this was a huge 
stumbling block for many confused gamers – we didn’t have Twitter to turn to, 

after all), to forcing you to soak up honest-to-goodness sunshine to defeat 
vampires, to, of course, that bit of pad-swapping trickery to fool a deadly 
mind-reader who’s spying on our gaming habits, here are hideo kojima’s most 
madly memorable moments. Death to the fourth wall!

01THE MOMEnT:  
MeTaL Gear’S virTUaL  
Tv neTWork

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD 4: 
GUnS oF The PaTrioTS

now this is just weird. kojima 
collaborated with alexei Tylevich 
(founder of Logan Tv and a man who 
has worked extensively with apple) 
to make live-action ads for MGS4’s 
intro. With five shows highlighting the 
game’s PMCs, you can channel hop 
between cooking on Bomb Shelter 
Buffet and learning how to get 
shredded with Body of armour.

02THE MOMEnT: kojiMa 
GoeS GaGa over  
GaMe over

THE GaME: PoLiCenaUTS

MGS1’s ‘game over’ screens are 
legendary – “Snaaaaaake!” – but koj 
was having fun at digital death years 
before that. in one of Policenauts’ 
best scenes, Lethal Weapon-esque 
partners jonathan and ed banter 
during a bomb disposal. Die, and 
the pair reel off a variety of lines 
bemoaning you blowing them up  
on the previous turn. Zing!  

06THE MOMEnT: MerYL’S 
CoDeC FreqUenCY  
iS on MGS1’S BoX

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD

Typical subversive koj genius. 
after meeting the geriatric head of 
armsTech, Snake is told to contact 
soon-to-be-buddy Meryl. Trouble 
is, old man Baker has forgotten her 
frequency, feebly telling you to check 
the “CD case.” Brilliantly, this isn’t 
an in-game item. rather, her code is 
found on the game’s actual box.

07THE MOMEnT: kiLL  
The enD USinG YoUr  
PS2’S CLoCk 

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD 3: 
Snake eaTer

it may be one of the greatest boss 
fights in history, but kojima isn’t half 
keen to let you cheat your way out of 
MGS3’s epic sniper scuffle. Thought 
shooting the ancient marksman while 
he’s asleep after an early cutscene 
was low? Try fast-forwarding your 
PS2’s internal clock by a week to kill 
The end of old age.

08THE MOMEnT: TPP 
ConTainS aCTUaL  
MSX2 CoDe ThaT  

LinkS To a GaMe koj LoveS
THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD v: 
The PhanToM Pain

This one is insane. The screeching 
sounds that play during MGS v’s 
audio tapes are actually MSX2 
cartridge data (the console Metal 
Gear debuted on). if you run these 
screeches through a data converter 
you get actual code, which relates  
to Portopia Serial Murder Case, an 
old game that inspired a young koj.  
it also has a lead called Boss…

03THE MOMEnT: Fake roY 
CaMPBeLL TeLLS YoU  
To TUrn YoUr PS2 oFF

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD 2: 
SonS oF LiBerTY 

a moment that cements Sons of 
Liberty as a bonkers postmodern 
classic. Shortly before you find 
out raiden’s mission has all been a 
simulation, your main radio contact, 
Colonel Campbell, starts to go nuts. 
it turns out you’ve actually been 
chatting with an ai… an ai who 
instructs you to “turn the game 
console off right now!”

04THE MOMEnT: hiDeo 
TeLLS YoU To TUrn  
YoUr TeLLY UP

THE GaME: SnaTCher 

hideo kojima: breaking down 
fourth walls since 1988. early on in 
Snatcher, hero detective Gillian and 
his robot pal Metal Gear (waaeey 
haaeey) hear a faint, rhythmic sound 
in a factory. Upon investigation, your 
bot buddy suggests you turn your 
Tv’s volume up. Doing so reveals the 
noise to be a *gulp* ticking bomb.

05THE MOMEnT: Snake  
haS a PLaYaBLe  
vaMPire niGhTMare 

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD 3: 
Snake eaTer

‘Guy Savage’ isn’t a Cockney geezer. 
instead, it’s a hidden mini-game 
in MGS3. Directed by long-time 
kojima collaborator Shuyo Murata, 
it’s accessed by saving before Big 
Boss escapes his cell in Groznyj 
Grad. reload said save and BB has 
a playable dream in which a hook-
handed warrior battles vampires. 
Brilliantly bizarre.

09THE MOMEnT: DeFeaT 
vaMPireS WiTh  
aCTUaL SUnLiGhT 

THE GaME: BokTai: The SUn iS  
in YoUr hanD

no one thinks outside the box quite 
like koj. For nintendo game Boktai, 
he conceived a ludicrously excellent 
idea: harnessing the power of real 
sunlight to vanquish virtual vamps. 
Thanks to a small solar panel found 
on the game’s cartridge, players 
were encouraged to step outside 
and use the sun’s rays to charge up a 
Dracula-slaying gun. 

10THE MOMEnT: PSYCho 
ManTiS reaDS YoUr  
MeMorY CarD

THE GaME: MeTaL Gear SoLiD 

The most groundbreaking boss battle 
ever. Foxhound’s resident psychic 
not only comments on saves for 
certain konami games stored on your 
memory card (such as Castlevania), 
he also predicts your movements. 
The way to beat him? Plug your pad 
into a different controller slot, thus 
putting the whammy on his mind-
reading. We’re still applauding.
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c o n t e n t s

the witness 82 | gravity rush remastered 86 | resident evil zero hd 87 
infinifactory 88 | not a hero 89 | firewatch 90 | gone home 92 | this war of mine: 
the little ones 93 | assassin’s creed chronicles: india 94 | the banner saga 95

10 incredible
the kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 Outstanding
unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 Very gOOd
a truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 gOOd
a great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 decent
fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 aVerage
what you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 belOw aVerage
any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOr
a seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 awful
disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HOrrific
own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM scOres

gOld award
awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

editOr’s award
not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

90 firewatcH
it looks hot to trot, but are we 
burning with desire for the rest 
of this walk and talk adventure?

Gold  
award

editor’s  
award
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“It totally rejects the Idea that 
games must be desIgned for the 
lowest common denomInator.”

Some of the panels 
require you to  
be fully aware of  
your surroundings.
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i n f o
Format Ps4
Eta out now
PuB theKla, Inc
DEv theKla, Inc

C
all me a cynic, but those of 
you reading this review who 
will then go on to adore The 
Witness will be in the minority. 
I dearly hope that’s not the case, 
but I deduce from my review 
experiments – which consist of 
starting a new game, handing 

the pad to somebody else on the team and 
then sitting back and observing them play for 
a couple of hours – that this brain-mangling 
experience is an acquired taste.

The Witness is a panel-puzzle game, wrapped in 
an adventure game’s world. There are shades of 
PS1’s Myst, and there’s the barest hint of other 
exploration-centric games, such as Gone Home 
(p92) and Firewatch (p90), but its closest relation 
is obscure mobile maze-solving game Alcazar. 

The Witness isn’t a game to be undertaken if 
you seek story or action. This is an experience 
for those of us who doodled mazes in the corners 
of our squared-paper maths notebooks; who 
speedrun the morning paper’s Sudoku; who 
would happily set aside an entire evening for a 
marathon Picross session. If you’re not prepared 
to approach this game with your brain fully 
engaged and ready to unpick its mechanics, it’s 
tough. Impenetrable, even. But if you are eager 
for a mental Tough Mudder session, this is the 
most intricately designed, improbably imaginative 
puzzler you could ever hope to play – and one 
that resolutely rejects the idea that games must 
be designed for the lowest common denominator.

thE linE oF Duty
With its pink trees, roaring waterfalls, scorching 
desert and snow-capped mountain, The Witness’ 
island threatens to overshadow everything else 
the game has to offer. It’s a remarkable place to 
explore, offering beauty around every corner and 
meticulous levels of detail that never cease to 

thE 
WitnEss
Peeling back the layers of PS4’s 
near-perfect puzzle game

@Pellokimyst CongEniality

Gold  
award
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amaze. Multiple times during my playthrough,  
I discover that cleverly placed bushes or shadows 
mask hidden passageways, and I regularly chuckle 
when I discover a new branch shooting off of 
a pathway I’ve walked down a dozen times, or 
when an expedition into parts unknown ends 
up with me looping back into familiar territory 
through a formerly disguised gate. 

New paths aren’t all that’s hidden. You’ll 
quickly find people trapped in stone as they 
were going about their lives, frozen in time like 
Pompeii’s ash statues, but keen searchers will 
also begin rooting out audio tapes and video files.

Rather than offer a glimpse of the world 
before you arrived, they contain quotations from 
some of the finest scientific and philosophical 
minds ever known. Some will roll their eyes and 
dismiss this as pretentious nonsense, but it’s not. 
The Witness never preaches. It instead poses 
silent questions about existence, then offers up 
contradictory and often inspirational takes on 
the subject from throughout human history, and 
leaves you to make up your own mind.  

Regardless of your take on 
the worth of these collectibles, 
PS4 offers no finer world in 
which to get lost. Yet put in the 
hours and the sprawling island 
will eventually become home – 
each square metre etched into 
memory. With every corner 
of the land boasting unique 
colour palettes and features – 
orange autumnal woods; green, 
bamboo-filled jungle; a stony 
keep filled with hedge mazes;  
a dusty chalk quarry; brilliantly 
bright red marshes; a hot-pink 
orchard and so on – it quickly 
becomes easy to identify your 
next target and navigate the 
spiderweb of paths to get there. 

quiCk DraW
This route you take through 
the game isn’t prescribed. For 
the most part, The Witness is 
there to be approached in any 
order you desire. 

Critically, with the exception 
of the ‘town’ area in the island’s 
centre, every area is home to 
its own unique family of panel 

puzzles. As pretty as the island 
may be, it’s these electronic 
mazes that form the heart 
of the game, and the distinct 
island zone separations mean 
that when you head to a new 
region, you can be sure that its 
core puzzles won’t require you 
to come armed with important 
knowledge from elsewhere. This 
ability to systematically ‘tick 
off’ the island, region by region, 
is critical to the game’s success, 
because it’s steadfast in its 
ways and never offers help or 
hints if you come unglued. 

Knowing that the answers 
are always in front of you – 
whether they’re taught via 
nearby panels or hinted at by 
the environment itself (with, 
say, the shadows formed by 
twigs of nearby trees) – means 
you avoid dropping into a 
mental tailspin and losing all 
hope of pressing on. 

Yes, you will get stuck. Some 
conundrums are so tough that 
it’s healthy to step away to 
solve something else, ready to 

“It Poses sIlent questIons 
about exIstence, but the 
wItness never Preaches.”

right All across 
the island, 
people are 
frozen in stone. 
How many can 
you discover?

left Simple 2x2 
and 3x3 panels 
are used to 
teach you the 
meaning behind 
new symbols.

An island full of symmetry 
puzzles perfectly mirrored 
in the water? A cute touch.
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revisit later with a clearer mind. 
But with everything in the 
game seeped in logic, and even 
the most complicated of puzzle 
rules clearly communicated, 
bit by bit, lesson by lesson – 
whether you realise it or not 
– it’s never a case of the game 
failing to give you all the tools 
necessary to solve the problem. 

minD-BloWing
Here’s something unexpected: 
through the medium of its 
electronic panels, it’s also at 
times both funny and shocking. 
Sure, there are plenty of puzzles 
that demand lots from players 
– more than many will be 
prepared to put in when it gets 
to the taxing and sometimes 
fiddly endgame tests, I’d 
wager – but this is far from a 
bland IQ test forever looking 
to put you through an ever-
toughening mental wringer. 

Not only are a decent portion 
of the near-700 puzzles in the 
game actually rather (whisper 
it) easy, they’re designed to 

v e r d i c t

above Marshes 
are typically 
brown, boggy 
areas. The 
Witness doesn’t 
do ‘typical’.

right Want 
to climb the 
mountain? You 
can right away. 
Just know that 
you’ll be back…

above The island’s full of incidental details that will make you stop and gawp.

the opm breakdown

an exceptionally beautiful, 
insanely clever puzzle game that 
demands only the best from 
its players. If mensa did holiday 
getaways, they’d look something 
like this. matthew Pellett

be playful. Whimsical, even. 
They subvert expectations and, 
in certain instances, the cute 
solutions will have you nodding 
in appreciation or chortling at 
the cleverness of it all. Occam’s 
razor is deployed to great effect.

The Witness isn’t going 
to be for everyone. It’s not 
even for most people – and 
that’s okay. It’ll split opinion 
and spawn huge debates, and 
whichever side of the fence you 
ultimately fall on, that’s okay 
too – being challenged and 
wanting to discuss topics is  
a healthy thing. It’s exciting.

But fully surrender yourself 
to this vast world, persevering 
to the end, and you’ll discover 
a puzzling rabbit hole so deep 
you’ll be in constant awe.

s t a t  p a c k

Hours, 39 
minutes and four 

seconds – dev 
Jon Blow’s 

‘record’ 100% 
completion time.

We present this 
number without 
explanation. If or 
when you find out 

what it means, 
you’ll love it.

Lasers to switch 
on across the 

island – though 
only seven are 

needed to ‘finish’ 
The Witness.

661 467 11
The last 

confirmed puzzle 
count in the 

game. Only true 
puzzle experts 

will get them all.

20% tearing 
out your hair 
because you just 
don’t see a 
solution to the 
problem at hand.

4% Pondering 
the meaning of 
life. It can all  
get very deep.

1% “holy craP!” 
moment that  
will make you 
re-evaluate it all.

13% Pausing 
during a long walk 
to admire the 
gorgeous view.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  t h e  w i t n e s s

57%
Tracing lines 

through panels. 
There are 

hundreds to 
solve in all.

5% nodding  
in amazement  
when you figure 
out a new symbol.

h o w  t o …  s p e e d  u p  y o u r  p u z z l e  s o l v i n G

1 first of all, let’s get you to the puzzles quicker. while it often pays to 
walk around the island, if you’re heading back to an old location, there is 
a run button in the witness. simply squeeze p. 2 okay, so you’re in a 
puzzle. Is that line moving too slowly for you? If you’ve already spotted 
the solution and just need to trace the answer, holding i will speed up 
the cursor. 3 solving a row of panels? tapping o and u or flicking the 
right stick shunts you across panels, saving you precious seconds.

1 2 3

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

yes

the closest 
comparison on Ps4, 

the witness wins out 
with its gorgeous 
world and smarts.

It took us a long time 
to make this decision. 

braid offers more 
immediate fun, but 

isn’t as layered.

yesyes

a controversial call. 
myst is a classic and  
is much easier to get 
into, but the witness’ 

logic puzzles have legs.

A lot will be made of its gorgeous, colour-
drenched world and tidbits of philosophical 
musings, but really, The Witness’ appeal can be 

boiled down to one question – do you enjoy, and I mean 
really enjoy, the patience-testing mental grind of logic 
puzzles. If you do, then buy this. It’s as good as it gets – 
boffin-botheringly clever and with a staggering depth 
that will make it your second home for dozens of hours. 
If you don’t, welcome to Hell. Andrew Westbrook

s e c o n d  o p i n i o n  p a r t-t i m e  p u z z l e r
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GravItY ruSH 
rEmaStErED
A whole Newton of fun? Well, yes and no

Sometimes, you’ve got to take more 
than one run at something, especially 
when the world has a habit of falling 
out from under your feet. Leaping from 

PS Vita to PS4 is Gravity Rush, Sony’s much-
lauded platformer. The remastered port proves 
the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree – for 
better and worse – but it’s a chance to taste 
the sweet adrenaline all over again.

And a bite of Gravity Rush Remastered is like 
nothing else. It’s dinner at a Michelin-starred 
fusion restaurant run by unicorns (stay with me): 
you’re not quite sure what you’ve put in your 
mouth, but you’re positive that everybody should 
be eating it. All of the time. 

Utterly unique and wonderfully tactile, 
launching gravity-manipulating heroine Kat 
through the air using a superpowered cat always 
felt an oddly natural method of transportation. 
And it still does, with PS Vita’s bumpers to shift 
and release gravity transferring to DualShock 
4’s u and o. Other Vita-esque controls also 
make the PS4 leap with satisfying success. Your 
controller’s gyroscope moves your field of view, 
and dodging danger is a swipe of the touchpad 
away. Not the touchy-feely type? Then i and a 
thumbstick works just as well.

The charismatic environments are another 
highlight, more vivid than ever thanks to PS4’s 

1080p clout. Lights in bustling 
towns wink and pulse to a 
jazz soundtrack as Kat zooms 
over rooftops with current-gen 
smoothness. Everything flows 
together – exploring helps 
you progress in conversations 
with NPCs; an information-
gathering mission transitions 
elegantly into a chase; your 
controller’s bleeps help you 
keep track of your dwindling-
and-refilling gravity meter…

KICKING oFF
But I feel as though I’m 
being pulled in different 
directions this time around. 
Yes, everything that made 
the original so ingenious is 
still firmly in place – it’s 
a straightforward port. But 
this also means old bugbears 
remain. Another playthrough 
with a clunky combat system 
magnifies frustrations. 

I’m forever lining up airborne 
gravity kicks at the Nevis’ 
glowing gonads, only for them 
to move a millimetre and 

muggins here to go whizzing 
off into the abyss. It’s really 
dragging me down by the time 
I grind to a completely copy-
and-pasted boss fight. “Defeat 
the Giant Nevi: Again!” Gravity 
Rush enthuses, like this is 
the Best Thing Ever and not 
Totally Lazy Game Design.

Perhaps the sense of awe 
in having a beautifully dense 
world in the palm of your 
hand distracts from the small 
annoyances. They’re a little 
clearer cut on PS4’s pedestal. 
However, Gravity Rush’s 
brilliance is also intensified. 
Crisp graphics and slick 
controls transform Kat’s quest 
into platforming poetry on our 
HD screens. It’s flawed, but 
now, on PS4, it’s in full flow.

@itsJenSimGIDDY uP

v e r d i c t

The writing’s great, apart 
from some reliance on Kat 
being in school uniform or 
a towel. Oh, Japan…

Never played the original? this 
is a must-buy, breathtaking 
experience with added console 
comfort – despite wearying 
combat. Seasoned shifters will 
fall (in love) again. Jen Simpkins
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rEsiDEnt Evil ZEro HD
Serving up trains, pains and auto-mo-squeals

Waiting for a train blows. Most of us 
are accustomed to delays on the 
morning commute, but sitting on a 
platform for 14 years is ridiculous. 

Yet that’s exactly how long it’s taken for 
this oft-forgotten Resi (and its awesome 
locomotive opener) to shuffle its way onto 
PlayStation after debuting on Nintendo’s 
Gamecube way back in ’02. And while the 
route this remastered survival horror takes can 
be bumpy, the destination is grimly gorgeous.

A direct prequel to Resident Evil’s REmake, Zero 
focuses on the origins of Umbrella, as it doubles 
down on pre-rendered backdrops, tingling dread 
and convoluted conundrums. That shared DNA 
from the Spencer Mansion incident also flows 
through to co-lead Rebecca Chambers – the 
STARS Bravo team medic you last saw patching 
up boo-boos for Chris Redfield.

Becky, of course, failed to tell Chris and co. 
about her adventures in this ‘new’ iconic haunted 
house. No doubt the rest of her chums would 
have given her more credit if they knew she’d 
spent the night buddying up with escaped felon 
Billy Coen and riding a train with the most 

despicable giant scorpion since 
Honey, I Shrunk The Kids. 

This co-lead setup 
introduces two major gameplay 
tweaks. First, you can switch 
between Billy and Rebecca on-
the-fly with a simple tap of w. 
Secondly, item boxes have been 
replaced by a system where 
keys and ammo can be dropped 
wherever you like. Huzzah! 

It looks astounding, too. On 
PS4, the bump to 1080p creates 
a sumptuous synergy between 
the much-improved character 
models and backdrops, letting 
the small details sing. Droplets 
of rain cascading down the 
windows of the Ecliptic Express 
look genuinely photorealistic.

PacE yoursElF 
Pity about the pacing issues. 
Certain areas outstay their 
welcome big time (I’m looking 
at you, Umbrella training 
facility), while location layouts 
feel disjointed. Rebecca and 
Billy’s quest feels piecemeal, as 
if different sections have been 
stitched together. Journeying 
from that wonderfully creepy 
opening choo-choo to an 

ornate underground lab, the 
seams are obvious and jarring.  

At least Zero has some 
generous post-story content. 
Finish the campaign and the 
new Wesker Mode opens 
up, letting you play through 
the campaign as the badass 
shades-wearer. Yes, old Albert’s 
Shadow Dash makes him look 
like an Uroboros-fuelled Road 
Runner, but it’s a fun addition.

There’s no denying Father 
Time hasn’t been kind to all 
aspects of this curious prequel. 
Capcom’s puzzles are insanely 
obtuse – what, you didn’t get 
that you’re supposed to push 
those huge chess pieces about 
to unlock a sacred book that 
then unlocks an evil statue? Yet 
while certain design decisions 
are questionable, the classy 
chills of this spruced-up horror 
show win the undead day.

@mcmeikstHE WailWay cHilDrEn

v e r d i c t

Billy’s such a bad boy, 
never more so than 
when he’s stomping on 
zombie cranium. Ick!

another gorgeous remaster 
that further rekindles our Resi 
love. there are plenty of pacing 
and puzzle problems, but Zero 
can still be a horror hero at its 
best. Dave meikleham

“it lOOkS aStOunding. the 
bumP tO 1080P ReallY letS 
the Small detailS Sing.”
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tharsis
Of dice and (space)men

 as the late, great David bowie once 
pondered: “is there life on Mars?” 
well, i hope you’re not too attached 

to learning the answer that eluded the thin 
white Duke, because in this utterly nails, 
frustratingly random space adventure, your 
chances of reaching the red Planet are slim.

tharsis is best described as a turn-based 
crisis-management sim. it’s your job to get 
the shuttle iktomi to Mars over the course 
of ten turns with the help of six plucky 
astronauts – often fewer, if a cluster of 
pesky micrometeoroids wipes a couple out. 
Said turns take the form of dice-rolls, from 
which you accrue points that must then be 
spent fixing failures across the ship.1

And oh, can so many crippling little 
catastrophes hit. explosion in the pantry? 
best hope you roll some high numbers 
to save the food supplies. Oh no! the 
absorption processor has been overloaded?! 
Fix it sharpish or the greenhouse will 
rupture. with a demoralised, perishable 
crew whose stomachs have to be filled 
(greedy gits) and morale managed to 
replenish those dice, trying to constantly 
mend the eight different modules of iktomi 
leads to fighting a lot of dispiriting fires.2

this is a game of plate-spinning in which 
you’re entirely at the mercy of arbitrary dice 
rolls. Spin low numbers too many times and 
you’re screwed. even when you think you’re 
keeping all that space crockery in motion, 
a game-ending ship failure hits and you’re 
forced to start the ten-week voyage all over 
again. though tharsis’ chunky ship dioramas 
are vividly rendered, and the 
premise is neat, clumsy menus 
and the endless randomness 
quickly ensure the adventure is 
lost in space. Dave meikleham

FootNotEs 1 various negative effects can hit your die, such as 
the Stasis effect, which prevents you from re-rolling. 2 Simple 2D 
cutscenes play out as you survive the weeks. Pity they’re not good.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub ZAChtrOniCS DEv ZAChtrOniCS

iNFiNiFactory
A chip off the old block

 hitting level 99, landing a perfect 
combo, organising your inventory –  
all are satisfying achievements. believe 

me, however, when i say they don’t quite 
compare with crafting a colossal assembly 
line out of nothing but virtual building blocks. 
A playpen puzzler with a space-age heart, 
infiniminer’s spiritual successor goes back 
to the block genre’s square roots.

held captive by aliens, you must use your 
knowledge of the third dimension to create 
machines that can mass-produce space 
knick-knacks and, er, meat treats – you’re 
also obliged to eat your food pellets like 
a good human. initially, as in Oddworld’s 
ruptureFarms, you feel you might be 
treading the darkly comic line between 
employee and new ‘n’ tasty snack, but that 
streak of black comedy soon dwindles into a 
rasher-thin backdrop for demanding puzzles.

infinifactory’s gameplay mirrors 
Minecraft in Creative mode, but with 
the addition of purpose. You’re given a 
jetpack, an assortment of blocks for all 
occasions1 and a holographic blueprint of 
the product required – how you put that 
product together, of course, is left to your 
imagination.2 it’s like assembling a bookshelf 
without the instruction manual – sure you 
might have a few screws left over, but the 
warm, fuzzy glow of knowing you did it your 
way will linger long after it collapses.

if the sight of flat-pack furniture fills 
you with dread, it’s unlikely infinifactory’s 
competitive elements and dispersed story 
will be enough to win you over, but for 
those who see beauty in a 
solved rubik’s cube, this is 
the therapeutic engineering 
equivalent of an adult  
colouring book. Jenny baker

FootNotEs 1 Conveyor belt blocks, drill blocks, blocker blocks – 
seriously, you name it, infinifactory has it. 2 You can fast-forward 
or pause production at any time to streamline your designs.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub MileStOne S.r.l. DEv MileStOne S.r.l.

sébastiEN LoEb 
raLLy Evo
Stuck in third gear

With Kylotonn taking up the wrC 
reins, Milestone has been freed-up 
to focus on this sim-leaning effort. 

given the studio’s racing pedigree, and the 
much-publicised input from the titular driver 
himself (who advised Polyphony Digital during 
gran turismo 5’s development), the omens 
were good. but while it serves up plenty of 
content, rally evo feels oddly off the pace.

the package is undoubtedly generous.
there are 50 cars to muddy,1 more than 
300km of real-world rally courses, plus ten 
main game modes. these include mainstays 
such as rally, rallycross and hill Climbing on 
Pikes Peak, though there are less expected 
additions. Segment battle, for instance, 
sees you compete to set the fastest time on 
the most segments, and Perfect trajectory 
challenges require you to thread your 
snarling car through awkwardly placed 
gates. And all of that’s before you dabble in 
the online multiplayer, or the loeb-themed 
additional campaign that charts his career.

tracks are long and surfaces are varied, 
with cars handling noticeably differently 
under the various conditions. Damage, too, 
has a profound effect.2 but despite all of 
this attention to detail, early vehicles feel 
floaty, lacking heft or any connection with 
the world. this improves in more powerful 
vehicles, but you never really feel like you’re 
hauling a tonne of metal through a course. 
And though it has moments of beauty, 
visually the whole thing is a bit, well, PS3.

by no means a bad game, it’s hard to 
shake the feeling it’ll end up as 
a stopgap until Dirt rally hits. 
the Codemasters rival (p44) is 
already casting a long shadow 
over PS4’s racers. ben maxwell

FootNotEs 1 You can also design your own kit, name your team 
and make a personalised number plate. 2 beginners shouldn’t be 
put off – with all the aids switched on, Séb still eases newcomers in.
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Not a HEro
Not a villain, either

Power. It takes a certain kind of 
maniacal being to lust for it as much 
as BunnyLord, the homicidal mayoral 
candidate/rabbit at the centre of Roll7’s 

latest. Unlike most politicians, when he says 
he’ll tackle crime, he means it literally: by 
sending out his armies of weirdos to smash, 
shoot and bludgeon their way to supremacy.

As you’d expect from the OlliOlli developer,  
this 2D side-scrolling rampage-a-thon has simple 
mechanics that ooze both depth and challenge. 
Choose a campaigner-come-vigilante and dart 
around levels by holding q to slide, or tapping 
it to get into cover. Then, when it comes to 
taking on the legions of diabolical bullet magnets, 
unleash a barrage of lead by squeezing i. If 
you slide into an enemy, you’ll also perform 
a satisfyingly gory execution with i. Mix in 
a pixel art style, chiptune(ish) soundtrack and 
fiendishly difficult objectives, and you’ve got the 
recipe for a cracking retro-action game. 

When it does come together, it’s a whirlwind 
of violence and gratification. You steamroll 
through hordes of gangbangers, crims and triads, 
as it mixes Hotline Miami’s hardcore action-

puzzle approach – there is a lot 
of trial and error here – with 
the intricate level design of the 
original Bionic Commando.

Unfortunately, it has some 
glaring flaws that hinder the 
enjoyment too often. Triggering 
executions is maddeningly 
inconsistent, with you 
sometimes firing your gun at 
nothing if you’re not standing 
in the pixel-perfect spot. 
That’s doubly frustrating, as it 
essentially forces a restart when 
the objectives demand you 
execute a set number of people 
or not fire more than a specific 
number of bullets. 

Considering this is up there 
with Super Meat Boy for 
pad-hurling difficulty, there’s 
no excuse for the controls not 
feeling tight enough.

rabbitiNg oN
Then there’s central character 
BunnyLord. He’s an overt send-
up of the rightest politicians 
imaginable: a blowhard who 
speaks in extremes and prays 
on naïve voters, while craving 
power for the sake of it. But his 
character, as well as his jokes, 

prove more Seth MacFarlane 
than Chris Morris. Limp, 
‘random lol’ humour is the 
order of the day, hindered by 
randomly generated dialogue 
that signposts what structure 
the jokes are going to take, 
ruining punchlines. 

There’s also an over-reliance 
on stereotypes. It hits the mark 
every so often, but there’s 
squandered potential aplenty.

Still, I just can’t resist 
one more go – the main 
quality mark of this genre. 
Trial and error approaches 
bring about muscle memory 
madness, leading to the sort of 
bloodbaths that are intensely 
rewarding to nail perfectly. It’s 
just a shame the writing and 
controls aren’t as tight as can 
be; teething issues that need 
solving ahead of any potential 
re-election campaign. 

@bentyrerElEctilE DysFuNtioN

v e r d i c t

The clean and crisp 
pixel art also crams in 
plenty of neat touches. 
Smokes ahoy.

this is a sublimely addictive 
action throwback with an 
occasional habit of shooting 
itself in the foot. at least i can 
say this: politics has never been 
so exciting. ben tyrer

“the jOkeS turN Out tO  
be mOre Seth macFarlaNe 
thaN chriS mOrriS.”
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FirEwatch
Campo Santo blazes a trail of admirably small proportions

this sorrowful beauty boasts the best 
opening I’ve suffered through in a long 
time. Within 15 minutes of hitting the 
q button, I’ve gained a deeply personal 

understanding of why protagonist Henry has 
decided to decamp to the vastly beautiful 
Wyoming forest as a lookout for the summer 
– it quickly establishes what Campo Santo’s 
debut does so hauntingly well.

While nowhere near as sedate as its moniker 
implies, Firewatch operates as an engaging walk 
and talk simulator. Your focus is on exploring the 
Wyoming countryside, nattering away with your 
boss Delilah on the other end of a walkie-talkie. 
Grip p, choose your response and slowly  
watch a friendship unfurl, while dealing with  
the numerous incidents that crop up within  
the massive forest. 

watch logs
As time goes on, you’ll gain more tools that open 
up the wilderness – finding rope enables you to 
abseil down cliff faces, for instance – but this is 
a game to get lost in and slowly discover. Don’t 
expect your skills to be taxed, but do get ready 
for your eyes to widen. 

There’s a moment when you stumble onto the 
site of a controlled burn, for instance, and you 
stroll among the husks of once-towering pine 

trees. On reaching it, you’ve 
little choice but to marvel at 
the beauty of the art design 
and how it delicately creates a 
melancholic tone that enriches 
the entire game. The cartoony 
art style really stands Firewatch 
apart from the crowd, and 
whatever the colour of the 
skybox (which goes from light 
blue to warm orange and deep 
red), it glows with charm. Pay 
special attention to the pictures 
you find in the world – in a 
nice touch they’re all lovingly 
hand-drawn. Very Pixar. 

Predominantly a story about 
relationships and how they 
affect us, developer Campo 
Santo has expertly crafted 
moments of subtle devastation 
as well as two starring 
characters who are flawed, 

You’ll struggle to find 
even a single moment 
that isn’t pause-and-
stare gorgeous.

damaged and painfully normal. 
There are no muscles the size 
of Wales or cigar-chomping 
world-savers, just a refreshingly 
mature exploration of growing 
older and coping with guilt. 

For the most part, that 
is. Despite being relatively 
short, Firewatch’s tale turns 
wobbly in the middle as it 
slips into territory that doesn’t 
feel as natural for either the 
characters or the setting. Its 
final third, however, more than 
compensates, shifting the focus 
back to where it should be 
and providing a truly cathartic 
ending with little more than 
pained words. 

Considerable praise is owed 
to voice actors Cissy Jones 
and Rich Sommer for bringing 
nuance to Delilah and Henry. 

@bentyrerslow burn

“it glowS with charm 
while never hiding the Pain 
underScoring the Story.”

editor’s  
award
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No matter what dialogue 
options you pick, they feel like  
real people rather than mere 
agents for story, which is a 
huge credit to both the script 
and the performances.

FirE blightErs
Firewatch is a heavily character-
driven experience. The story’s 
twists and turns may be more 
subtle than those stuffed into 
its contemporaries, but come 
with weight others lack. Heavy 
Rain’s a good foil – David 
Cage’s classic uses constant 
revelations and grandiose set-
pieces to tell its story IN CAPS. 
Firewatch, by comparison, lets 
its unassuming stars slowly 
draw you in and get under your 
skin, so that when those twists 
do happen, they hit hard. 

The core of the action, for 
lack of a better word, sees you 
finding bits of equipment and 
then using it in the right spot. 
There’s zero combat and very 
little in the way of puzzles, 
though that shouldn’t be read 

as a criticism – this is easily 
one of my favourite narrative 
experiences on PlayStation. 
And upon reaching its end, I 
feel compelled to immediately 
dive back into the wilderness to 
see how things would pan out 
if I approach them differently. 

Clocking in at around six 
hours tops, Firewatch is a lean 
adventure created with smartly 
interlocking elements. It’s 
also a journey brave enough 
to tackle mature themes that 
most other titles wouldn’t even 
approach. It dares to ask us 
how we deal with mistakes. I’m 
grateful for the answer I get, 
and now understand that the 
biggest error of all would be to 
skip this game.

v e r d i c t

the opm breakdown

t h e  f i r s t  f i v e  h o u r s …

1 getting comfy for the summer and checking out what your remote 
new digs have to offer. 2 having a chat with delilah on your walkie-talkie 
about the impressive views surrounding you in every direction. 3 you 
thought it couldn’t look any better? wait ‘til you get a load of wyoming  
at dusk. 4 Scouting for some help in an area that’s been inaccessible 
for a while. 5 you’re pretty much at the ending, aren’t you?  

1 32 4 5

right Who 
needs the Share 
button when 
you’ve got an 
old disposable 
camera, eh?

below Um, you 
realise you’re 
meant to be 
looking for 
fires… right?

above Whether morning, noon or night, Olly Moss’ art style always sings.

armed with two brilliantly 
well-realised characters, 
an affecting story, and an 
arrestingly picturesque world 
that you won’t want to leave, 
Firewatch is a refreshingly  
grown-up game. ben tyrer

5% chuckling  
at the pun-off 
between henry 
and delilah.

25% resisting 
the urge to use 
up all of your 
disposable 
camera snaps.

12% wondering 
how that dust got 
in your eye during 
the moving intro.

8% cursing  
the invisible walls 
barricading you 
from going even 
deeper into the 
wilderness.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  f i r e w a t c h

40%
Gawping at the 
modest cartoon 

beauty of  
the scenery.

10% using the 
map and compass 
to get you back  
on the right path. 

h o w  t o …  a n n o y  t h e  t e e n a g e  g i r l s

one of the first things 
you’ll encounter is a pair 
of beered-up teenagers  
setting off fireworks by 
a lake. notice the stereo 
blaring out some prime 
eighties choons. cue a 
quick science lesson on 
the effects of water on 
electrical products by 
chucking it into the lake.  

Firewatch pulls off that rarest of feats – totally 
natural, endearing and funny dialogue. That 
would be enough for most games, but also in 

the mix is sublime scenery design and a slow-burn 
story that unfolds in cinematic style. I now want just 
three things: to head out hiking, to talk only via walkie-
talkie and to replay Firewatch. Andrew Westbrook

s e c o n d  o p i n i o n  t w i s t e d  f i r e s t a r t e r

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

this is definitely  
a close one, but 

Firewatch’s world 
feels more vivid  
and welcoming. 

lee and clem’s 
adventure has one  

of the all-time  
great endings and, 

therefore, shades it.

yes

Firewatch beats 
egttr thanks to 

greater emotional 
depth and, wait for it, 

running you can toggle. 

yes no
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GonE HomE
One small step for Kaitlin, one giant leap for gaming

the rain lashes down outside. It’s 1:15am, 
7 June, 1995. Returning from a year-
long tour of Europe, Kaitlin Greenbriar 
finds a note on the door from her 

sister, Sam. It’s hastily written and ends with 
the worrying, “Don’t be worried. I love you.” 
From here, Kaitlin takes her first steps into her 
parents’ new home on Arbor Hill and begins 
the process of unpacking the secrets that have 
run through her family.

Well, actually, you’ll be doing that, inquisitive 
reader. The Fullbright Company’s divisive debut 
finally makes its way onto consoles two-and-a-
half years after the PC original, but remains an 
absolute must-play. Set within the large house 
inherited by the Greenbriars, it’s a fascinatingly 
tense walking simulator, which has you 
investigating why nobody is home to greet you. 

Your sister Sam has been kind enough to leave 
clues that you can interact with – picking the 
right one up will unlock a narration from her 
about the events of the past year – but there 
are plenty of other tales knocking around the 
ominous halls of this semi-mansion, which will 
only emerge from inference and deduction.

At Gone Home’s centre is 
a unique and vital story, one 
which anybody can relate 
to. And it’s dished out in 
simmering chunks. Despite 
only leaving brief audio diaries, 
Sam’s personality and keen 
ability to weave a tale makes 
stumbling onto the next clue 
an absorbing experience. 

It’s aided by exceptional level 
design, effortlessly guiding you 
through the story without ever 
feeling like it’s holding your 
hand. One clue takes you to the 
discovery of a hint, which leads 
to a locker combination, which 
drip-feeds some more reveals… 
It’s so masterfully done, it’s 
hard not to sprint to the end. 

LiGHts out
But you shouldn’t. Partly 
because you’ll have no difficulty 
clocking Gone Home in around 
two hours, but also because it 
crafts such a rich, foreboding 
atmosphere that it feels like 
a horror game. You’ll want to 
whack on the lights as soon 
as you enter any room, lest 
a faceful of scares is awaiting 
you. But just as it might get 

too much, you’ll discover a Riot 
grrrl cassette or an I Want To 
Believe poster; a constant cycle 
of build and release that most 
outright horror games struggle 
to achieve. It’s all beautifully 
designed to keep you tense, 
while willingly moving towards 
a conclusion that will wreak 
havoc on your tear ducts. 

Performance-wise, it’s 
smoother than Sexual Healing-
era Marvin Gaye, and bonus 
developer commentary adds 
some interesting discussion on 
how the game was made (as 
well as a reason to do it all over 
again). Don’t look at its brevity 
with a frown: Gone Home is 
a hugely important game with 
something meaningful to say. 
One that happens to be as 
accomplished technically as it 
is ambitious, and as significant 
now as it’s ever been.

@bentyrerHomE ComForts

v e r d i c t

Nope, nothing scary 
about a vacated and 
dimly lit house. Did that 
light just flicker off?

an essential play if you’ve never 
had the chance, gone home is 
an engrossing journey through 
a universal tale and has a 
personality unlike anything  
else on PS4. ben tyrer

“PerFOrMaNCe-wiSe, it’S 
SMOOther thaN Sexual 
healiNg-era MarviN gaye.”
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tHIS War oF mINE:  
tHE LIttLE oNES
Won’t somebody please think of the children?

Choice is a luxury when you’re at war, 
which is why this 2D strategy game’s 
opening menu offers you only one 
option: survive. So when a bloke rocks 

up to my two survivors’ fortified squat, with 
a kid in tow, asking if they can look after him 
for “a few days,” the situation looks sketchy. 
Though that’s probably just the artsy graphics.

Sure enough, little Misha’s parents never return. 
This War Of Mine cruelly exploits my good 
nature, offering me little choice but to feed 
another mouth. Just like the award-winning 
PC original, I’m picking through wreckage in 
harrowing locations to find food, medicine and 
materials. Again, adult characters’ traits, such as 
Good Cook and Skilled Scavenger help strategise 
my civilians’ survival. Only now, I’ve got to deal 
with kids, whose hypothetical uses don’t extend 
past Dead Weight. Oh God, I’m a terrible person.

But as I soon discover, this responsibility 
slowly, brilliantly, nudges me into immorality. 
Hand-holding is scarce, as it should be in a game 
about ordinary people struggling to cope with 
catastrophe. Trial-and-fatal-error is unavoidable. 
After losing a scavenger to thugs because of 
poorly explained combat controls – my little 
ones starving, sick and now grieving back at base 
– robbing the vulnerable elderly couple at Quiet 
House starts to look awfully appealing.

It’s meant to. The Little Ones 
is a learning experience. A 
gripping, well-balanced strategy 
punctuated by human detail. 
Combat is unintuitive and 
rightly so – it should only ever 
be used as a last resort. 

TWOM is tough as nails and 
twice as painful, but it does 
have realistic moments of hope. 
If you’re caring for a child, 
neighbours get nicer, bringing 
occasional supplies. And the 
agony of trudging back from 
Supermarket after ignoring an 
atrocity is offset by the rare 
giggle of Misha playing on a 
swing cobbled together with 
the last of your spare parts. 

tHINK PEaCE
Alas, The Little Ones loves to 
point out your sacrifices with 
all the subtlety of a Molotov 
cocktail. “I’m sad because 
we couldn’t help that scared 
mother,” survivors explain 
(sometimes multiple times). 
They get up from floating on 
nonexistent beds to hug through 

one another. Irritating, yet 
forgivable, blunders. 

Four game crashes on an 
unbearably tense Day 39, 
however, are nearly enough to 
harden the heart The Little 
Ones has so successfully 
pulped. I’ll never get those 
hairs back. I’ve never been so 
grateful for autosave.

Nor, indeed, the ceasefire. As 
Polaroids and heartbreakingly 
childish drawings add up moral 
triumphs and failures, I’m 
struck by the hours I’ve poured 
into this branching story. Your 
typical tiny, two-hour indie it is 
not. The Little Ones forces you 
to realise that war is a system, 
a weighing-up of the worth of 
lives, a game – one with dire 
consequences should we fail.

@itsJenSimSmaLL SoLDIErS

v e r d i c t

An unlockable Write 
Your Own Story mode 
offers customised 
starting conditions.

The little Ones ups the survival 
stakes, testing restraint-or-risk 
strategy and morality. There are 
frustrating bugs, and too much 
signposting, but it’s a powerful, 
brave experience. Jen Simpkins
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HarDwarE: rivals
As average as a Ford Mondeo

 Despite there being plenty to intrigue 
wearers of rose-tinted glasses, 
this update to PS2 online trailblazer 

Hardware is a looker that struggles to get 
beyond second gear. 

An online-only affair, you take armoured 
vehicles into one of four maps and proceed 
to blow chunks out of your, ahem, rivals. 
what’s immediately striking is just how 
pretty it all looks, giving what could have 
been a po-faced concept a playful style 
that draws you in. taking control of either 
the tank – slow like a snail, powerful like a 
Hulk – or the comparatively zippy but puny 
Jeep-esque F.A.V, you jump into the usual 
multiplayer game mode suspects and aim to 
deal some damage.1 It’s an unfussy setup, 
meaning the throwback gameplay needs to 
be seriously addictive to hold your attention. 

unfortunately, it’s just not consistent 
enough. while the combat’s mixture of 
power-ups and default weapons is relatively 
satisfying – especially when you nail 
someone on the other side of the map with 
a rocket – the driving feels disappointingly 
sluggish in both sets of vehicles. Presumably, 
this is to compensate for driving and aiming 
simultaneously, but there’s never a sense of 
speed or responsiveness, which becomes a 
major problem due to how big the levels are. 
you can feel like you’re endlessly chasing a 
battle only to get a rocket up your arse. 

which is a shame, as the level design is 
genuinely great. Large, but dense, it feels  
like it needs more than the 5v5 max player 
base. while there are a few token upgrades  
and map-specific challenges that 
give dedicated fans a reason  
to come back,2 the mechanics 
just can’t rival other PS Plus 
freebies for depth. ben tyrer

FootNotEs 1 Hope you’re ready for more Deathmatch (Solo and 
team), Domination and one-kill-per-round Elimination. 2 Driver 
upgrades give you different skills, such as improved auto-aim.

i n f o Format PS4/PS VItA Eta Out nOw  
Pub KLEI EntErtAInMEnt DEv BrAcE yOurSELF GAMES

CrYPt oF tHE 
NECroDaNCEr
Dance like nobody’s living

 meaningful relationships are hard 
work. they require patience and 
commitment. And this rhythm-action, 

dungeon-crawling monster mash-up proves 
it’s not true love until you’re banging your 
head against the walls… to a hot 8-bit beat.

Good ghouls, the soundtrack is genius, and 
integral to necroDancer.1 you hop through 
levels by pounding the D-pad in time to tasty 
throbs and riffs, an on-screen indicator 
helping you to multiply loot and light up the 
dancefloor. undead enemies hilariously 
shimmy their hips and shoulders to the 
beat, too, meaning you must run the groovy 
gauntlet in a precise pattern to breach 
skeletons’ shields or avoid dragons’ flame 
attacks. If that wasn’t enough to mill your 
teeth into a fine dust, beating mini-bosses 
means a new level unlocks, where the music 
changes and the beats per minute increase, 
sending real and on-screen hearts racing.

Diamonds buy more frequent upgrade and 
weapon chests (favour a long-range whip if 
you value your sanity). you’ll need handouts: 
necroDancer’s four zones are unrelenting, 
and take hours of complex cha-cha-sliding 
to clear. Its roguelike randomisation can 
produce unfair boss-rush situations, and 
endless restarts aren’t instantaneous like 
fellow self-esteem-ruiner Super Meat Boy.

But necroDancer and I can work through 
our issues. I love it unconditionally. For 
every pad-endangering argument, we have 
a moment of telepathic understanding in 
which we’re dancing cheek-to-cheek, razing 
dungeons in a sublime strategic 
pulse. rhythm and roguelike 
make a perfect pairing: complex 
and undoubtedly frustrating, but 
always a joy.2 Jen simpkins

FootNotEs 1 the Binding Of Isaac composer Danny Baranowsky 
is a musical marvel. His burps are probably melodious. 2 the in-level 
shopkeeper belting out operatic vocal solos is never not funny.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub uBISOFt DEv cLIMAx StuDIOS

assassiN’s CrEED 
CHroNiClEs: iNDia
Playing hide and Sikh

the second instalment of this side-
scrolling world tour trilogy has taken 
its stealthy time, but is finally here. 

Last year’s trip to china, with Ezio’s hooded 
protégé Shao Jun, wasn’t without its flaws. 
It was, however, a largely satisfying love 
letter to the franchise, as it compressed 
everything from Eagle Vision to Sync points 
into 2.5D, while adding a dollop of Metal 
Gear-style sneaking. you’d expect more 
of the same here, but the adventure of 
Assassin (and graphic novel star) Arbaaz 
Mir in 19th century India falls significantly 
short of its intended soft haycart landing. 

there’s no denying it’s beautiful, with 
painterly Indian-influenced swirls, but it’s 
also suffering an identity crisis. In trying to 
break away from china’s mechanics, a host 
of new stealthy features are added – trickier 
enemy fields of view, smoke bombs and 
multi-takedowns, to name but a few – but 
levels have none of the same finesse. where 
china gradually ups the stealth ante with 
extra threats and powers, India bombards 
you with mechanics and throws in a host of 
frustrating platforming levels,1 just in case 
you don’t get that this is a different game. 

confusingly, full stealth sections are on 
a timer to completely eradicate any steady 
avoiding of detection, while the experience 
is needlessly aggravating with sometimes 
unpredictable controls.2 Also, enemy-wise, 
there’s plenty of variation, but given your 
complete lack of health and the rewards 
associated with not being seen, you’ll spend 
all of your time desperately 
avoiding an instant, thankless 
death. Even an elephant chase 
can’t save this from incoherent 
mediocrity. louise blain

FootNotEs 1 Fancy taking in the sights? you’ll have plenty of time 
on sluggish platforms. 2 Just what you need from an Assassin: a 
running speed that varies for dramatic tension and fiddly inputs.
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Below How to 
train your Viking: 
Sky Strikers can 
shoot enemies 
that pass through 
trapped tiles.

 E ver fancied guiding a 
horde of mead-loving 
Vikings through a 
whirlwind of battles 

and blizzards? What a 
coincidence, me too! And 
there’s no time like the 
present as Stoic’s acclaimed 
role-playing title has at last 
arrived on PS4, bringing with 
it a host of buff, bearded 
brutes and traditional turn-
based tactics.

Inspired by Viking legend, The 
Banner Saga tells the tale of a 
wintry fantasy world trapped 
in twilight, where humans and 
Varl – a race of horned giants 
– must team together to save 
their lands from destruction. 
Switching between heroes 
scattered far and wide, à la 
Game Of Thrones – from an 
elderly tax collector to a hunter 
named Rook – each point-and-
click decision has myriad,  
often fatal, consequences.

A steep lingual learning 
curve initially hinders progress, 
but once you reach the summit, 
Dredge and Skalfings seem like 
yesterday’s news, and there’s 
a pretty incredible view – 2D 
artwork reminiscent of Disney’s 
Sleeping Beauty brings to life 
gorgeous facial hair designs and 
sprawling landscapes that can 
be admired up close with just  
a squeeze of i.

Scandi lore and tough 
choices aside, The Banner Saga 
essentially gives you one simple 
objective: survival. If you’re not 

managing your limited food 
supplies to avoid starvation  
on the road, then you’re 
probably attempting to 
successfully boost camp 
morale or defeat your enemies 
on one of the game’s many 
chessboard-style battlegrounds.

ROOK TO E4
Harking back to the days of 
Final Fantasy Tactics, when 
squares were all the rage, 
battle consists of arranging 
your chosen heroes on a tiled 
grid and moving them turn-
by-turn. Classes range from 
Archers to Shieldbangers, with 
a cornucopia of sub-classes 
beyond – only by harnessing 
their special abilities can 
victory be secured.

As the days tick by, 
traversing yet another 
snowbound landscape at snail 
speed can become tedious, 
but even the odd narrative 
lull is soon remedied by the 
game’s earthy aura of hardship. 
When rations start to dwindle 
and messages such as “-5 
Clansmen” flutter over the 
screen, you’ll quickly learn 
to care for your flock of tiny 
Thor-alikes as if they’re a 
fellowship of ducklings.

Newly fashioned turn-by-turn 
combat elements, meaningful 
narrative choices and glorious 
beards make this Scandi 
strategy title an exciting breath 
of fresh air. Jenny Baker

i n f o FORmaT PS4  alsO On PS3 ETa Out NOw  
PuB VerSuS eVil DEv StOic

ThE BannER saga
It’s a long story

@jennybaker23WinTER is hERE

v e r d i c t

War! What is it good for? The January 
edition of the Instant Game Collection, 
apparently. Last month, PS Plus pitted 
powered-up tanks, RPGs, puzzlers 
and platformers against each other 
to battle it out for our entertainment. 
Games, games – please. There’s no 
need to fight; we’ve always got room in 
our libraries for freebies.

Vehicular combat 
multiplayer game 
haRDWaRE: Rivals 
rolled onto PS4, 

armed to the cel-shaded teeth with 
tanks and jeeps. the sequel to the  
PS2 classic is certainly colourful, but 
ultimately average (our review’s on p94). 
Proving kitty hats trump combat is spicy 
Mexican masterpiece gRim FanDangO 
REmasTERED, this month’s clear victor. 
Skeletal afterlife travel agent Manny 
puzzles his way through a zany 
adventure on PS4, and continuing the 
epic battle to, er, pay off his debts is 
easy with cross-Play on PS Vita.

Not enough 
explosions? well, we 
did get our hands on 
an rPG this month. 

PS3 fantasy title DRagOn agE: ORigins 
had plenty of darkspawn to decimate:  
its six unique origin stories and gripping 
pause-and-play tactical action making  
it endlessly playable. clashing with 
cannibalistic insect queens gets a bit 
unpredictable, but we all know exactly 
what to expect from fellow PS3 game 
mEDal OF hOnOR WaRFighTER. Shoot 
anything with a pulse? Sir, yes sir!

taking orders from that sergeant 
wears thin quickly, but dishing them out 
to turn-based troops is refreshing in 
lEgEnDs OF WaR PaTTOn on PS Vita, 
thanks to the ability to upgrade units 
and even control their aiming and firing. 
And in case war isn’t scarring enough, 
gorgeous hand-painted 2D puzzle-
platformer nihilumBRa hops onto 
handhelds to send us all spiralling into 
existential crises. running from the void 
is the only way to spend Friday nights.

@itsJenSim 

This mOnTh  
On Ps Plus
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World Of Tanks
It’s battle stations as Wargaming’s free-to-play 
juggernaut rolls onto PS4 with all guns blazing…

98

online tests

this month
online dlc how to trophiesmovies music

platinum  
club
105 Grand Theft  
Auto: Vice City

on your xmb
102 Sicario
Emily Blunt, Josh Brolin and Benicio 
del Toro all excel in this seriously 
tense war on drugs thriller. 

how to…
104 Fine-tune your DualShock 4

music
103 This month’s hottest tunes 

on the store
100 Dying Light: The Following
What do we want? More guns. 
When do we want ‘em? Now. Seems 
Techland was listening, as this 
undead expansion delivers aplenty. 



multiplayer modes put 
through their paces  
by our team of expertsonline tests

what we’re 
playing now

Destiny: the 
taken king
Jen simpkins is super-
oblivious when it 
comes to upgrades
As an MMO and 
Borderlands fan, finally 
playing Destiny feels  
like I’ve kidnapped their 
genetically superior baby. 
Hand-cannon on hip, my 

face lit up by optimism, I bounce off  
to meet Zydron. He flattens me. Huh. 
Imagine my slack-jawed surprise when 
I dig around the menus and discover 
I’m fighting without any subclass 
upgrades. I’m quickly gobbling Orbs  
of Light like a hungry, hungry Hunter.  
A flaming super-revolver sure helps 
persuade the big man to hand over  
his noggin. Gate Lords say what?

Rainbow  
six siege
ben tyrer gets a 
lesson in doing,  
rather than thinking
As a young ’un, my old 
man would always say, 
“Think before you do.”  
You’d think a tactically rich 
game such as Siege would 
be perfect for this sage 

advice, but I get caught in two minds 
when pulling out a grenade. Do I roll it 
under the door now, or wait and hold it 
onto it for… BANG! I clearly forget that 
as soon as it’s out, I’m cooking it. My 
accidental suicide is because I’m being 
an idiot. Sorry Dad, next time I’ll leave 
the thinking for afterwards.

Rocket 
League
andrew westbrook 
takes the sneaky 
approach to glory
Having got to grips  
with dispatching fellow 
novices, I’m overcome  
by over-confidence. I find 
myself in a 2v2 battle  
with the veteran-ranked 

obsessives lurking within OPM Towers. 
I jump, I slide… I get nowhere near the 
ball. I’m hopelessly out of my depth. 
There’s just one thing to do – seek 
inspiration from David Nugent, 
England’s legendary one cap, one goal 
poacher. Spotting a goal-bound shot,  
I make my charge and, securing the 
slightest of goal-line touches, I see  
my name writ large. Oh, the glory.

098
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M
ost online shooters hook 
you up with a dusty bit of 
Kevlar or a flickering energy 
shield. Perhaps some power 
armour if you’re really lucky. 

And should you find yourself hankering 
for a bit of heavy weaponry, you’re 
expected to scrounge a rocket launcher 
from the cold, hard ground like some 
sort of polygonal schmuck. 

Those who fire up Wargaming’s PS4 
debut have it easy by comparison, 
luxuriating behind four inches of steel 
as they trundle over mire and mud in 
comfort and ease like passengers in a 
heavily armoured sedan chair. But it’s 
best not to get complacent, since each 
15v15 round in World Of Tanks is a 
tense, tactical affair. And all the 
reinforced plate in the world won’t  
help if you’re caught in the crosshairs.

As such, matches typically get off to 
a tranquil start, as you formulate a plan 
and trundle into position. You might 

seek out a commanding 
view of the battlefield 
from which to harry your 
opponents, a built-up 
area where you can 
engage enemies up 
close, or even just a  
nice bit of shrubbery  
in which to conceal  
your camouflaged war 
machine. All of these 
approaches are viable, 
and your choice will be 
largely driven by your 
class of tank. 

And while the array  
of armour on offer is 

initially bewildering to 
anyone without a fetish 
for military history, in 
practice there are more 
than enough differences 
in manoeuvrability, 
firepower and speed  
to ensure that even the 
most cackhanded of 
couch commanders will 
quickly find their niche. 

Team players might 
gravitate towards the 
light tanks, for instance, 
using their small size and 
high top speed to spot 
hostile vehicles behind 

World Of Tanks
The PS4 armoured division rolls into battle

ANY fEArS THAT wOrLD 
Of TANkS MIGHT cONSTITuTE  
A PAY-TO-wIN TrAvESTY 
PrOvE uNfOuNDED.

i n f o

FoRmat PS4 
Pub WArgAMing  
Dev WArgAMing
Review n/A
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Matches tend to start 
slowly, so use that time 
to secure a tactically 
important location.

PRo bono bLitzkRieg 
world Of Tanks is available to 

download and play for free, 
even if you don’t have a PS Plus 

subscription. The flipside is a 
bemusing in-game range  

of currency and XP types.

As an online-only game, 
Hardware: rivals needs to 
be as smooth as possible. 

My time, however, is blighted by 
matchmaking issues that sour the 
experience. Team modes have a 
habit of starting out mismatched, 
with one side boasting an extra 
player. if you end up on the weaker 
team, you can expect a drubbing 
no matter your skill level. 

Team sizes do even out during 
the course of rounds, but it would 
have been preferable to have 
Ai cars that filter in and out as 
active players come in, à la rocket 
League. Besides, it’s too easy to 
quickly tyre (nailed it) of what’s on 
offer, the gameplay being unable 
to make up for the current lack 
of maps and modes. it’s not bad 
for a quick blast, but it could – and 
should – have been so much more.

Matchmaking issues add another 
frustrating layer to an already 
disappointingly bland experience. 
Some fleeting fun, but not enough 
to recommend. ben tyrer

i n f o

v e r d i c t

FoRmat PS4 
Pub SOnY  
Dev SOnY

Review iSSue #120, 6/10

Ah, brakes. Truly the most 
non-essential part of driving. 
Top-down arcade combat 

racer Blazerush does away with 
them entirely, focusing instead 
on drift-happy speed laps and 
an excellent variety of ludicrous 
power-ups (a bouncing buzzsaw 
can’t half sort out gridlock). its 
limited single-player campaign, 
however, means you’ll head online 
in a nitro-powered jiffy. So it’s 
a shame that it’s deader than a 
doornail’s ailing grandmother. 

Yes, Blazerush has been out for 
a while, but it’s clearly the servers 
destroying its online potential 
– attempting to connect to the 
couple of players i do find prompts 
only error messages. Outstripping 
your friends in a local co-op Death 
Match is worth the few quid, but 
rocket League it ain’t.

A powered-up Circuit Breakers 
for PS4, but its online puts the 
brakes on a decent little combat 
racer that should be pedal to  
the metal. Jen simpkins

i n f o

v e r d i c t

FoRmat PS4 
Pub TArgeM gAMeS  
Dev TArgeM gAMeS

Review n/A

A thoughtful take on the online 
shooter, with plenty of tactical depth 
and unlockable upgrades. But that 
free-to-play generosity sits alongside 
some formidable grind. James nouch

v e r d i c t

enemy lines – empowering friendly 
artillery to unleash from a distance. 
This kind of interplay between classes 
does an excellent job of encouraging 
teamwork in online lobbies, but even 
enthusiastic lone wolves will find that 
heavy tanks provide opportunities for 
them to make their mark. 

And it’s a generous free-to-play 
package, too, though there are strings 
attached. While your first few hours will 
be rewarded with a cavalcade of vehicle 
unlocks, the drip-feed of novelty quickly 
dries up, and you’re left to stare down 
the 75mm barrel of an unappetising 
grind. But any fears that World Of Tanks 
might constitute some sort of pay-to-
win travesty prove unfounded in 
real-world play, and even the most 
tight-fisted of tank commanders will be 
able to savour this large-scale take on 
the multiplayer shooter. So long as 
they’re the patient sort.

Desperately needs a few 
tinkers under the hood

Avoid the whiplash and 
stay on the couch

Hardware: rivals

Blazerush



empty your wallets 
now with the latest 
downloadable diversionson the store

CALL OF DUTY: 
BLACK OPS III – 
AWAKENING
Finding old Blops maps  
a yawn-fest? Nab four 
new ones. Gauntlet’s got 
three lanes of differing 
environments; Rise, 
your standard 
warehouses; Splash, an 
abandoned water park; 
and Skyjacked, a 
heli-carrier setting.

LEGO MArvEL’S 
AvENGErS: CIvIL 
WAr AND ANT-
MAN PACKS
It arrived too late for 
review, but Lego’s new 
outing grows bigger 
with two PlayStation-
exclusive DLC bundles. 
Cap’s pack includes nine 
characters from Civil 
War, while Ant-Man’s 
features a level and a 
playable Ant-Thony.

BATTLEFIELD 
HArDLINE: 
GETAWAY DLC
The new expansion pack 
is pure, heist-stakes 
action. It’s four maps 
strong, and bolstered by 
new mode Capture the 
Bag (because flags are 
so 2015). It’ll also tweak 
weapons and vehicles 
– after all, there’s 
nothing like an armoured 
limousine for scarpering 
in style.

dlc

£TBC

FREE

£11.99
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W
ell spotted, loyal readers! 
We did indeed cover this 
expansion back in OPM 
#115, but not unlike 
Dying Light’s zombies, 

it’s hard to keep a good Techland dev 
down. The team behind Dead Island just 
kept on adding new goodies to the 
already-bulging expansion. It’s taken a 
little while to arrive, but it’s now finally 
shambled onto PS4. 

You’ve probably also spotted the 
small price hike, but it’s justified. 
Techland, you see, has listened to the 
needs of us Dying Light fans, and those 
needs can be boiled down to two words 
– more guns. The TEC-9 SMG does 
nicely in a plague-riddled pinch, and 
sinking a crossbow bolt into a skull or 
two looks worth the extended wait.

Using your new 
arsenal is trickier, 
though. New enemy 
variants include baddies 
in bulletproof armour. 
Getting buff via the 
brand new levelling 
system takes care of 
that problem – it’s hard 
for the undead to argue 
with a faceful of a whole 
new skill tree, which 
features 250 new 

Legendary Level perks 
related to health, 
stamina and damage. 

But what of the hordes 
of zoms drooling all over 
your buggy’s custom 
paint job? Not to worry: 
triggering the built-in 
electric cage will give ‘em 
a good shock. Let’s hope 
the “ultimate sacrifice” 
that Kyle will have to 
make isn’t his car keys…

also on psn

expansion

THE TERMINATOR PACK
Two playable android 
Arnies enter the WWE 
2K16 ring – both the 
original and Terminator 2 
T-800. Wait, why  
haven’t they called this 
the “I’ll Be Pack” DLC?

SUPER DUKE R ABS 
Aside from having the 
best name ever, this  
KTM 1290 for DriveClub 
Bikes is a super-speedy 
must-buy if you just  
don’t have the time to 
unlock it in-game. 

GUNS UP! BUNDLE
Why hello there, PS 
Plus-exclusive freebie. 
Rare Card Packs, Attack 
XP Boosts and Rocket 
Launcher Rentals – time 
to cause chaos in PS4’s 
free-to-play diversion.

RENOWN PACK VII PS1 
The Warframe add-on 
includes the Silva & Aegis 
sword-and-shield combo 
melee weapon with an 
accompanying Obsidian 
skin. And 170 Platinum  
for you money-grubbers.

EXPLOSIVE WEAPON 
PACK
Shoot the gun. Settlement 
go boom. Make Just 
Cause 3 destruction go 
bigger with the Capstone 
Bloodhound RPG and Final 
Argument Sniper Rifle.

£15.99

£3.99 £1.19 FREE £7.99 £3.29

USING yoUR UPDATED 
ARSENAL IS TRICkIER;  
ThERE ARE NEW BADDIES IN 
BULLETPRooF ARMoUR.

Techland’s ever-growing expansion is pistol-whipped into shape

Dying Light: 
The Following
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 Blunt shines in this 
seriously taut moral maze  
of a narco-thriller.

T
he war on drugs has proven 
fertile ground for film-makers, 
but this muscular thriller 
about a black ops mission 
across the US/Mexico border 

is the best in years. Make sure the edge 
of your seat is well padded – you’ll be 
perched on it for most of the movie.

A brutal opening sequence sets the 
tone as the FBI raids a corpse-filled 
house of horrors. Driven by a need to 
bring the men responsible to justice, 
FBI agent Kate Macer (Emily Blunt) 
signs up for an off-the-books 
assignment under the command of  
a smarmy government official (Josh 
Brolin) and his enigmatic ‘advisor’ 
Alejandro (Benicio del Toro).

Director Denis Villeneuve, who next 
takes on the controversial Blade Runner 
sequel, impressed with the moral 
quandaries of grim child abduction 
thriller Prisoners, but Sicario deals  
in even murkier shades of grey, with 
seemingly little to separate the ‘heroes’ 
and the monsters they’re out to 

eliminate. It’s a 
complicated tale in which 
no one is who they first 
appear to be, idealistic 
Kate’s slow journey of 
discovery leading her to 
some tough answers.  
It’s compelling stuff, with 
a trio of fantastic leads.

But Sicario’s real 
stars are Villeneuve  
and cinematographer 
Roger Deakins. It looks 
incredible, with the kind 
of widescreen vistas that 
wouldn’t look out of place 
in a David Lean epic, 
while Villeneuve 
constructs some of  
the best and nail-biting 
shootouts since Michael 
Mann’s Heat heyday. Just 
remember to schedule 
some relaxing activities 
immediately after. 
Jordan Farley

Sicario
Tenser than a TowerFall tiebreaker

blu-rays

coming soon

The LasT  
WiTch hunTer 
Vin Diesel plays his own 
Dungeons And Dragons  
character in this dark 
fantasy about… well, the  
title tells you everything.

scouTs Guide 
To The Zombie 
apocaLypse 
Fun but forgettable zombie 
comedy about a trio of boy 
scouts who save their town 
from the undead.

paranormaL 
acTiviTy: The 
GhosT dimension 
Final ever Paranormal 
Activity flick (until the 
inevitable reboot). Answers 
the lingering questions.

hoTeL Tran- 
syLvania 2 
Adam Sandler’s Drac puts 
his grandson through 
vampire training and deals 
with his cantankerous dad  
in this animated sequel.

KiLL your 
Friends 
American Psycho wannabe 
about a ’90s music executive 
who takes drastic measures 
to salvage his career when 
the hits dry up.

brooKLyn 
Saoirse Ronan is 
hotly tipped for Oscar glory 
thanks to this Nick Hornby-
scripted drama about an 
Irish immigrant building a 
new life across the pond. 

The proGram 
Biographical drama 
about cycling cheat Lance 
Armstrong (an uncanny  
Ben Foster) and the Irish 
journo who exposed him  
to the world.

The 
FranKensTein 
chronicLes 
Sean Bean stars in this ITV 
series about a 19th century 
bobby who investigates a 
spate of murders.

nina Forever
Top zom-com about 
a couple tormented by the 
reanimated corpse of a 
deceased ex whenever  
they have sex. Exactly as 
weird as it sounds.   

birdemic: 
shocK and 
Terror 
Naff horror about a town 
attacked by homicidal birds. 
Hitchcock it ain’t. A classic 
case of so bad it’s good.

15 FeB

15 FeB

15 FeB

22 FeB

29 FeB

29 FeB

29 FeB

7 Mar

7 Mar

7 Mar
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here are two Guillermo del 
Toros. There’s the one who 
makes populist, big-budget 
American blockbusters, such 
as Blade II, Hellboy and Pacific 

Rim. And then there’s the master 
behind low-budget, fantastical Mexican 
chillers Pan’s Labyrinth, The Devil’s 
Backbone and Cronos. Crimson Peak 
marks the first meeting of the two.

Mia Wasikowska plays Edith Cushing, 
a young novelist whisked away to  
the titular English estate by Tom 
Hiddleston’s smooth-talking baronet Sir 
Thomas Sharpe. But it quickly becomes 
clear that Thomas’ intentions, and 
particularly those of sinister Sharpe 
sister Lucille (Jessica Chastain), are far 
from pure. The ominous blood-red clay 
seeping through the floor should 
probably have been a giveaway.

It’s important to note that Crimson 
Peak isn’t a horror film, at least not in 
the now-traditional popcorn-in-the-air 
sense. It’s a gothic romance with 
ghosts, a tale that has more in common 
with Wuthering Heights than Halloween. 
As a result, it’s not remotely scary, so 
adjust your expectations accordingly.  

It is, however, visually 
sumptuous. The 
production design is 
stunning, particularly 
Crimson Peak itself – a 
dilapidated stately home 
so sinister it makes the 
Resident Evil mansion 
look like the Ritz.

Sadly, the rest of the 
film can’t match Crimson 
Peak’s look, with the 
performances erring on 
the wrong side of camp 
and the ghosts drenched 
in CGI to the point they 
lose any impact. The 
story is also 
disappointingly tame,  
a half-baked romance 
bolted onto a predictable 
murder mystery. Emotion 
and intensity – staples of 
any good gothic romance 
– are largely absent, 
leaving a film that’s 
entirely surface. But 
what a beautiful surface 
it is. Jordan Farley

Crimson Peak
Guillermo’s not-so-silent hill

music

Benedict Cumberbatch 
and emma Stone were 
originally in talks for the 
leads, but dropped out.

AnthrAx FOR ALL KINGS
FormaT ALBUM eTa 26 FEB price £7.99

anthrax never hit it as big as their peers Metallica and 
Slayer, but their commitment to widdly, no-frills thrash 
metal is commendable. Monster at The end and evil 
Twin line up the sort of wailing leads that’ll get you 
cutting the sleeves off your denim jacket. anthrax.com

hinds LEAVE ME ALONE
FormaT ALBUM eTa OUT NOW price £8.99

Hinds formed after twin songwriters Carlotta Cosials 
and ana Perrote were introduced by their boyfriends. 
The relationships didn’t last, but the Madrid quartet’s 
debut LP is a keeper – a hot mess of jangly guitars and 
ramshackle songcraft. facebook.com/hindsband

KAnye West
FACTS
FormaT TRACK eTa OUT NOW  
price Free on Soundcloud 

The man they call – okay, 
calls himself – Yeezus 
kicked off 2016 with the 
release of a brand new 
track to Soundcloud. 
It’s an eerie trap bounce 
that sees Kanye dissing 
trainer companies and 
promising to run for 
president. soundcloud.
com/kanyewest

sAntigold  
99C
FormaT ALBUM eTa OUT NOW  
price £7.99 

It takes as its theme “the 
ways in which we package 
ourselves and our lives for 
consumption,” but Santi White 
– backed by collaborators 
including Vampire Weekend’s 
rostam Batmanglij and 
ILOVeMaKONNeN – turns its 
conceit into genre-smashing 
pop music that’s uplifting in  
its day-glo positivity. 
santigold.com
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After several slaps on the 
wrist from the Medical 

Board, the Doc knows with 40% 
certainty that shooting lasers into 
eyes is a no-no. So why on Earth 
is the DualShock 4’s standard 
lightbar setting on ‘EVISCERATE 
RETINAS’? Don your welding 
helmet, we’re going in.

Due to its upcoming PS VR 
tracking functionality, the lightbar 
can’t be turned off. But it can  
be beaten into a subdued state. 
Whizz along to Settings, select 
“Devices,” then “Controllers,”  
then “Brightness of DualShock 4 
Light Bar.” Your options are the 
current “Bright (Standard),” a 
more chilled-out “Medium,” and  
an almost catatonic “Dim.”

This final setting will drastically 
cut that night-time reflection  
on your screen, improve battery 
life and get you mad chiquitas.  
It won’t do that last one. I’m a 
pathological liar. OR AM I?

“Charge me! Charge me!” 
your pad snivels constantly, 

begging to be leashed to your PS4 
at all times like the world’s most 
angsty terrier. Prevention is 
better than cure, so here’s how 
to ensure that puppy is juiced. 
Calm down: my blender is for 
human remains only.

The number one power drain  
on your DualShock 4 is the rumble 
effect, so that’s your first priority. 
Pop back into that “Controllers” 
menu and deselect “Enable 
Vibration.” Above that option sits 
your volume control for the 
controller’s speaker – turning  
that down also works wonders.

Navigate back to the Settings 
menu, and over to “Power Save 
Settings,” where you can tell your 
controller to automatically go 
beddy-byes after ten minutes of 
inactivity. All of these adjustments 
will give you up to two more hours 
of wireless gaming freedom.

If you want to really 
personalise your pad,  

it’s time to get into the obscure 
tinkering. Can’t remap buttons 
in-game? Find certain configs 
uncomfortable? Imported a 
Japanese game with reversed  
q and e functionality? In the 
“Accessibility” menu, choose 
“Button Assignments,” then 
“Enable Custom Button 
Assignments.” This reveals a 
menu that lets you mix up your 
inputs like the Doc reshuffles 
innards. It won’t change software 
prompts, just your gaming.

And for the terminally lazy, 
might I prescribe turning on your 
entire rig with a single button-
press? In “System,” check the box 
named “HDMI Device Link.” When  
a supported TV is on standby and 
your console is off, pressing the 
DualShock 4’s magic PS button 
will bring your controller, tellybob 
and PS4 roaring to life. Sorcery!

Fine-tune your DualShock 
Bend your controller to your every whim

doctor 
playstation
Our console medic 
fixes your tech woes 
with actual science

The lightbar’s 
exacerbating your 
hangover and your 
battery keeps 
dying mid-game. 
Put simply, your 
freeloader pad 
could be working 
much harder than  
it currently is.

You’ve finally got better control 
over your DualShock 4. Now, 
let’s do something about those 
involuntary limb movements. 
Yeah… sorry about that – had to 
nip out mid-operation for a Twix. 
You understand, right?

STEp 3  
GET 
TECHNICAL 
WITH EXTRA 
TWEAKS

STEp 2  
EXTEND YOUR 
DUALSHOCK’S 
BATTERY LIFE

STEp 1  
ADJUST YOUR 
LIGHTBAR’S 
BRIGHTNESS

next monththe verdict
The doc cracks open a shiny 
new Street Fighter  
fightstick to swap  
out its guts.  
20cc of  
plastic, 
stat!

the problem
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Mr trophy
Iain Wilson’s PSN ID is 
Wilbossman, and his 
trophy cabinet is  
bigger than yours.

Platinum x 64

Silver x 1,427

Gold x 373

Bronze x 5,980

join the 
club

Hey! What’s 
the hardest 

trophy you’ve 
snagged? Tell 

us at opm@ 
futurenet.com 

The ambulance service 
mission has a great 
reward, but it’s easy to 
roll your vehicle over.

B
ack in a time when 
trophies weren’t even 
a twinkle in Uncle 
Sony’s eye, I sunk 
many hours into GTA: 
Vice City to achieve 

100% completion, so it seems 
fitting to revisit it, now that the 
game is available on PS4. The 
first award to note in this version 
is the near-impossible 
requirement to reach 
the Godfather criminal 
rank, though thankfully, 
a workaround has been 
found to avoid endless 
hours of grinding.

After the intro, go 
west to the multi-storey car park 
near your safe house and find the 
Cone Crazy driving mini-game. 
Complete the course with zero 
seconds left on the clock. Keep 
repeating it and doubling your 
reward by improving your 
previous record by one second 

each time, until you’ve 
amassed a cool $13m.

Next, get to the 
second island early by 
stealing an ambulance 
and driving to Pier 1 at 
the south-west docks. 
Reverse up to the 
locked gates, climb on 
the roof, then jump at 

the gates until you pass through, 
before stealing a boat to sail 
across. Now find 80 hidden 
packages (use a guide) so the 
Sea Sparrow helicopter spawns 
at the Vercetti Estate, and fly it  
to the movie lot on Prawn Island. 
Make sure you’ve fired at least 
100 bullets from your own 
weapons, then exploit a glitch by 

rubber-banding your pad so the 
helicopter constantly shoots the 
truck in the lot until you reach 
200,000% shooting accuracy and 
Take the Cannoli at Godfather 
rank. Phew!

It’s now time for the story, 
though it’s best to clear the 
service missions while you only 
have limited access to the map. 
Hitting level 12 in the ambulance 
is useful as it unlocks both Did 
Somebody Call the Wambulance? 
and, helpfully, unlimited sprinting.

There are a couple of awards 
you can take care of near your 
initial Ocean View Hotel safe 
house. To get an easy 30-second 

wheelie for One is Better Than 
Two, grab a Sanchez bike and 
ride onto the beach, then lean 
back and keep tapping q to 
maintain speed for the required 
time. Once you’ve a sniper rifle 
unlocked, look out to the water 
from this area and keep taking 
shots at the gulls until you bag  
a Chicken of the Sea.

There aren’t that 
many story missions 
to work through, but 
you’ll need to buy and 
complete at least five 
assets, including the 
Print Works, for the 
final story mission  

to appear, earning you Mischief 
Managed once you’ve separated 
enemies from friends.

Now focus on reaching 100%, 
which involves finishing all story 
and side missions, beating every 
rampage, landing all unique jumps, 
finding the 100 hidden packages 
and more, until you can finally 
claim to have Done it All. If you’ve 
done everything else, you’ll also 
be crowned Kingpin and a 
prestigious Grand Theft Auto 
platinum will be yours.

ExPlOIT A GlITCH SO THE 
HElICOPTER CONSTANTly 
SHOOTS UNTIl yOU REACH 
200,000% ACCURACy.

Platinum Club
Doing deals for retro pots in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City 

NExT ISSUE Unlocking trophies has 
never been so heart-rending in  
This War Of Mine: The little Ones.
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info
pub sony
Dev sCe japan 
studio
releaseD 2006, psp
get it now psn, 
£6.49

neeD to know
designer tsutomu 
Kouno also worked 
on ps2 classic ico.

seasonal Xmas and 
Halloween demos 
were released. 

you are incapable 
of joy if you don’t 
love the music.

1
2
3

LocoRoco was a joyful 
antidote to more moody 
games of its time, though 
isn’t without horrible 
deaths for the careless…
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■ Make sure you leave no mini-Locos behind. ■ The LocoRoco are almost constantly smiling. ■ Path blockers are suckers for a good singalong.

 H
ello to fans of having a 
big grin plastered across 
your face – this is the 
game for you. From the 
first second of watching  
one of locoroco’s tiny 
heroes roll onto your 

psp screen – the delightfully chirpy title 
music skipping through the speakers as 
you get stuck in – sony’s psp exclusive 
is focused on making you feel one thing, 
and one thing only: sheer joy. 

Back in 2006, owners of sony’s first 
portable console were getting used to 
another feeling: déjà vu. most handheld 
exclusives around then tended to be 
either rejigged ps2 games – such as 
Burnout legends and Virtua tennis 
World tour – or reimaginings that 
struggled to compete with their bigger 
console brethren. yep, that’s a sick 
ten-year-old burn on metal Gear ac!d. 
original experiences were few and far 
between, especially ones that utilised 
the strengths of the tiny ‘station. 

But wait. Can someone please tilt 
forward the locoroco? Because in they 
came to breathe a whole lotta life and 
originality into the psp library. the cute 
little balls with eyes find their planet 
under attack from the moja, who, at the 
start, almost wipe out the locoroco. 
it’s dark stuff for a bright game, with 
your aim being to rebuild the population 

by eating fruit – don’t worry, we’ll get to 
that – and in the process, rid the planet 
of the pesky moja blighters. 

a mix of super monkey Ball and 
rayman, you never directly control the 
little blobs, but instead tilt their world. 
the left shoulder button slants the 
world in that direction, while the right 
bumper angles it the other way. to 
bounce locoroco into the air, you press 
both shoulder buttons at the same time.

and the fruit-eating business? take a 
healthy bite out of red flowers and your 
locoroco grows a bigger until it’s the 
size of a post-Christmas belly, enabling 
you to birth new friends. your creations 
can then be split into individuals or can 
form one giant whole by pressing e: 
just imagine a cuddly, adorable version 
of terminator 2’s t-1000…

it’s not a particularly taxing control 
scheme, but the fun comes from the 
exquisite level design and puzzles. 
stages are filled with secret areas 
that demand some serious sideways 
thinking to find, while there’s regular 

internal high-fiving when you manage 
to time a jump just right and stacks of 
collectibles to unearth for those who 
love to scavenge. it’s also constantly 
introducing new ideas that change  
how you approach the game. 

take the sticky surfaces that allow 
you to snub gravity and roll up walls.  
or how about the areas that are 
actually tiny pinball machines, 
concealing hidden fruit? it’s in these 
playful moments that locoroco really 
shows why it’s the most delightful  
game to ever grace the handheld.  

sing stars
there’s also the soundtrack – pure 
Valium in audible form. everything from 
the aforementioned title song to your 
yellow blobs’ theme tune is going to  
be pinging around your head for days. 
it leaps from style to style, but always 
sounds distinctive, weaving naturally 
through the game. When you come 
across the giant orange path blockers, 
for instance, they’ll only move if you 
unfuse the locoroco and watch as they 
sing in a choir.

With levels that can be whizzed 
through on the bus or scoured in detail 
when you have more time; mini-games 
that are more than just amusing 
diversions; plus a loco House that adds 
depth to your collectibles and the ability 
to keep surprising you from the first 
world to the last, it’s a huge shame that 
locoroco neither found the audience it 
deserved, nor enjoyed a full-fat home 
console adaptation. But ps Vita owners 
who crave a game like no other have 
no excuse not to download this classic 
from the online store.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. This issue, we roll, hop and  
bop through the primary-coloured wonderland  
that is one of the best platformers on PSP…

l a  v i d a  r o c o

LocoRoco
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iMagine a cuddLy, 
adoRabLe veRsion of 
The T-1000 and you’Re 
basicaLLy TheRe.



Remember when you could say ‘Skyrim’ 
without following with ‘arghthelag’? From 
such halcyon days emerged OPM #55…

Will go doWn in 
history, but – just 
like the sinclair  
c5 or jordan’s 
eurovision entry 
– it Will be for  
all of the Wrong 
reasons.

1 

Guess the four games, 
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

opm time machiNe 

5 yeaRS aGo

Above Long before #rimlaggate, The Elder Scrolls V 
fronted our fantasy previews special and had  
us drooling over the scale and detail of Tamriel. 
Dragon Age II and Bioshock Infinite also scored  
much-deserved, more-than-honourable mentions.

Far left Your self-
composed GT5 
pics, including a 
flying Vettel Red 
Bull, easily put our 
efforts to shame.

Left We played 
Sony’s second 
portable machine 
so early that it 
still hadn’t been 
renamed from  
PSP2 to PS Vita.

Answers
1.  call of juarez: the cartel, issue #61, 

2/10. 
2. stacking, issue #55, 9/10. 
3. fracture, issue #24, 6/10. 
4.  international athletics, issue #23, 

7/10.

Ps3’s arms 
dealer clearly has 
a Warehouse full 
of decommissioned 
laser Quest vests 
and can’t dole 
them out fast 
enough.

3

it’s a dickensian 
comic book that’s 
steaming With  
fart jokes and 
silent movie 
caricatures.

2

tasks you  
With smashing the 
l and r buttons in 
Public as if you’re 
trying to subdue  
a Particularly  
angry crab.

4

Below left PS3’s first MMO – DC Universe Online 
(7/10) – was less Superman, more moody teen. 

Below right Amazon idiots included the plonker who 
slated LittleBigPlanet for not being violent enough. 
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B
ack in the early noughties,  
I read that by staying awake 
for two entire days you could 
survive on four hours of 
sleep a night for the rest of 

your life. Tony Hawk’s 2 was my beacon 
through 48 jittery hours of nosebones 
and double espressos. It’s a precious 
memory – one I’ve steadfastly tried 
to preserve by avoiding the recent, 
terrible Tony Hawk’s 5. 

Our journey begins badly. I remember 
that ‘cool duds’ are an essential part 
of skating, so I promptly update Tony’s 
clothes. In doing so, I accidentally 
edit his character, and Grandfather 
Ollie ends up with a disco head and 
lithe woman’s body. It takes me five 
frustrating minutes to reset it. That 
done, I’m ready to skate. Simple things 
such as ollies still feel intuitive, but 
moving around seems stickier than 

ever. I’m also thrown by some of 
Tony’s fancy new skills. The slam is fine 
for setting up sweet grinds, but I’m 
perturbed by his newfound mastery 
over gravity. In the skating games of  
my youth, we obeyed the laws of 
physics. (Well, we didn’t, but we were 
less brazen about it.)

I just want to hit a halfpipe and 
see what I remember, but I end up 
stumbling around like a septic tank on 
wheels. I discover a menu that lets me 
jump into specific challenges, and the 
limited spectre of joy returns. Chasing 
high scores with last-minute tricks is 
still exhilarating, even if Tony looks like a 
shaved wizard and I can’t unlock Spider-
Man. It’s not actually damaging my mind 
palace of misty flips, but it’s certainly 
doing nothing to enrich them. 

It’s always difficult revisiting an old 
friend you haven’t seen for 15 years 
– especially when they feel like such 
a product of the time. I didn’t hate 
catching up with Tony, but we won’t  
be seeing each other again.

who?
Matt Elliott never 
actually skated. He 
did, however, own a 
wallet chain, baggy 
cargos and had a 
pierced eyebrow. 
He also once played 
Tony Hawk’s Pro 
Skater 2 for 15 
hours straight.

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force 
one of our team to play their most feared game

iNfo
pub ACTIvISIOn
Dev RObOMOdO
releaseD 2015,  
PS4
get it now AMAzOn, 
£15.99

■ Enduring the crash and burn just isn’t fun. There’s no way I’m getting to the end of this caption 
without a joke about Tony Hawk’s 5 being absolute balls. Oversized, stripy balls, no less.

ToNy hawk’s 
Pro skaTEr 5

I End uP 
STuMBlIng arOund 
lIkE a SEPTIc Tank 
On wHEElS.

whaT?
Scandalously wobbly 
update to a critically 
successful and 
much-loved series. It’s 
bland and technically 
bereft, while poor old 
Tony himself looks 
like a dehydrated 
lumberjack. It’s the 
50p supermarket 
skateboard of games.

 DoN’T makE mE Play! 
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3 Towerfall ascension
You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a four-player 
free-for-all in this instant couchplay classic. The solo 
campaign is fine by itself, but almost nothing beats 
the arrow-grabbing, death-defying last-second kills 
of local multiplayer’s mayhem.

10bloodborne
With the finest third-person melee combat in gaming, 
drool-worthy art design and the most twisted 
monsters imaginable, this is a gorgeously Gothic 
must-have. The Old Hunters expansion adds enough 
nightmare fuel to make a Yharnam return essential.

grand ThefT auTo v
Laughing in the face of other cross-gen ports, GTA V 
on PS4 is more than just a mere HD remaster. Upped 
to a glorious 1080p, it weaves everything that made 
the PS3 original great, with new music, more dynamic 
weather and a game-changing FPS mode.

2

7

7

8

9

driveclub
The premier current-gen racer leaves its rivals 
for dust due to gorgeous graphics, strong social 
features and great handling. Major add-on Driveclub 
Bikes is also the greatest bike racing game on PS4, 
thanks to making driving on two wheels fun again.

alien: isolaTion
Explore Ridley Scott’s original vision of a horror-
tinged future in startling fidelity with an attention 
to detail that borders on the obsessive. It’s time to 
remember what made the xenomorph so scary in  
the first place… and then get killed by it.

fallouT 4
Hitting PS4 with the atomic force of a Fat Boy, 
Fallout’s excellent gunplay and crafting systems 
can trigger a nasty case of RPG-itis. It’s not without 
its faults (or vaults), but the scale of Bethesda’s 
wasteland will keep you bunkered down for weeks.

The wiTcher 3: wild hunT
The White Wolf himself finally rides onto PS4  
and brings with him one of the most diverse and 
challenging RPG worlds ever seen. Mesmerising to 
look at and utterly engrossing to play, CD Projekt 
RED’s farewell to Geralt is a current-gen essential.

7

6

desTiny: The Taken king
The Taken King expansion means there’s never been 
a better time to be a Destiny player – for veterans 
it’s a giant vat of new content that’ll keep you playing 
for months; for newcomers it offers the smoothest, 
most complete shooter a PS4 owner could wish for.

uncharTed: The naThan  
drake collecTion
If you somehow missed the trilogy on PS3 then this 
excellent remaster should be your next purchase. 
Nathan Drake is PlayStation’s biggest hero, and no 
PS4 owner should skip his collection.

life is sTrange
The sublime writing and pacing of this episodic 
narrative will have you agonising over choices,  
and then marvelling at their flawless integration. To 
quote heroine Max’s BFF Chloe, it’s “hella” good. You’ll 
wish you could play it all over again for the first time.

4
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1 MeTal gear solid v:  
The PhanToM Pain
Konami might try and scrub Hideo Kojima’s name from the ultimate in tactical 
espionage action, but it’ll never remove his fingerprints. While retaining 
that distinct storytelling and sense of wonder that defines an MGS 
title, MGS V offers a level of freedom and creativity unheard of in any 
sandbox. Grand, majestic and bittersweet, this is an instant classic.  

Tearaway unfolded
Its handheld original is rightfully riding high in the 
PS Vita Hall Of Fame as its PS4 remake-of-sorts 
swoops onto the current-gen roster on a raft of new 
features. Media Molecule makes the most of all that 
extra power and strikes gold yet again.

baTMan: arkhaM knighT
Rocksteady sends the Bat out with a bang. A 
compelling, cathartic story adds new layers to the 
Dark Knight, while PS4 allows Gotham to blossom 
with a truly amazing engine. The stealth still sings, 
the fisticuffs are fab and the Batmobile is brill. 

MinecrafT
Bigger, better and blockier than ever before on 
PlayStation, this iconic build-’em-up benefits 
massively from PS4’s additional power and gives you 
a creative playground 36 times the size of that on 
PS3 in which to build. Or lob TNT around, if you want.

11

12

13

14

15

The lasT of us reMasTered
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger with age, 
like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal, emotionally 
honest take on the end of the world, Naughty Dog’s 
stealth shooter is quite simply one of the best games 
ever, even if this PS4 port doesn’t add much to it.

5



suPer MeaT boy
Jen simpkins faces the music for  
extra helpings of meaty masochism
Whenever the word “platformer” is mentioned, 
the words Super Meat Boy involuntarily explode 
from my body like a chestburster, so its PS4 
release rekindled my love for weeping over 
buzzsaws and anti-gravity orbs. While the new 
soundtrack isn’t prime rib, twitch-platforming 
doesn’t get much tastier than pixel-perfect  
hops around its flawlessly designed levels.

n++
Matthew Pellett sees Jen’s pick and raises 
the… steaks with a more brutal entry
Super Meat Boy’s blend of platforming and story 
is, yes, well done, I concur. But for the pinnacle 
of PS4 platforming, I present the painful N++. It’s 
massive. It’s beautiful. It’s got excellent co-op 
support (with more multiplayer on the way). It’s 
rammed with secrets. Its level editor guarantees 
infinite challenges. And it’s a dream to handle – 
when you’re not crying over the difficulty, that is.

rayMan legends
ben Tyrer argues that rayman’s Ps4  
debut is the stuff of legend
Nothing’s ever perfect. As platformers go, 
however, Rayman’s latest gets very close. 
Beautifully designed levels encourage speed-
running and exploration, all with a great sense  
of momentum. Mix it with a look and sound that 
can’t fail to curl your lips into a grin, plus the fact 
that much of Rayman Origins has been remade  
as unlockable levels, and you won’t beat it. 

We dive into ps4’s library for gold. 
This month: platformers
P I C K  # 1

P I C K  # 2

P I C K  # 3

It’S A dReAM tO hANdle 
– WheN yOu’Re NOt cRyINg 
OveR the dIffIculty.

■ each world ends in a positively bonkers boss fight set to barmy 
covers of classic songs. Black Betty will be in your head for days.

bubbling undER  

alternative picks

111

retrostation

sTar wars baTTlefronT
Perfectly capturing the spirit of Star Wars, this is 
a complete triumph in making you feel like you’re in 
amongst the Empire’s assault on Hoth, or bringing 
about its demise on Endor. Accessible and immediate, 
you won’t want to put your DualShock 4(orce) down.

unTil dawn
Once destined to live its life as a PS Move curio on 
PS3, Supermassive Games’ ode to the teen slasher 
movie has emerged on PS4 with a rusty, bloody 
axe in one hand and a rather nasty looking set of 
consequence-based choices in the other.

dragon age: inquisiTion
Following closely on the action-RPG heels of Geralt 
of Rivia, Bioware’s third trip to Thedas conjures 
something truly special. Improved combat; an 
ace cast of characters; a semi-open world full of 
emergent gameplay; an epic story. The list goes on.

guiTar hero live
An innovative take on the classic peripheral design 
might’ve been enough to convince us there’s still 
greatness in the series, but that would be unfair 
to the beautifully designed GHTV and its constant 
stream of songs. Clear the lounge, it’s time to rock.   

The binding of isaac: rebirTh
Who’d have thunk digital childhood trauma could be 
so entertaining? This ace procedurally generated 
dungeon crawler is fiendishly funny and scorchingly 
difficult. It also boasts a hugely endearing art style 
that only adds to its unique brand of grisly magic.

call of duTy: black oPs iii
An admirably weird entry in the unstoppable 
franchise. There’s something for every COD fan,  
with an intriguingly bonkers story, fully (rotting) 
fleshed-out Zombies mode and the still criminally 
addictive online multiplayer. Also, Jeff Goldblum. 

rockeT league
From the ashes of an obscure PS3 curio that no one 
can recall comes a PSN sleeper hit so addictive it’s 
probably illegal. With a tooled-up remote controlled 
car, a bootful of boost and a giant metal football, 
Rocket League is a slice of multiplayer heaven.

Pes 2016
Last year PES finally proved its worth with a
FIFA-beating mixture of superior mechanics 
and slick gameplay. It does it again this year with a 
new sense of speed, versatility and physicality that’s 
secured PES’s place on the virtual footy throne.

24

20

25
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Journey
In a gaming landscape dominated by mindless 
violence and blabbering idiots, this wordless 
walkabout stands tall in red robes. It’s about joining 
an online stranger and going for a wander, exploring 
a beautiful sandy world together in quiet awe.

resogun
Capturing everything that made the shoot-’em ups of 
old so compelling and combining it with a sumptuous 
voxel-based visual presentation, Resogun should 
come with a health warning that reads: “This game 
will consume your every waking moment.”
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19
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21
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Call Of Duty 4:  
MODern Warfare
Simply the finest COD ever made. From that nuke 
to Captain Price’s mesmerising ghillie suit stealth 
mission, few games can match Modern Warfare’s 
thrilling scripted spectacle.

7

8

tHe WalKInG DeaD:  
SeaSOn One
Telltale has crafted some amazing stories, but the 
first season of The Walking Dead stands among the 
best downloadable games ever with emotional ties 
and tangible consequences for your actions.

13

BatMan: arKHaM CIty
The most compelling bit of Bats action money can 
buy… that doesn’t involve Heath Ledger’s Joker. 
Thanks to an acutely detailed open-world chunk 
of Gotham, Rocksteady’s classic just pips Arkham 
Asylum to this spot by the thinnest of bat-whiskers.

12

lIttleBIGplanet 2
Media Molecule’s second swing at the user-
generated puzzle-platformer is even more essential 
than its predecessor, offering a raft of options so 
deep and rewarding the only thing holding you back 
are the limits of your imagination.

15

unCHarteD 2:  
aMOnG tHIeveS
The game that sparked a million mancrushes, with 
a perfectly pitched script, crunchy combat and set-
pieces like no other. In three words: unprecedented, 
unequalled, Uncharted.

GranD tHeft autO v 
The largest entry in the series is also one of the 
most ambitious games ever, but its fusion of thrilling 
missions, entertaining characters and scathing satire 
looks effortless. There can be no better way to bring a 
generation to a close than this.

reD DeaD reDeMptIOn
A near-perfect open-world fusion of engaging 
storytelling, truly compelling characters and a living 
environment ripe for experimentation. No sandbox 
since has got us quite so invested, and the bold 
ending still resonates to this day.

2 pOrtal 2
Only Valve could turn advanced physics, impossi-
puzzles and a voice cast comprised of a disembodied 
AI and Stephen Merchant into such a unique and 
undeniable work of genius. Hands down the funniest 
first-person experience on console.

9

JOurney
This charming two-hour voyage crafts an incredible, 
immersive narrative and a genuine emotional 
connection using little more than near-silent figures, 
marvellous sand physics and floating pieces of cloth. 
A remarkable and unique experience.

5

Metal Gear SOlID 4:  
GunS Of tHe patrIOtS
The most gleefully playful and imaginative
stealth game on PS3. Whether you’re watching a
monkey slurp soda or revisiting the site of the PS1 
original, no game honours its past so poignantly.

103

Heavy raIn
From controversial purveyor of interactive cinema, 
David Cage, comes this psychological thriller that 
plays like no other game on the system (apart from 
Beyond: Two Souls, natch). A real masterpiece of 
twists, turns, cinematography and, uh: “JASON!” 

14DarK SOulS
Akin to nothing else you’ve ever played (unless 
you’ve already played Demon’s Souls). It may be as 
impenetrable as a vault in Fort Knox, but persevere 
and there’s a brutal and beautiful challenge within 
that you will never, ever forget.

MaSS effeCt 2
While Bioware’s trilogy-ender sends Shepard out in 
fine style, it’s the middle slice of the delicious sci-fi 
sandwich that remains its best. A brilliantly scripted 
action-RPG, the closing ‘suicide mission’ provides an 
incredible finale.

BIOSHOCK InfInIte
Perhaps the best narrative team of the entire 
generation brings one of its finest series to a 
staggering climax. The original game would be 
well deserving of a place, but the mind-boggling 
revelations here run a whole lot deeper.
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tHe laSt Of uS
PS3’s premier developer proves a misbehaving pooch can learn new 
tricks in this extraordinary adventure. In true Naughty Dog fashion, 
the Californian studio subverts everything from zombie and post-
apocalyptic tropes to the gameplay beats of its own back catalogue. 
effortlessly blending stealth, horror and action with a script destined 
to break your heart, TLOU is interactive storytelling at its finest.



Final Fantasy X/X-2 HD 
RemasteR
Two examples of JRPG royalty, lovingly 
restored to their former glory for your 
portable pleasure. Their new touch 
controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition. 

GRavity RusH
Use a gravity-defying cat to break the 
laws of physics and zoom across the 
skies of a floating steampunk city. With 
stylish comic-book looks and a sassy 
heroine, this is a rush to remember.

metal GeaR soliD  
HD collection
Two of PlayStation’s finest adventures 
scale down beautifully, with enough 
cutscenes to fill a transatlantic flight. 
Even less excuse not to play, then.

GRim FanDanGo
An example of genuinely timeless 
storytelling finally arrives on PlayStation. 
Double Fine’s deft touch-up retains  
the old-school adventuring for a new 
generation to savour and enjoy.

lumines: electRonic 
sympHony
Part block puzzler, part mobile disco,  
this is as certain to have you nodding 
along to ace choonage as it is to keep you 
returning for more reflex-testing action.

peRsona 4: GolDen
This thoughtful and unique JRPG epic 
gives you another stab at high school  
– only this time with intrigue and 
superpowers instead of nerves, acne  
and an unpredictable vocal register.

2

13

15

14

9

spelunKy
With more than a subtle nod of its fedora 
to a certain whip-wielding Dr Jones, 
Spelunky’s procedurally generated 
dungeons and platformer/roguelike 
mashup shines brightest on PS Vita.

10

steins;Gate
This mind-bending, tongue-in-cheek 
visual novel takes something as simple  
as a mobile phone and turns it into a time-
travelling extravaganza that’s fit to 
bursting with comedy and drama. 

velocity 2X
A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer 
hybrid that should come with a health 
warning. So joyous is the side-scroller’s 
twin-stick teleporting, there’s a danger 
you’ll smile your face clean off the bone.

4

uncHaRteD:  
GolDen abyss
Drake proves he’s just as adept at 
adventuring on the go. A prequel story 
plump with classic jungle action, and 
crammed full of typical Uncharted charm.

Hotline miami 
Part puzzler, part top-down  
murder-‘em-up that’s as brutal as almost 
anything else on PlayStation. It’s hard but 
never frustrating, with instant restarts 
and lightning-fast gameplay.

6

8

littlebiGplanet
Sackboy’s back, smaller but just as 
lovable as ever. His platforming antics 
work perfectly on Vita, and the new 
control inputs complement the level 
creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.

supeR meat boy!
The new music doesn’t match up to the 
classic tunes, but Meat Boy’s long-
awaited PlayStation debut is the finest, 
fleshiest twitch platformer of all. An 
essential, thumb-destroying masterpiece.

5

7

Rayman leGenDs
Rather than losing its lustre on the  
move to PS Vita, Ray’s second slice of 
sumptuous side-scrolling is even better 
on handheld. Touchscreen gestures make 
this fine platformer all the sweeter.

3

11

12

113
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YOUr EVErY NEED FOr ON-thE-gO gOODNESS 

 pS VItA hAll OF FAmE
teaRaway 
Peerless crafty platforming from Media Molecule, 
this time using PS Vita’s raft of touchscreen/
touchpad controls to surprise and delight you in 
new ways for hours on end. Full of whimsy, charm 
and enough personality to put most games to shame, 
Tearaway’s papercraft world remains Vita’s most vibrant title. 
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Parting sh t

A trip to remember
Getting higher than we thought possible in GTA V

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

Legal disclaimer. Drugs are 
bad, m’kay and, er, you 
really shouldn’t do them. 
You probably shouldn’t even 

think about doing them. But let’s 
face it, you can’t help but wonder – 
from a purely philosophical point of 
view, natch – about the alcohol and 
ketamine-fuelled trip that sends 
Michael soaring over Los Santos, 
with only his boxers and memories 
of his therapist’s stinging words 
for company. Actually, maybe we’ll 
skip that last bit. 

So, how did it all end up with 
Michael being an object of ridicule 
for chimps and being abducted by 

aliens before flying through the 
night breeze? Well, it turns out that 
being hateable is an occupational 
hazard when your primary income 
comes from robbing banks. His 
wife detests him, his children 
loathe him and his increasing self-
awareness of how he’s a massive 
git combine to produce the most 
out-there GTA moment in history, 
all while the silky synth pop of The 
C90s’ Shine A Light (Flight Facilities 
Remix) bubbles underneath. 

GTA has always been about 
control, and while you get to guide 
Michael through the psychedelically 
altered night sky, this druggy 

journey is all about taking it away. 
Yes, GTA has done dosed-up 
scenes before, but wobbly driving 
sections in past games are nothing 
compared with this.

It can be seen as either a 
compelling mix of horror and awe, 
or simply an opportunity to kick 
back and witness the city of Los 
Santos in full-on trip-o-vision, 
gliding past the banks you’ll later 
rob. As soon as he hits terra 
firma, Michael wakes up in his 
pants, ready for whatever mayhem 
awaits. For a brief moment, 
however, GTA had taken its  
chance to play us beautifully. ■

  Format PS4/PS3 / Pub RoCkSTAR GAMeS / Dev RoCkSTAR noRTH / releaseD 2013 / score 10/10
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Portal
The greatest 

credits 
sequence in 

games is Still 
Alive as we 

pay GLaDoS 
another 

visit. 

Next 
month

the Walking 
Dead
Choking back 
the tears  
as we blub 
through the 
climax of Lee 
and Clem’s 
journey.

last 
month
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We dive deep into the new oceanic adventure  
from the artistic visionaries behind Journey
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE StREEt fIghtER V mOVE CaRdS 

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
Sonic boom:  +   
(press  during ex ver. for a second one)

Sonic Scythe:  + 

moonSault SlaSh:  + 

tragedy aSSault:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
Judgement Saber:  + 

naSh

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
kikoken:   + 

hyakuretSukyaku:  + 

airborne hyakuretSukyaku:
(during vertical or forward jump)  + 

Spinning bird kick:   + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
hoyokuSen:  + 

chun-li

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
bull head:  + 

bull horn:  or   (hold & release)

hanging chain:  + 
chain twirl: hold button
cancel: press   during chain twirl

killing head: (close to opponent)  + 

bull revenger:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
Skip to my chain:  + 

birdieS p e c i a l  m o v e S
Spiral arroW:  + 

cannon Spike:  + 

cannon Strike: (during forward jump) 
 +  

hooligan combination:  + 
(during hooligan combination) 
LaZER EdgE SLICER: no input
fataL LEg tWIStER: close to ground  
CROSS SCISSORS PRESSURE: close in air  
CaNNON StRIKE:  

c r i t i c a l  a r t
croSS Stinger aSSault:  + 

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
hadoken:  + 

Shoryuken:  + 

tatSumaki Senpukyaku:  + 

airborne tatSumaki Senpukyaku:
(during forward jump)  +   

c r i t i c a l  a r t
guren enJinkyaku:  + 

ken

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
pSycho blaSt:   + 

double knee preSS:   + 

head preSS:   + 

SomerSault Skull diver:
(after head press) 

devil reverSe: (before head press) 

pSycho inferno:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
ultimate pSycho cruSher:  +   
(can be done in air)

m biSon

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
the diSc’S guidance:   + 

raging light:  + 

maSk of tlalli: (close to opponent)  
  + 

valiant rebellion:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
ceremony of honor:  + 

Soul offering: (during v-trigger)  
 + 

necalli

cammy

Commands written here are for CharaCters faCing right. all Commands are reversed when faCing left.
  = followed by       = light punCh / light kiCk
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S p e c i a l  m o v e S

c r i t i c a l  a r t S

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
hadoken:  + 

Shoryuken:  + 

tatSumaki Senpukyaku:  + 

airborne tatSumaki Senpukyaku:
(during forward jump)  +   

c r i t i c a l  a r t
Shinku hadoken:  + 

denJin hadoken:
(during v-trigger)  +   

ryu

= Charge in that direCtion



S p e c i a l  m o v e S
bolt charge:  + 

Split river:  +   

rodeo break:  +   

thunder clap:  +     hold buttons 
to power up

SunSet Wheel:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
inaZuma Spin hold:  + 

laura
S p e c i a l  m o v e S
yoga fire:  +   

yoga flame:  + 

yoga gale: (during jump)  + 

yoga teleport:  or  +  
or     can be done in air

c r i t i c a l  a r t
yoga SunburSt:  +   

  can be done in air

dhalSim

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
ScreW pile driver: 
(close to opponent)  + 

double lariat:  

Siberian eXpreSS:  + 

borScht dynamite: (during vertical 
or forward jump)  +   

c r i t i c a l  a r t
bolShoi ruSSian SupleX: 
(close to opponent)   + 

Zangief

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
kanZuki-ryu hokoJutSu Sappo:  + 

tenko:  +       press  QuicKlY 
after sappo to change properties

orochi:  +    +  

muJinkyaku:  + 

reSSenha:  + 

Senha kuSabi:  +    +  

Senha reSShu:  +    +  

c r i t i c a l  a r t
kanZuki-ryu hadorokuShiki
haSha no kata:  + 

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
Spinning miXer:  +   *properties 
change with repeated button presses

eagle Spike:  + 

airborne eagle Spike: 
(during forward jump)  + 

WhirlWind Shot:  + 

c r i t i c a l  a r t
altair:  +  

raShid

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
niShikyu:   + 

SotoJa:   + 

ryobenda:   + 

nikankyaku:  +   

c r i t i c a l  a r t
ShiShiruirui:  + 

f.a.n.g.

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
Shooting peach:  + 

WingleSS airplane:  +  
*v-sKill increases power

rainboW typhoon: (close to opponent) 
 +  *v-sKill increases power

brimStone: (close to opponent) 
 +  *v-sKill increases power

c r i t i c a l  a r t
peach aSSault:  +   
*v-sKill increases power

r mika karin

S p e c i a l  m o v e S
flying barcelona attack: 

 or  +   

iZuna drop:  or  +  
(close to opponent) 

grand iZuna drop: (close to opponent) 
  +  (claw off onlY)

crimSon terror:  + 

aurora Spin edge:  +  (claw on onlY)

SWitch claW:  +     claw on/off

c r i t i c a l  a r t
bloody rain:  or  + 

vega

Commands written here are for CharaCters faCing right. all Commands are reversed when faCing left.
  = followed by       = light punCh / light kiCk = Charge in that direCtion
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v - S k i l l
pressing medium punch and medium Kick at the 
same time will perform an action that is unique 
to the character. the effect of this action differs 
between characters.

v - r e v e r S a l
press forward and all three punch or Kick 
buttons, while guarding an attack, to spend one 
stock of v-gauge and release a counter-attack.

r e c o v e r y
after being knocked down by an opponent’s 
attack, you can recover by inputting back or 
down or by pressing two or more punch or  
Kick buttons simultaneously with good timing.

v - t r i g g e r
pressing hard punch and hard Kick at the same 
time when your v-gauge is at max will unleash a 
character-specific action. whether it’s a teleport 
or a timed power-up, this trump card can greatly 
change the course of a match.

t h r o W  &  t h r o W  e S c a p e
pressing light punch and light Kick at the same 
time, when close to your opponent, will perform 
a throw. also, when it seems like your opponent 
will throw you, press light punch and light Kick 
simultaneously, with good timing, to perform a 
throw escape.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE StREEt fIghtER V mOVE CaRdS 
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